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Aristophanes in Motion: Onassis Cultural Center's The Birds
Fiona Harris Ramsby
Assistant Professor of Writing and Rhetoric
Bloomfield College, NJ

One might be forgiven for thinking that staging
Aristophanes' Birds in Trumpian America is
perfect timing in the current political climate;
after all, Aristophanes was notorious for sending
up politicians. So, it was no surprise that some
Trump-directed satire crept into the Onassis
Cultural Center's May 2018 production of The
Birds (translated into Modern Greek by Gianni
Asteris) at St. Ann's Warehouse in Brooklyn,
New York. One of the subtitles even referenced
the now-infamous locker-room line. Yet,
responding to a talk back question about the show's politics, director Nikos Karathanos
insisted that his Birds was actually apolitical. Asked why he cut the oracle collector, decree
seller, and other unwanted visitors to Cloudcuckooland from his production, as well as the
roasting of the traitorous birds, Karathanos replied that he "didn't want to start a political
dialogue." However, depoliticizing Aristophanes' Birds in the age of Trump would seem to
take great effort. How can a play where a populist leader rises to power effortlessly, exploits
sophistic rhetoric (and not the good kind so lauded by postmodernists), and insists on
building a wall not be viewed as political commentary, at least to an American audience?
Despite Karathanos' disavowal, this is Aristophanes, a deeply political playwright. And
Karathanos' focus on diversity and movement have added a modern layer to the play's
politics.
The political intentions of Birds have long been a subject of debate. David Barnett notes that
even though it was first produced in 414 B.C., while Athens was still at war with Sparta, it
includes very few political allusions. He states, "Current events are hardly referred to at all;
the war is not mentioned" (149).1 Yet, scholars have argued over its political meaning for
decades. As Wilfred E. Major states, "The broader context of Birds has catapulted the play to
the first tier of disputation among scholars."2 Does it conjure Alcibiades, that ostentatious and
outspoken proponent of the Athenian expedition to Sicily, an ill-fated effort to expand the
Athenian empire? Or, does it reference that same politician's defection from Athens to Sparta,
given that the Birds' hero and his sidekick leave Athens for a better life? Does it suggest a

1
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sinister tyranny (after all, the traitors are cannibalized) or a puzzling homage to sophistic
rhetoric? Does it betray an uneasy skepticism about democracy? Or should we just enjoy it for
its fantasy and the dream of utopian escapism?
Birds, according to Edith Hall (Professor in the Classics Department and Centre for Hellenic
Studies at King's College London), has had a distinctly political performance history over the
few centuries. The play clearly lends itself to political interpretation, whether Aristophanes
intended it to be political or not. Hall states in an essay introduction to the production at St.
Ann's:
Goethe starred in his own version at the Weimar Court, satirizing the gullibility of the
reading public. In Britain, the famous burlesque writer James Planché used The Birds
in 1846 at the Haymarket Theatre to attack parliamentary reform and the dangers of
the railway train. In the summer of 1959, the world-famous Greek Art Theatre, directed
by Karolos Koun, premiered their topical production of Aristophanes' The Birds.
Branded anticlerical, anti-American and dangerously left leaning, the production was
closed down by the government and sparked a far-reaching controversy that was to
reverberate throughout Europe and North America during the ensuing two decades of
unrest in Greece. In the 1960s, several more-lighthearted productions revealed that
the Athenians' disillusioned plan to "drop out" and "get back to nature" was an ancient
counterpart of the Californian hippie movement. And in late 20th-century South Africa,
The Birds (originally part of the curriculum introduced by the colonial master classes,
both British and Dutch) was used to address the terrible problem of apartheid.3

This global performance history certainly betrays a modern preoccupation with Birds' partisan
potential.
According to Major, Birds should ultimately be read as
a celebration of social equality, an idea borne out by
Karathanos’ production. Major notes its expression of
the Aristophanic faith in the “core process of Athenian
Democracy, even as he sharply attacks its institutions
when they fail to function properly.” 4 Thus
Peisetaerus' rise to power (played in this production by
Karathanos) signals that he “protects the democracy
and has brought success and prosperity to all.”5 This
inclusivity lies at the heart of Karathanos' Birds.

Karathanos as Peisetaerus

I am not the first reviewer to note the similarity of
this production to the famous 1960s rock musical
Hair, 6 a gloriously tuneful act of acid-laden resistance
with a limited narrative. Karathanos’ Birds also seems
politically motivated in its focus on inclusivity, but its
reduced dialogue at first obscured his intentions for
me. At the top of the production, Peisetaerus and
Euelpides (Aris Servetalis) holler and bicker their
way onto a dark and dimly lit stage, and we sense
that they aren’t entirely on the straight and narrow,
Loulis as Tereus/the Hoopoe and the Chorus
given that they’ve left a few debts behind in
Athens. We gather that they have wandered aimlessly, tired of their native city, and are in
search of the Hoopoe (Christos Loulis). Once found, dressed as a hunchbacked old crone in
black skirt and sporting combat boots, the Hoopoe demands of Peisetaerus and Euelpides their
reason for searching him out. On hearing that they want to establish a city with the birds, the
Hoopoe agrees to help the twosome convince his feathered associates. During this exchange, the
Hoopoe’s black skirt crawls downwards to reveal white underpants. This granter of birdly
2
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grapples with the tiresome garment. This state of undress, as well as the odd couple’s
squabbling and “yoo-hooing,” sets the tone that this Birds is going to be a cacophonous and
nakedly wild—not hairy, but feathery—ride.
Once Karathanos’ bird chorus emerges, the ethereal lighting
reveals a richly sumptuous thicket.The trees, mounted on a
small island on which the actors perch and sway, can be
plopped in and out of holes in the set, so they are often
wielded between cast members too. And at an opportune
moment, the heavens seemingly open and rain drenches
them all. Through this island jungle, the birds
popopopoi,cacaw, cheep, twitter, chirp, sing and dance—
Image courtesy of Nikos Karathanos
and continue to do so for much of the play, accompanied by an onstage musical ensemble
(music composed by Angelos Triantafyllou), as well as the beautiful voice of the Nightingale,
played by Vasiliki Driva, a person of small stature. And finally, through these magical trees,
the actors and audience bounce a giant, brilliantly lit, moon-like sphere in celebration of gods,
birds and humans living together.
The chorus, costumed by Elli
Papageorgakopoulou in rainbow colors—
Hawaiian shirts, flowered dresses and bathing
suits,“as though they had shopped at the
Goodwill for a party in Ibiza” (says critic Sara
Holdren).7 And as clothes are peeled off during
the duration of the show to reveal more
underpants and bare breasts, the show resembles
a throng at Mardi Gras, once Iris (Galini
Hatzipaschali) enters in a feathery getup that
reaches skyward, and once Peisetaerus converts
the birds to godliness. In all, there is more
Galini Hatzipaschali as Iris
dancing than dialogue (choreographed by
Amalia Bennett), more singing than dialogue, and certainly moreundressing than
anythingelse. In fact, once the birds are persuaded to build a wall about their
Cloudcuckooland, not much happens.
So what exactly is Karathanos up to in this production? In an essay in the playbill, he states,
“Twenty-five hundred years [ago], two Aristophanic heroes, bloated, tired, exasperated with
life, left Athens and the world of men, and took a high turn toward the world of birds.” 8 In an
e-mail interview with me, Karathanos states that his Birds is less about escaping the politics of
a bloated and uninspiring democracy mired in bureaucracy—characteristics that seem to
dominate the American political landscape—than about the human desire to move and
migrate:
Everything is about movement. People's nature is about
movement. Our days of time are passing over, our skin is getting
older. There something inside us that moves us towards
somewhere beyond. It is our destiny to go from one point to
another, in our lifetime, in our sleep time, in our dream time. We
are always trying to find a destination, always want to escape and
to rebuild our nest. Don't ask "why," it is in our nature. Somewhere
out there is a place where sorrows, pain and fears won't follow
you.9
3
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Karathanos’ utopian Birds appears to be more than escapist fantasy, though. And despite his
insistence that his Birds be viewed as apolitical, Karanthanos makes some savvy political
commentary through his focus on movement. As suggested by his e-mail response, this
production celebrates human co-mingling and mixture inherent in the admittance of
“otherness” to the public and political sphere—the moving towards alternate bodily
possibilities, towards a celebration of diversity, of difference, an intermingling of a variety of
minds and bodies. In fact, Karathanos’ Birds resembles the Heaven of To
ny Kushner’s Angels in America, in which the character Belize insists that in Heaven,
Everyone is in Balenciaga gowns with red corsages, and big
dance palaces full of music and lights and racial impurity and
gender confusion. And all the deities are creole, mulatto, brown
as the mouths of rivers. Race, taste and history finally
overcome.11
Karathanos’ democracy is enacted through a vigorous display of embodiment, heightened by
the cast’s nakedness. To the tunes of ethereal music, the bird chorus grasp and tumble. They
scramble up trees, caw and coo in throngs across the stage, in dance, in song, in tight white
underpants, in bathing costumes, and, at one perplexing moment in the play, in chocolate
pudding, some of it eaten by the actors. Iris, unwelcome in Cloudcuckooland, wrestles with
Peisetaerus in that pudding for what seems like an inordinately lengthy period. All of this
byplay contributes to the production’s carnival atmosphere.

At times, the movement in the play appears too punishing for the actors, but this just heightens
its focus on embodiment. As NYU Professor of Classics Peter Meineck says about the play, “it
was a brutal production. Brutal on the actors.” Despite this observation, the production’s
insistence on constant movement—running, tug-of-warring, and roughhousing—signals
something the current governmental administration others: bodies that are different and bodies
that are diverse. Certainly, the chorus celebrates a variety of bodies that are often
marginalized on the public stage—brown, disabled, female, and cross-dressing bodies. The
casting choice for the Nightingale, played by Driva, is not the only body on stage that is often
the object of discrimination. One chorus member, a cross-dressing man in his mid-50s, looks
suspiciously like Hilary Clinton. Yet, the crowning moment in this celebration of inclusivity
comes with the entrance of Zeus at the end of the play—an interpretation, perhaps, of Major’s
insistence that the Birds should be read as an expression of Aristophanic democracy that
ensures all are accepted in the ideal city. Paralympic athlete Yiannis Sevdikalis’ Zeus
emphasizes Karathanos’ focus on relentless movement and commitment to diverse casting.
Bare chested and gold belted, Sevdikalis- who competed in track events at the 2018 Berlin
Paralympics- makes quite the entrance, sprinting onstage on his prosthetic legs with breakneck
speed, leaping across cables, as the play draws to a close.
The original production was performed at the Ancient Theater of Epidaurus, where it played
to sold-out, enthusiastic, and vast audiences in 2016.12 In the context of that particular social
and political moment for Greeks, Karathanos’ Birds speaks to the human desire to move
towards home, any home that will be accepting of all—physical or figurative, America or
Greece, any space open to the disenfranchised. Meineck concurs, agreeing with me that the
play transfers beautifully from one political site to another, resonating with multiple audiences.
Of the production in the US, and speaking of it as a reflection of Greek politics as well, Meineck
says, “The play reflects Athens as you see it right now. Brilliant, scrappy, creative. Young
people are sick of the lack of government help. It’s a reaction to the lunacy of austerity. There is
an angry energy about the place. Imagine New York City in the 1980s. Like Athens, a bit tragic
but also really creative.
4
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And it’s the artists—like Karathanos and his troupe—that Meineck credits for the scrappy
attempt to create a Cloudcuckooland that admits the abject and disenfranchised, reimagined in
brilliant feathers, song, and dance. In fact, situating the production against the political
landscape in contemporary Greece, Meineck sees this production as expressing artistic
empathy with those who are, in fact, moving from location to location, but extremely othered:
Syrian migrants and refugees. He says, “There is something special happening in Athens in
terms of immigration. And it is mostly the artists that are handling it with compassion, taking in
refugees. In a way, you could read this production in terms of the immigration crisis happening
in Athens.”
Karathanos’ preoccupation with movement that resonates in any venue thus engenders a
universal reading of this production. In his Birds, we see both American and Greek politics, not
in the shape of a tweeting president or a Greek politician, but in a celebration of migration—both
in terms of who gets admitted to this escapist world and who might take refuge in it. Karathanos
sums this up beautifully:
We want to speak to you of a people who stand on one leg all the
time, who feel foreign and alien in the midst of their own city, who
fear their difference, we want to speak to those who have been
forced through pain and ill treatment to live on borders and who
grow wings, and grow wings every day so that they can cross the
borders and jump the walls however “beautiful that wall may be.”
13
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Euripides' Orestes
Directed by Claire Catenaccio (Georgetown University)
August 17, 2018
Hellenikon Idyllion
Selianitika, Greece
For the Paideia Institute’s Living Greek in Greece program
Reviewed by Richard Hutchins
University of Miami
For two weeks every August, the Paideia Institute’s Living Greek in Greece program brings
enthusiastic students of Ancient Greek to the Hellenikon Idyllion, a hotel that doubles as a
cultural center for Ancient and Modern Greek, Classical music, and German culture, located in
the charming village of Selianitika, Greece. Living Greek in Greece is a summer course in which
students read Ancient Greek texts and discuss them in Ancient Greek. This past summer the
text for the course was Euripides’ Orestes, which the students performed in the Hellenikon
Idyllion for the village of Selianitika and fellow students. This production of the Orestes was
directed by Claire Catenaccio, Assistant Professor of Classical Studies at Georgetown
University.

Left: Claire Catenaccio directs practice
of the Chorus.

Right: Barry Brinker
addresses Luby Kiriakidi.

The Orestes was a work of Euripides’ old age and one of the most popular plays in antiquity.1
Unfortunately, it is rarely read or performed today. This production of the Orestes was
particularly challenging, since Catenaccio only had had two weeks to produce it, and most of
the students’ time was devoted to two spoken Ancient Greek classes during the day and trips to
classical sites and performances on the weekend. To prepare the production in time, Catenaccio
pared down the 1693-line text of the Orestes to an 835-line performance script, a much more
manageable amount of Ancient Greek for students to memorize and perform in the allotted
time. The Orestes itself can be be divided into two halves. The first half deals with Orestes’
madness and is an intense meditation on the psychology of guilt.2 The second half begins at line
1069, where Pylades yells ἐπίσχες (“stop!”) to rouse Orestes and Electra from their passivity—
from which point the play increasingly resembles a revenge tragedy. The Orestes is thus an
assemblage of deliberately incongruous scenes and moods.3 The question for any director is
whether to unify the parts of the play or to let the differences shine.
8
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Left: SolveigGold as Orestes and Luby Kiriakidi as
Electra.

Right: Helen(Patsy Craig) enters with Hermione
(Figen Geerts) to musical accompaniment by Joe
McDonough (piano), Marco Romani (flute),
Panagiotis Pavlos (violin), and Alex Petkas (guitar).

Catenaccio’s Orestes let the differences shine. Each scene worked as an independent whole that, when
viewed in succession, created a sense of realism within each scene but of surrealism overall.
Catenaccio’s production began with a Hamlet-like Orestes paralyzed by guilt and self-consciously
horrified at his madness. This Orestes, played by Solveig Gold, wore a red glove to signal his recent
murder of Clytemnestra and black clothing to indicate mourning. Orestes’ main emotion in this
portrayal was horror at the awakening knowledge of his guilt. Throughout the prologue, this Orestes
was bound by mental illness to a lounge chair from which he would leap with an imaginary bow in
hand to attack illusory Erinyes. While there is a debate in classical scholarship about whether a real or
imaginary bow was used in the original production of the Orestes in 408, Catenaccio had this Orestes
mime an imaginary bow to underscore his mental illness.4 Orestes was attended by a deeply caring
Electra, played by Luby Kiriakidi, who opened the performance with a monody in the style of Modern
Greek lament, and was perfectly attuned to Orestes’ shifting moods, gestures, facial expressions, and
even tone of voice throughout the prologue. The decision for Orestes and Electra to mirror each other’s
emotions so closely was developed by the two actors in daily rehearsal, and was intended to underline
the intense intersubjectivity and even possible incest between brother and sister.
Later in the production, Orestes and Electra were accompanied by Pylades, played by Max Norman
and dressed Mad Max style, wearing dark sun glasses and armed with a Super Soaker—a ridiculous
sight. Outfitting Pylades as an outlaw foreshadowed his status in the second half of the play as the
ringleader of the revenge plot. The choice to arm him with a squirt-gun, however, was due to the actors’
chance discovery of one on the premises of the Idyllion. The toy weapon, nonetheless, helped to
underline the incongruity of Pylades as a tragic but also unconsciously comic figure. During the
performance, the Super Soaker was hidden in a fire closet at the back of the stage, to be discovered by
Pylades just as the revenge plot began in the second half of the play. This was a metatheatrical moment,
as Pylades broke character by turning to the audience to smile at the absurdity of acting in a play in
which water guns are discovered in fire closets just when needed.

Left: Joe Garnjobst as Tyndareus appealsto the
νόμος.

Right: Grace Stinson and Sydnie Chavez
lead the Chorus.

9
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In the second act, the moroseness of the prologue shifted to comedy with the entrance of Menelaus,
dressed as a conniving fop just returned from Troy. This Menelaus, played by Rachel Lesser, had not yet
mentally awakened from his dream of luxury in the East. And yet, he used his aloofness from events in
Argos to political ends, to get Orestes out of the way so as to inherit the kingdom of Argos. In this scene,
Orestes expects Menelaus to defend him from the enraged δῆμος of Argos, in return for his father
Agamemnon’s earlier help in the expedition to Troy. Lesser presented a Menelaus whose pose of
detachment was clearly part of a waiting game, to hold off Orestes for as long as possible by neither
committing to help him nor completely breaking ties with him. His evasiveness was interrupted by the
entrance of a hot-blooded Tyndareus, played by Joe Garnjobst. Garnjobst presented Tyndareus as an
idealistic defender of the νόμος, and he dressed the part by wearing a bright Seersucker suit, hat, and
black armband to indicate mourning (457–8). He fumed onto the stage from his seat in the audience to
prosecute Orestes for killing Clytemnestra, Tyndareus’ daughter.5 The emotional incongruity between
the calculated aloofness of Menelaus as played by Lesser and the blunt anger of Tyndareus as played by
Garnjobst resulted in a comedy of errors, as each foiled the other’s purposes with Orestes. As Tyndareus
became angrier at Orestes, Menelaus became increasingly discomfited. The subtlety of Menelaus’ plot to
appease Orestes while not committing himself to help him was gradually foiled by Tyndareus’ blunt
prosecution.

Left: Catenaccio oversees practice of the finale.

Right: Rachel Lesser as a shrewdly aloof Menelaus.

The second half of the play is a train-wreck of nonstop action, all centered around the wayward desire
to kill Helen. Into the midst of this revenge plot drops, literally out of the sky, the Phrygian slave and
his hilarious monody, the longest in Greek tragedy, played by Cat Lambert. As M. L. West has
commented, “there is no funnier scene in Greek tragedy.”6 Lambert emphasized the polysemous
nature of the Phrygian slave, himself a symbol of the incongruous, tragi-comic nature of Catenaccio’s
Orestes as a whole. The Phrygian enters the very contemporary Argos of the Orestes as a final, farcical
representative of the lost heroic age of Troy. He is not only temporally out of sync with Argos but
linguistically as well, since his song is at times virtually incomprehensible. As a eunuch, “barbarian,”
and slave, the Phrygian bears traces of femininity, and may represent a comic version of the Trojan
prophet Cassandra from Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, herself, like the Phrygian slave, brought to Argos as a
captive from Troy.7 In Catenaccio’s Orestes, the Phrygian served as a lighthearted foil to the cold and
consistently violent Orestes of the second half of the play. We are told in a scholion to line 1366 that in
the original production of the Orestes in 408, the Phrygian entered the stage by leaping from the σκηνή
roof, just at the moment when the chorus was expecting the dead body of Helen to be wheeled out on
the ἐκκύκλημα, not an operatic Phrygian.8 Catenaccio had Lambert imitate this moment in the
original production by dressing him in an orange jumpsuit, as if he were a prison inmate or captive, for
his leap from the banister of the first floor of the Idyllion onto the stage. Lambert then broke out into a
monody composed in the style of the “New Music.” This monody was adapted for this performance
to the style of a Gilbert and Sullivan patter song, with intervals of opera recitative, by Musical Director
Joe McDonough. McDonough’s general idea was to create music that would keep the rhythm and
pitch accent of the Greek, while being flexible enough to allow for different acting choices, and yet
simple enough to be sung in combination with “word-painting,” i.e. when the actor
musicallyillustrates the actions of the text. McDonough’s choral melodies were necessarily simpler
than the monodies, because they needed to be learned by a larger group of students.
10
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Left: Cat Lambert, as the Phrygian slave, leaps onto
the stage.

Right: the Phrygian slave befuddles Orestes.

The Orestes famously ends with Apollo descending ex machina to unravel the chaos that the three
desperadoes, Orestes, Pylades, and Electra, have created by the end of the play. Here, the Hellenikon
Idyllion itself became important, as it offered three levels for Apollo to display his dominance, retaking
control of the play at every level of the theatrical space: ground-level stage, mezzanine-level balcony,
and upper story. At the start of the performance, Catenaccio had a beach towel with ominous eyes hung
from the upper story of the Idyllion to represent Apollo’s overseeing of events throughout the play. Like
the Super Soaker, the beach towel was simply found on the premises. Nonetheless, it worked well to
hint at Apollo’s control of events throughout the play, while being just the kind of absurd object to
foreshadow Apollo’s absurd epiphany in the finale.
In the finale of the performance of the Orestes that the students travelled to see in Patras, produced by
the National Theatre of Northern Greece, the director himself, Yannis Anastasakis, suddenly appeared
in the audience under a spotlight with a microphone to give Apollo’s last orders. Catenaccio also had
Apollo break the fourth wall in her production by addressing the audience directly, Catenaccio
revealing the god to be less a character in the play than a divine director who had been overseeing
events all along. Catenaccio, however, had not one but three Apollos appear in the finale—two on stage
(Jason Pedicone and Eric Hewett) and one on the top floor (Marissa Porter). This triple epiphany
emphasized both the metatheatricality and the multiple possible meanings of Apollo in the final scene.
The three Apollos, in the various levels of the theatrical space, showed the god reclaiming the theater in
its entirety as his domain, a space which Orestes, Pylades, and Electra had commandeered over the
course of the play. As a final comic gesture, actors shot confetti guns from the top floor of the Idyllion.
Catenaccio thereby turned the finale into a celebration of the tragi-comic absurdity of the production as
a whole.
But even Catenaccio was unprepared for the pièce de résistance, when the absurdity of reality itself burst
all theatrical illusions, as Amos, a dog, careless of every propriety of the theater, took advantage of an
open door in the changing room on the top floor of the Idyllion to trot triumphantly down the stairs and
across the mezzanine—where an already nervous Electra, Orestes, Pylades, and Hermione were startled
by this further epiphany—all the way to ground level, where, victorious, Amos found his master, Jason
Pedicone, dressed as Apollo and giving his final orders to the conspirators. As if on cue, the Chorus then
broke into a beautiful rendering of the play’s concluding hymn to Victory: ὦ μέγα σεμνὴ Νίκη. So, in
the end, the dog eclipsed the god.9

Left: Electra, Orestes, and Pylades threaten to burn
down the house of Atreus.
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Right: the triple epiphanyof Apollo, after the confetti
gun and justseconds before the dog gotloose.
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Antigone: A first for the American Shakespeare Center
Translated by Robin Bond
Directed by Doreen Bechtol
Premiered on 30 Aug 2018
Blackfriars Playhouse, Staunton, Virginia, and multiple subsequent sites
Reviewed by C. Michael Stinson
Southside Virginia Community College
Keysville, Virginia
For many years, the American Shakespeare Center (ASC) has presented the works of
Shakespeare and other dramatists in Staunton, Virginia, at its Blackfriars Playhouse, which
the ASC routinely bills as “the world’s only re-creation of Shakespeare’s indoor theatre.”1
Since the ASC’s founding in 1988, the company has presented all of Shakespeare’s plays,
most multiple times, as well as numerous works by Elizabethan and Jacobean playwrights
such as Marlowe, Jonson, Lily, and Webster, as well as selected later plays and musicals by
Shaw, Wilde, and others, including several living writers. Blackfriars has hosted well over
5000 performances since it opened in 2001, but before late 2018, none of them had been a
Greek tragedy. The performance reviewed here was the opening night of the first
presentation of any Greek tragedy by ASC, Sophocles’ Antigone.
ASC’s productions routinely begin with remarks to the audience explaining how
“Shakespeare’s staging conditions” are honored at Blackfriars. This includes their oftrepeated explanation that at ASC, they “do it with the lights on” rather than in a darkened
theatre, as well as using minimal props, simple sets, and live music before and during
performances.2 ASC’s production of Antigone observed all these conditions. For audience
members who had seen previous ASC productions, this approach was familiar, but for those
whose only exposure to Greek (or any) theatre had involved curtained stages, dimmed lights,
and actors who appear and disappear exclusively from the rear of the stage, such elements
might have been a surprise. The audience was also informed before the play began that this
was the first Greek tragedy to be produced by the ASC, and that an opportunity would be
given to talk with some of the actors after the play.
The ASC supports both a resident troupe and a traveling troupe of actors. The cast presenting
Antigone was ASC’s current traveling troupe, and after opening night, the group left for a
tour during which they would perform Antigone ten more times in six states from September
through early April, in repertoire with The Winter's Tale (to be performed 17 times) and The
Comedy of Errors (20 times), before returning to Staunton for additional performances of all
three plays. 3 Perhaps it’s unsurprising that a group best known for presenting Shakespeare’s
plays was booked to perform Antigone less often than the other two works. But the inclusion
of Antigone in the touring troupe’s 2018–2019 repertoire did offer a valuable opportunity for
audiences —many of whom might have never seen Greek tragedy on stage — to see this
work performed by a group of skilled, professional actors. Even for those familiar with the
genre, experiencing Antigone in the intimacy of the Blackfriars Theatre had the potential to
challenge any facile associations of Greek tragedy with settings such as amphitheaters or
school stages where it might have been previously encountered. At Blackfriars, the actors
move among the spectators as freely as they perform in front of them, another feature of
13
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ASC’s approach to Shakespeare that was carried over into this presentation of Antigone. Another
such feature, though not one of Shakespeare’s own staging conditions, is ASC’s routinely crossgender and ethnically diverse casting. For those familiar with this policy, it was no surprise to
see the diversity of the cast presenting Antigone, though in this production the gender casting
was relatively traditional.4

Antigone shortly before her final exit
Photo Credit: American Shakespeare Center

Anticipating the dialogue between Antigone (Constance Swain) and Ismene (Madeline Calais)
that opens Antigone, I was surprised when, after the preparatory remarks mentioned, most of
the cast appeared onstage and began dancing and rapping. For the benefit of audience
members unfamiliar with the myth underlying Antigone, the ASC actors had prepared a
choreographed induction that seemed stylistically to be influenced by Lin-Manuel Miranda’s
currently popular musical Hamilton. Lines were delivered quickly, but for those who could
follow them, the Theban legend was summarized while the cast danced or acted out various
events that were being remembered. The story of Oedipus’ fateful birth, patricide, incest, and
blinding were all glossed as rap lyrics, and the final battle between Eteocles and Polynices
was acted out in slow motion as it was described, leading to the two bodies of the brothers
lying on stage immediately before the beginning of the actual lines of Antigone. This
innovative hip-hop induction was the biggest shock of the evening for me. As it ended, most
of the players left the stage while Swain and Calais began their opening exchange.

Antigone shortly before her final exit
Photo Credit: American Shakespeare Center
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Once these first lines were uttered, however, the cast displayed fidelity to the text of Antigone
in its 2014 verse translation by Robin Bond.5 Bond’s work is available for theatre companies to
use royalty-free, which might have factored into ASC’s decision to use his translation, but
several of his other translations of ancient drama have been the basis of successful stagings
before the adoption of Antigone by ASC, so this was surely not the only reason.6 As staged by
the ASC actors, Bond’s Antigone was a delight. Their delivery of Bond’s contemporary and
literary rendering of Sophocles matched the practiced fluidity of their Shakespearean verse.
Since the production was designed to be taken on the road, some of its choices in staging and
costuming were likely made with portability and flexibility in mind. The costumes were one
of the more conservative aspects of this Antigone, but this was not a fault, since the relatively
straightforward gowns and robes encouraged a focus on the words of Sophocles and allowed
the actors great freedom of movement. The predominant colors were pastel blues and browns.
Several members of the chorus wore matching, loose, calf-length pants and gray tops, while
others wore simple brown robes or dresses. Creon (Ronald Roman-Melendez) was more
ornately arrayed, with a jewel-encrusted sash and crown, befitting his royal status, and the
other royal family members wore simpler gold crowns to signal theirs. But the costumes,
while somewhat understated, were not completely unimaginative. As Swain delivered
Antigone’s final words before departing for the cave where she would die,
Observe me, lords of Thebes,
your last and lone princess,
and this my fate at the hands of such as these,
because I honoured what was right, 7
she walked slowly down stage. One end of the train of her gown remained attached to
something out of sight in the discovery space while the other end was still connected to the
rest of her gown, the train growing longer as she moved forward, extending in a line behind
her, and finally crossing the stage from front to back as she stood at the apron. I wondered
what would happen if she took another step, but as Swain finished her final words the train
separated from her shoulders and was drawn slowly back into the discovery space as she
walked away, visually underlining Antigone’s permanent separation from home, family,
royal privilege, and life itself. Another exception to the generally muted costuming was
Tiresias (Topher Embrey), who appeared wrapped in complex layers of gauzy, tattered,
multicolored fabric topped by a white, loosely wound turban, and carrying a staff wrapped
with fibers that matched his costume (or had been taken from it); his white head covering set
off the white contact lenses he wore to represent his blindness.
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Topher Embrey as Tiresias
Photo Credit: American Shakespeare Center

The presentation of the chorus was another innovation in this production, surprising anyone
expecting static rows of speakers who simply walked on and off stage. Actors of both sexes
serving as chorus members assumed varying and often remarkably gymnastic positions at
each appearance. At times one even climbed atop another's hunched back as they chanted
their various pronouncements. The chorus did not simply speak together; they clung to each
other, grappled with each other, and moved around the stage as they spoke, drawing
attention to what they were doing as well as what they were saying. Clearly, ASC was
offering its own appreciation of the role of dance in Greek theatre with an approach to the
chorus that was much more athletic and dynamic than that seen in many productions of
Greek tragedy.

The Chorus
Photo Credit: American Shakespeare Center

ASC actors routinely find humor in all of Shakespeare's plays, including the grimmest tragedies,
turning even villains such as Iago into sources of laughter.8 Despite the dark inevitability of
Antigone, the same held true for this production, especially early in the play. As Creon
dismissed the love between Antigone and Haemon with the line “(t)here are plenty of other
fields for him to plough,” he accompanied his words with a leer and gesture that produced
guffaws around the theater. I found myself chuckling even though I anticipated both the line
and the regret Cleon would soon express over his misjudgment; in Roman-Melendez’s
interpretation of Creon, the awareness of his error appeared to strike him abruptly, and late.
The demeanor of the Guard (Michael Hahalyak) was also a source of levity; he initially
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appeared at the rear of the theater, approaching reluctantly down the aisle, and turned as if to
go back the way he had come more than once, matching motion to words —
‘You clown, yet more delay?’ ‘If Creon learns of this
from someone else…then yours will be the sorry ass!’
Such consternation checked my tardy progress here,
and so a meagre path becomes a marathon…
—before finally mounting the stairs at stage left to confront Creon. Lines that might have
brought a quiet smile when simply read led to loud laughter in ASC’s hands.
After a minority of their shows ASC actors offer a talkback session, and this was true for the
opening night of Antigone, when four actors were joined onstage by an ASC educator
immediately after the play to take questions from the audience. When the actors, including
Swain, were asked why Antigone was selected as ASC’s first Greek drama, the question was
returned to the audience: “Why do you think?” Soon both actors and audience members had
characterized Antigone as “speaking truth to power,” a phrase that also appears in director
Bechtel’s notes on the play,9 and more than one audience member referred to current political
events in the United States during the subsequent conversation. Such immediate application
might seem obvious or perhaps even cliché to anyone already familiar with Antigone, but for
some of those present, feeling the power of ancient drama to speak to us today was clearly a
novel experience. The strong showing by “a woman of color” (one audience member’s
description of Swain) as Antigone also generated multiple comments. Aside from any
historical question of exactly what the original Greek actors would have looked like, this was
perhaps as much a comment on the state of theater today as on this particular production.

Creon mourns the death of Haemon
Photo Credit: American Shakespeare Center

At the end of the touring season, the troupe returned to the Blackfriars Theatre and presented
Antigone as part of the spring season there, concluding with a performance on 7 June. The ASC
identifies Blackfriars performances, touring performances, and education as the “three legs”
that support their mission, 10 and this new, innovative production of Antigone offered all three.
Since their founding, ASC has brought thousands of people to a new appreciation of
Shakespeare by allowing them to encounter his works on the stage rather than solely on the
page. With Antigone, they have now provided the same service to Sophocles and to Greek
drama for the first time.
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127(6
1E.g.,

at https://americanshakespearecenter.com/about/

2Ibid
3Tour

details from the ASC calendar web pages and https://

americanshakespearecenter.com/2019/04/the-hand-of-time-tour-returns-home-for-spring-season/
4Full

cast details available at https://americanshakespearecenter.com/events/antigone/

5Bond’s

translation of Antigone is available at https://ir.canterbury.ac.nz/xmlui/bitstream/
handle/10092/9681/1+-+Seven+Tragedies+of+Sophocles++Antigone.pdf;jsessionid=93E9D9843FA3544E8B1C22D7CEBEF5A7?sequence=8
6Examples

of prior performances of Bond’s translations are available at https://
www.canterbury.ac.nz/arts/contact-us/people/robin-bond.html, and see also his abstract at https://
www.didaskalia.net/issues/vol5no1/bond.html
7My
8A

quotations of Antigone are from Bond’s translation.

prime example would be Rick Blunt’s Iago in 2014; details at https://

americanshakespearecenter.com/events/othello-2014/
9https://americanshakespearecenter.com/events/antigone/
10https://americanshakespearecenter.com/about/
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Euripides, Herakles

Directed by Caleb Simone
April 4-April 6, 2019
Minor Latham Playhouse
New York, New York, USA
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gM4sYJ7hdqg&feature=youtu.be
Reviewed by Timothy J. Moore
Washington University in St. Louis
Euripides’ Herakles is arguably extant Greek tragedy’s most disturbing play. While Herakles is
in the underworld performing his final labor, Lykos, who has usurped the throne of Thebes,
plans to murder Herakles’ wife (Megara), his children, and his father (Amphitryon). Herakles
returns home just in time to save his family and kills Lykos. The ensuing celebration is
promptly interrupted by Iris, who, at the behest of Hera, orders Lyssa, the goddess of
madness, to make Herakles kill his wife and children in a fit of insanity. When Herakles
awakens, only the intervention of his friend Theseus keeps him from killing himself. This
year’s production of Herakles by Barnard Columbia Ancient Drama (BCAD) brought out well
the play’s bleakness and suggested further implications about the difficulty of quelling
violence once it starts. It responded in a more subdued way to the play’s palliating emphasis
on the enduring value of human affection.
The play was performed entirely in Greek, to audiences consisting of some scholars and
students of Greek but mostly interested theatergoers. Clear pronunciation of the Greek meant
that even those with limited Greek could follow some of the play's language, and supertitles
ensured that spectators with no Greek could also follow the plot without difficulty.1
Director Caleb Simone and his cast and crew are to be praised for an exceptional
accomplishment. Directorial and technical decisions were consistently on the mark, individual
performances ranged from strong to outstanding, and the production maintained the
audience’s interest throughout. Most remarkably, BCAD’s Herakles incorporated melodies
sung in Greek to the accompaniment of an aulos, employing ancient Greek scales described by
Plato and Aristides Quintilianus and molded to match both the meter and pitch accent of the
Greek text. The choices made by the director, actors, and production crew offer valuable
insights into the play, its performance in fifth-century Athens, and what it means to perform
Greek tragedy today.

Simone’s first choice was to make the play shorter. Modern audiences simply do not watch
theater without a break for as long as the ancient Athenians did, and an intermission in
Herakles, when so much depends upon the immediate switches from fear to joy to desolation,
would be anathema. Simone thus produced a play of just under one and one-half hours, about
the maximum amount of time most modern audiences sit without a break.2 He accomplished
this ideal modern length in two ways. First, he kept the performance moving quickly
throughout: the fast pace not only made the play shorter, but it also reinforced the terrifyingly
swift changes of fortune, as Heracles' family moves within such a short time from near
disaster to salvation to ruin. Second, he cut about 330 lines of the 1428-line play.
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I regretted some parts that were left out: absent, for example, was the passage in which
Herakles compares Theseus to a tugboat while his friend leads him offstage at the end of the
play, after he has killed his children (1423–4). Herakles had used the same analogy earlier of
himself and his children as he planned to rescue them (631–2), so the loss of the latter passage
deprives the audience of some powerful pathos and irony. Also missing were the final stanzas
of the third stasimon (763–814), in which the chorus celebrates after the death of Lykos; in this
production the chorus simply danced informally for a short time. The audience still
experienced the sharp contrast as, immediately after the stasimon, Isis and Lyssa entered and
set in motion Heracles' murder of his children, but the loss of the joyful words took just a bit of
"punch" out of the shocking change. All in all, though, the cuts were judicious and had little
effect on the impact of the play. Interestingly, the cuts sometimes reflected the differences in
societal context between fifth-century Athens and twenty-first-century New York. Cuts, for
example, made Megara a much more “modern” wife. In Euripides' text, when Megara thinks
she and her children will soon be killed, she laments the plans Herakles had made for his
children to rule kingdoms (460–75); then she recalls her own hopes that they would marry
princesses (476–9). Simone cut the more “macho” promises made by Herakles, leaving only
Megara's own wishes for her children. Later, when Herakles has returned, Megara explains to
him what has happened; as she does so, she apologizes to Amphitryon for addressing her
husband first: the man and father should take precedence (534–7). The apology is absent from
the BCAD version.
The production offered a contrast between visual aspects that moved far from fifth-century
practices and sounds that sought to recreate such practices. Visual elements of the play
responded effectively to the conditions and opportunities of the performance space. Minor
Latham Playhouse is a relatively small proscenium-arch theater. Facial expressions in BCAD's
maskless performance could thus have considerable impact: the smirks of Lykos, for example,
which were ironically echoed first by Amphitryon and the chorus as they sent Lykos to his
doom, and then by Iris as she prepared to instigate Herakles’ madness. Striking as well were
the impassivity of Megara’s expressions, which reflected her self-restraint even in the direst
circumstances, and the shocked devastation on Herakles’ face when he realized what he had
done.

Photo 2

Photo 1
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The set, designed by Cate McCrea, was simple: at the back of the stage was a curtain beside a
set of vertical posts (photo 1)3. Most characters who entered the house disappeared behind the
curtain, but Lyssa, while she directed Herakles’ madness, was visible behind the posts. To
underscore the chaos brought to the household by Herakles’ madness, the posts were
rearranged during a blackout, so that some were no longer vertical (photo 2). Changes in the
color of the lights behind the posts reinforced different moods throughout the play: with
Herakles’ entrance the background color changed from somber blue to hopeful reds and
yellows, but Iris and Lyssa brought ominous purples, which led in turn to a blood-red
background.4
Other lighting effects directed focus. When the play opened, Megara and the children were in
the dark, so that the audience saw only Amphitryon as he delivered his opening monologue.
After the massacre, Amphitryon, singing the play’s only monody, remained in semi-darkness
while Herakles slept under a faint spotlight. At play’s end, the lights darkened around
Amphitryon, surrounded by the chorus after the final exit of Herakles and Theseus. Lighting
thus reinforced a feature of the play easily missed as the text is read but conspicuous in
performance: the importance of Amphitryon. Though the play is named Herakles,
Amphitryon is in many ways the central character, as he responds first to the threat to
Herakles' family and then to the murders. A central theme of the play is an emphatic contrast
between the unreliability of the divine and the loyalty of humans. The almost continuous
presence on stage of Herakles’ mortal father, supporting his son and his family unswervingly
while Herakles' divine father, Zeus, appears to be indifferent, is thus of great significance.

Photo 3

Photo 5

Photo 4

Photo 6

The costumes of Megara and the children (photo 3), Amphitryon (photo 4), the chorus (photo 5),
the messenger (photo 6), and the accompanying auletes (photo 7) were understated and given
an air of antiquity: brown, white, and beige tunics with little or no adornment.5 This simplicity
brought to the fore each of the other costumes. Lykos’ bright-red, fur-lined cloak, along with the
military garb of the silent soldier who accompanied him on stage, emphasized both his regal
power and his villainy. As befitted their divine status, Iris and Lyssa had the production’s most
elaborate costumes: glistening, highly adorned robes (photo 8). The contrast between the two
goddesses’ appearances underlined the irony of their role reversal, as the beautiful Olympian
Iris forced her abominable actions on the chthonic Lyssa, whose snake-filled headdress would
lead anyone to expect her to be the instigator of evil.

Photo 7

Photo 9

Photo 8
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The large lion head and pelt worn by Herakles throughout his first scene made him look
uncanny, almost comic, and provided a striking contrast with the humanity of much of his
dialogue in that scene, as he expressed his affection for his family (photo 9). The costume,
combined with his language as he prepared to attack Lykos, called attention to Herakles’
extraordinary potential for violent action. It did not suggest, as some scholars have argued,
that the seeds of madness lay in Herakles before Lyssa’s attack, but it did make clear why
Herakles is such an effective tool for Hera to use against himself.6 It also contrasted
emphatically with Herakles’ costume after the murders, when, like most of the other human
characters, he wore a humble tunic, but the garment was tattered, revealing much of his bloodsplattered flesh (photo 10).

Photo 11

The most surprising costuming was for Theseus (photo 11). As he comes leading an army to
help Herakles’ family, one might have expected him to look like a travelling general. Instead,
his costume was emphatically regal: an elaborate purple robe, including fur disturbingly
reminiscent of Lykos’ costume, and a crown. The production thus underplayed the common
humanity of Herakles and Theseus and instead called greater attention to the difference in
their positions. On the one hand, the conspicuous dissimilarity in the two men’s visual status
made Theseus seem even nobler when he did not shy away from touching the polluted
Herakles. On the other, the costume, combined with cuts to some expressions of affection
between Theseus and Herakles, made more disquieting the imperious and almost cold
language Theseus uses as he admonishes Herakles not to indulge in self-pity. The audience
was left to question just how much the friendship of Theseus redeems the play from complete
darkness.
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At several moments, stage movement provided promising potential answers to questions posed
by the text. What, for example, does Lykos do during his long silence while Megara discusses
with Amphitryon the steps they should take to avoid being burned alive (278–326)? This
production had him anxiously watching offstage for the arrival of wood for the pyre. Staging
drew attention to the oddity of the moment when Herakles incongruously delays his entrance
into his home to explain what has happened to Cerberus. Again, we see the centrality of
Amphitryon, representing the human and mundane in opposition to the supernatural:
Amphitryon stopped Herakles just as he was on his way into the house, asking “Did you really
go into Hades’ house, my son?” (610). Creative staging was especially effective in the Iris and
Lyssa scene. After she was bullied by Iris into agreeing to drive Herakles mad, Lyssa described
what she would do. As she did so, she gestured, standing in front of Iris, who performed the
same gestures. Because we know Iris acts at the behest of Hera, the unusual staging called
attention to the unseen force beyond both goddesses that was leading Herakles to disaster.
Meanwhile, the chorus did not just cower, as they must have done in the orchestra of the theater
of Dionysus, but instead disappeared completely into the wings. Their absence came at the cost
of the visual contrast between the helpless, frightened mortals and the terrifying goddesses, but
it allowed the audience to focus completely on the latter and to feel they were entering a
different, divine world as Iris and Lyssa spoke. The chorus’ absence also helped to compensate
for the lack of a skene roof, on which Iris and Lyssa probably appeared in ancient productions.

Photo 13

Photo 12

Choral movement is inevitably a challenge in a production of this nature: when amateur
performers must sing odd melodies in a foreign language, elaborate dance steps are
exceedingly difficult to carry out. Simone and his choreographer, Jon Froehlich, responded to
this dilemma in several ways. Sometimes the chorus remained still while they sang. More
often they moved with simple but effective steps. Most notable was their abstract recreation of
Herakles’ labors as they sang the first stasimon (photo 12). The removal, mentioned above, of
the last stanzas of the third stasimon allowed the chorus to move frenetically without having
to sing as they celebrated the death of Lykos. The chorus also included a statuesque nonsinging dancer, who moved in more elaborate and athletic ways throughout extensive
portions of the choruses (photo 13). This solo dancer was sometimes distracting, but,
appropriately given the importance of dance in tragic choruses, he allowed the spectators to
see more motion than simple movement by the singers could provide.
In one respect the production’s sounds, like its sights, moved well beyond what one would
have experienced in ancient Athens: sound designer Matt Rocker employed electronic sound
effects at various points. Most significant was the ominous sound of wind, begun in the first
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scene, as Megara and Amphitryon awaited death at the hands of Lykos, then renewed, with
additional electronic noise, at the entrance of Herakles, and then intensified and further
supplemented when Iris and Lyssa entered. This crescendo of sound underlined the continuities
in the play’s chain of violence even as the context for the violence differed.
In other respects, however, this production’s sounds were its most innovative and exciting
attempt to approach the experience of fifth-century tragic performance. In speaking, the actors
did not attempt a formal, precise reproduction of the Greek pitch accents or of the quantitative
meter, but spoke in natural tones, largely as if they were speaking English, with extra stress
given to accented syllables. This meant that the Greek was clear and unaffected, and that tone of
voice could contribute well to characterization (the sarcasm of Lykos, for example, and the
histrionics of the messenger). One could nevertheless still appreciate the patterning of pitch
accents, because of the element of pitch in English stress; and the distinction between long and
short syllables produced naturally by vowel length and extra consonants was usually enough to
express the rhythm of the iambic trimeters.
Vocalization by the chorus, and by Amphitryon in his monody, was far more elaborate. Anna
Conser composed the melodies for these songs, using insights she has gained while writing a
dissertation at Columbia on antistrophic patterns in Greek tragedy.7 For her rhythms she
followed the meter closely, using with very few exceptions a binary opposition between long
syllables equivalent to quarter notes and short syllables equivalent to eighth notes. Rhythm
alone thus allowed the chorus to produce many significant effects designed by Euripides: the
stately, repetitive aeolo-choriambics as they recounted Herakles’ labors, for example, and the
frenetic dochmiacs, abounding in short syllables, with which they expressed first their joy at the
death of Lykos and then their horror at the murder of Herakles’ family. For her musical scales,
Conser turned to the “old scales” described by Aristides Quintilianus, which may well
correspond to the modes discussed in Plato’s Republic, and she responded to the ethical
attributions given to modes by the Republic’s interlocutors. 8 Thus for the parodos, in which the
old men of Thebes want to challenge Lykos but realize their inability to take any meaningful
action, Conser mixed the Dorian mode, which the Republic and other sources say was manly,
with the Syntonolydian, which our sources describe as mournful.
Most intriguing was Conser’s response to Ancient Greek’s tonic accent. Because accents do not
correspond between responding stanzas, it has been widely assumed either that the pitch accent
was largely ignored in Greek tragic lyric, or that melody, unlike rhythm, changed between
strophe and antistrophe. Conser believes that this need not be the case. In the nonstrophic
melodies of the Hellenistic period, where pitch accent definitely played a role in melody, that
role involves several principles, the most important of which is that except in rare cases where a
special effect is desired, no syllable in a word receives a higher pitch than a syllable with an
accent. Often, however, non-accented syllables are sung at the same pitch as the syllable with an
acute accent.9 The existence of syllables sung at the same pitch, Conser believes, means that
melody and pitch accent could work together and responding stanzas could have identical
melodies, even when accents did not correspond between strophe and antistrophe. When a
word in the strophe had an accent on a syllable other than the accented syllable of the
corresponding word in the antistrophe, the composer would simply repeat the words’ highest
note on more than one syllable. Thus, for example, when the word βαρύτερον (Herakles 639) is
in responsion with the word δίδυμον (Herakles 657), a higher note on the first two syllables of
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both words will allow the melody to be the same on both words without violating the rules of
correspondence between melody and pitch accent. Following these principles, Conser wrote
identical melodies for responding stanzas, repeating notes when accentual patterns demanded.
Significantly, these melodies were not at all monotonous, but sounded lively and interesting.
The exact nature of melodic responsion remains a matter of speculation, but this production has
demonstrated that melodies following principles both of responsion and pitch of accent are
compatible with effective musical performance.
Contributing considerably to the excitement of that musical performance was the presence of
Callum Armstrong, playing the two-piped double-reed aulos. In a manner perhaps reminiscent
of the cooperation between playwright and auletes in Euripides’ day, Armstrong adapted and
expanded Conser’s melodies for the aulos, providing accompaniment for the choruses and
Amphitryon’s monody as well as some instrumental solos. Conspicuous both visually (he stood
on the side of the stage, just as ancient auletai would have stood in the orchestra with the
chorus) and aurally, Armstrong and his playing demonstrated clearly the significance of the
aulos for ancient theatrical performance. Each chorus began with notes from the aulos, which set
the tone and established the opening pitches even before the singers began. His two pipes
allowed Armstrong, while sometimes playing in unison with the singers, also to use a wide
variety of pitches and rhythms 'different from the singers', providing ever-changing rhythmic
and melodic reinforcement of their songs.
The auletes’ contribution became especially important before and during Herakles’ rampage.
When Lyssa has shown her reluctance to follow Hera’s commands, Iris lashes out at her, and
the meter changes from iambic trimeters to trochaic tetrameters catalectic. Iambic trimeter is the
most common meter of Greek drama, and our sources suggest that it was usually spoken
without instrumental accompaniment. The rarer trochaic tetrameter, however, appears to have
been spoken, chanted, or sung to the accompaniment of the aulos, and it often marks moments
of greater excitement, emotion, or suspense. Armstrong therefore began playing with the switch
of meter, just as it became clear that Lyssa would be forced to cause Herakles' madness. Lyssa
obeys Iris, and she describes how she will drive Herakles mad. As she delivered this speech in
the BCAD production, the sounds from the aulos became more and more ominous. Finally,
Lyssa made an explicit allusion to the instrument, saying to the absent Herakles: τάχα ʼ ἐγὼ
μᾶλλον χορεύ ω καὶ καταυλή ω φόβωι; “Soon I will make you dance even more and instill
fear with the aulos” (871). Simone cut two lines of farewell to Iris that succeed this verse, so that
the reference to the aulos led directly to an aulos solo and then an accompanied chorus, both
filled with dissonance, trills, erratic rhythms, and shrill high notes produced by overblowing. In
a moment of remarkable metatheater, the aulos, which Greek thinkers often associated with the
irrational, became a powerful representative of Herakles’ madness.
BCAD’s Herakles is an especially clear example of how effective ancient plays can be on the
modern stage and how much we can learn about ancient theater from modern performance.
Both those who were fortunate enough to see one of the original performances and those who
missed them can benefit greatly from watching and studying the online video.
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NOTES
1The

supertitles, produced by Caleb Simone and Anthony Chu and included on the video, are
the source of all translations in what follows. I attended the play with two friends who know
no Greek. Both reported that they could follow the action and dialogue easily except sometimes
when lighting made the supertitles hard to read.
2As

recorded on the video, the play lasts for one hour and twenty-four minutes.

3All

photos courtesy Pamela Sisson.

4Lighting

design by Marién Vélez of 22 Lighting Studio.

5Costumes

designed by Bo Yeon Jang and Allegra Forbes.

6On

the history of opinions regarding Herakles' innocence or guilt, see Bond 1981, xvii–xxvi
and Riley 2008, 6–8, and passim.
7“Tide

of Song: Antistrophic Patterns in Greek Tragedy.”

Quintilianus, writing a work on music (usually identified by its Latin name De
Musica) sometime between the second and fourth centuries CE, lists a number of scales
(harmoniai) that he says were used by "people of distant antiquity" (18.5, Barker's translation).
The scales are all named after ethnic groups within and beyond Greece: e.g., Dorian, Lydian,
and Phrygian. It is widely assumed that the scales he lists correspond to those described and
given ethical attributes in Plato's Republic (397–401b). For Aristides Quintilianus' scales, see
Barker 1989, 419–20. For the opinions of Plato's interlocutors on the ethical values of the scales,
see Barker 1984, 128–35 and 163–8. See also West 1992, 177–84.
8Aristides

9West

1992, 198–200; Cosgrove and Meyer 2006.
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Euripides’ Medea

Translated by Michael Collier and Georgia Machemer
Directed by Amy R. Cohen
October 5–7, 2018
The Randolph College Greek Play / Center for Ancient Drama
Mabel K. Whiteside Greek Theatre
2500 Rivermont Avenue
Lynchburg, Virgina
Review by Al Duncan
Assistant Professor of Classics, UNC Chapel Hill,
Research Fellow, University of the Free State, Bloemfontein, South Africa
The latest in a remarkable series of original-practices productions mounted at Randolph
College under the leadership of Dr. Amy R. Cohen, the Randolph Greek Play’s October 2018
Medea demonstrated, once again, the value of historicizing stagecraft in our contemporary,
political world. This Medea engaged with a number of pressing issues, but the show took place
at a particularly charged time in the ongoing struggle for women’s rights. Against such a
background, even this most canonical of tragedies could not help taking on new meanings. The
political force of Cohen’s Medea, far from being diminished by its traditionalist form, was
enhanced by the ostensible “distance” this stagecraft provided. In an era that will probably be
remembered for its radically and progressively re-imagined Medeas, this Randolph Greek Play
was more than a mere footnote or academic exercise, but a significant contribution to its own
political moment and the play’s performance history.
As its structure will suggest, in writing this review I have three goals. The first is to sketch
some of the theatrical and cultural contexts in which the Randolph Greek Play Medea was
situated. Timing is always essential in theater, but this Medea fell at peculiarly significant
historical moment. A century after major milestones in the women’s suffrage movement, a little
more than a decade after Randolph College became coeducational, and in the midst of a
heavily-reported background investigation into a Supreme Court nominee that brought
cultural tensions regarding sexual assault, which had been simmering uncomfortably for two
years, to the boiling point—the sweeping social forces enveloping Cohen’s Medea were
unusually palpable. My second goal is to document the performance itself, highlighting aspects
significant not only to the immediate context of the production, but also within the play’s
longer history. Third, by way of conclusion, I consider whether this Randolph production was
part of a new set of #MeToo Medeas and the ways in which Euripides’ play continues to adapt
to the political needs of its present.
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I. CONTEXT

“The Mabel K. Whiteside Greek Theater at Randolph College”
Photo Credit: Jill Nance

Cohen’s Medea continued what, after an energetic initial push, has become a biennial string of
productions of Greek drama in Lynchburg. The current series dates back to 2000, seven years
before its hosting institution became co-educational and shortened its name from RandolphMacon Women’s College to Randolph College. Upriver from the looming brick towers of
downtown Lynchburg, past stately historic homes, and within sight of the rolling Blue Ridge
hills, the Randolph campus retains some sense of being historically a “women’s space,”
although nearly 40% of enrolled students identified as male in 2018. As America inherits a
popularized version of Judith Butler’s critical theory and increasingly sees gender as a
performative social construct, the institutional transition away from an exclusively women’s
college has made Randolph a space especially conducive to gender re-imaginings—a process
aided and reflected upon, as so often, by theatrical performance.

“The masked actors of the Randolph College Greek Play”
Photo Credit: Jill Nance
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This new chapter in Randolph’s gendered history nearly coincides with Cohen’s own
reimagining of a fabled campus tradition. Inspired by Professor Mabel K. Whiteside’s
productions of Greek drama, which spanned the first half of the 20th century at the women’s
college, Cohen has rebooted the theatrical tradition for a new millennium. Since its
reconstitution in 2000, what has come to be known as the Randolph Greek Play (RGP) has
emerged, like its 20th-century forebear, as one of the longest-running classical drama programs
in North America. Whereas Whiteside’s performances were given in the original Greek, Cohen
places historical emphasis not on language but on original production practices. Most notably,
Cohen’s troupe uses a full-head or “helmet” mask for actors and chorus members alike, a
simple artistic decision that ramifies substantially in performance. As far as I am aware, in its
absolute commitment to ancient performance practices, the renewed Randolph series is unique
in the modern performance history of ancient Greek drama.1 Over the past decade, Cohen has
yoked to her distinctive productions an academic conference, Ancient Drama in Performance
(abbreviated ADIP), where scholars of ancient Mediterranean theater from across the globe
come to witness and discuss its performance. Like Whiteside’s celebrated tradition, the
historicizing performance of Greek drama under Cohen’s tenure has once again connected this
small Virginian school with global trends and debates in classical education. 2

“Audience seated in the Whiteside theater”
Photo Credit: A. R. Cohen

It was among other ADIP conference-goers that I sat on the stone seats of the open-air
Whiteside Theater on Saturday, October 6, to watch the second of three afternoon
performances of Medea. As has become part of the tradition at Randolph, a weekend run of
free and public performances was preceded by two “school shows” arranged for students
from local K–12 institutions. To dismiss these mid-week performances as mere “previews,”
however, would be profoundly to miss the point. According to Cohen, in 2018 around eight
hundred primary and secondary students attended Medea, a figure slightly greater than the
six hundred “regular” weekend attendees she estimates. These impressive numbers are the
result of an extensive and sustained outreach effort, and for her public-facing services on
behalf of the discipline, Cohen was awarded the Society for Classical Studies Outreach Prize
in 2016. With an audience ranging from eight-year-olds to octogenarian alumnae, academics
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to amateur theater enthusiasts, Cohen’s company must play to many tastes and competencies.
That the Randolph Greek Players have managed to do this so successfully, and (re)build a
storied program in the process, is a real achievement.
Before going further, I should note this is not the first review of a Randolph College Greek Play
in Didaskalia. Jaclyn Dudek wrote a synoptic response to Hecuba in 2010, and Cristina P. Díaz
offered a focused study of the chorus in 2014’s Oedipus the King.3 Nearly all of Dudek and Díaz’s
observations apply to the 2018 production, since Cohen’s company had, as Aristotle might put
it, “realized their telos” by 2010. It is thanks to Dudek and Díaz, as well as my own good fortune
to have caught Seven Against Thebes in Lynchburg in 2012 and a road-show Oedipus in
Baltimore in 2014, that I am now (and was then) able to focus on details peculiar to this Medea.
A Century of Medea
Nearly two decades into the revamped series, I was surprised to learn that Medea—a tragedy
with a household name, two prominent female roles, and a chorus of (comparatively) young
women—had not yet seen the stage as part of Randolph’s rebooted tradition. In conversation
with Cohen I learned that, despite her own personal inclinations towards the play (“the first real
Greek” she had read), several pedestrian factors kept Medea in the wings for almost two
decades. In the end this delay was fortunate, since the play landed with particular impact in
2018.
Medea was Whiteside’s third production in 1911, and may have seemed a daring choice after her
Alcestis and Antigone, plays whose eponymous self-sacrificing heroines came much closer to
Progressive-Era notions of “proper” woman’s behavior than the notorious child-killer. But the
1911 Medea at Lynchburg was also part of an international Zeitgeist that kicked off an
unparalleled century in the history of the play’s reception. In Britain, the first unabridged
performance of Medea, using Gilbert Murray’s popularizing translation, had taken place just
years before in London in 1907—an overtly political production Edith Hall has called a
“Suffragette” Medea.4 On this side of the pond, the story of Medea had been a hit across America
over the nineteenth century, where the heroine’s social isolation as a foreigner appealed to a
growing nation of immigrants.5 But the women’s suffrage movement, which achieved critical
mass in the first decades of the 20th century, cast the play in a new political light in North
America as well. Medea’s isolation was soft-pedaled, and her solidarity with the women of
Corinth emerged as the political focal point of the play. On both sides of the Atlantic, infanticide
and all, Medea became a women’s play in the early 20th century.
Suffragettes leant impetus to Medea’s rise, but the play lingered in the limelight well after the
landmark legislative passage of the British “Representation of the People Act” in 1918 and, in
America, the Congressional approval of the 19th Amendment in 1919. Euripides’ Medea is about
much more than gender, of course.6 Over the long and revolutionary 20th century, as women
and so many “others” gradually secured legal and political autonomy, Medea gravitated toward
the center of the literary and cultural canon.7 Canonicity, however, offers mixed blessings in the
theater, and thanks to a spate of scholarly and lay engagements with the play, a certain Medea
fatigue was ready to set in just as Cohen’s series was getting off the ground.8 But a lot has
happened in the past two decades—indeed in just the two years preceding Cohen’s production.
It was against a rapidly shifting cultural backdrop that this Medea entered, once more, into
urgent relevancy.
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Medea in the #MeToo Era
The October production of the 2018 Medea marked two notable anniversaries in recent
American political and social life.9 The first of these was the 2016 public release of what has
become known as the “Access Hollywood tape,” a 2005 recording in which Donald J. Trump
made self-incriminating comments about sexual assault which nearly upset the candidate’s
presidential bid and ultimately catalyzed a movement that organized scores of Women’s
Marches across the country. This Medea also marked the one-year anniversary of the initial
publication from a Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times investigation detailing decades of
allegations of sexual harassment and assault against film producer Harvey Weinstein.10 The
allegations against Weinstein ignited widespread public debate about gender equity, elevating a
hashtag first created by Tarana Burke, “#MeToo,” to a household phrase in America and
around the world. Providing a forum and framework for discussing sexual injustice, the
#MeToo Movement caught fire (and scores of headlines) during the next year as executives,
entertainers, politicians, and other powerful men became embroiled in a series of scandals.
Outrage associated with #MeToo had hardly abated when, in August 2018, President Trump
nominated Brett Kavanaugh to fill the seat in the U.S. Supreme Court vacated by Justice
Anthony Kennedy. When Dr. Christine Blasey Ford, a San Francisco Bay-Area psychology
professor, publicly accused Kavanaugh of sexual assault in the course of his confirmation
hearings, the increasing pressure of the #MeToo Movement erupted into a fervor that ran all the
way up to the steps of the U.S. Capitol. Ford’s allegations recalled those of Anita Hill against
Clarence Thomas in 1991— a parallel that prompted the nation to take stock of its stalled
progress on sexual harassment and assault over a quarter of a century. Ford’s claims, echoed by
several other women but vociferously denied by Kavanaugh in his own public testimony,
triggered an FBI background investigation into the nominee which began in late September. The
scope, process, and reports of the Kavanaugh investigation dominated the news during Medea’s
production week.
Entering into this cultural fray was Cohen’s original-practices Medea—a production that, at
least at the level of form, could hardly be more detached from the present. The history of Greek
drama in Lynchburg, however, illustrates how context is essential to the political and historical
interpretations of dramatic performance. The historicizing production of ancient plays finds
ways to speak to contemporary politics despite their traditionalist form. Medea’s themes of
disputed memory, political ambition, oaths, and gender equity all felt unsettlingly resonant as
the Senate prepared for its confirmation vote Saturday, October 6—right in the middle of the
Randolph Medea’s public run.
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II. THE RANDOLPH GREEK PLAY MEDEA

“The company behind the mask”
Photo Credit: A. R. Cohen

This Medea was a joy to watch, especially since the mostly amateur cast from a small liberalarts college punched well above its weight. As Cohen noted in conversation with
conference attendees, this was a particularly cohesive company, and their esprit du corps
could be felt in performance. Liz Beamon, a third-year student who had danced as a
choreut in Cohen’s 2016 Frogs, stepped Thespis-like into the title role as protagonist.
Beamon was in the midst of a theatrical annus mirabilis at Randolph, having just come off a
gig as Lady Macbeth and breathlessly preparing for a major role in The Lion, the Witch, and
the Wardrobe. Beamon was entirely convincing from her first off-stage cries, placed early in
the Nurse’s prologue in a bold departure from their transmitted position in the text. Medea
is one of very few characters in Greek drama that we hear before we see, and Beamon’s
“stage presence” could be felt even in absentia.11 It was only after she emerged from the
skene door that the audience learned that Beamon—unlike the actors playing the nurse and
tutor, already on stage—is black.

“Liz Beamon as Medea”
Photo Credit: Jill Nance
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I expect many of Didaskalia’s readers to agree, at least in principle, that an actor’s outward
appearance should be immaterial when casting tales from Greek myth, especially when
ancient concepts of ethnicity have little meaningful correspondence with modern, postcolonial, and exclusionary concepts of race. But since our modern social categories (not to say
prejudices) cannot reasonably be ignored in performance, directors today face devilishly
knotty problems when realizing ancient drama by means of diverse casts and before diverse
audiences. If the script is followed without addition or alteration, today’s racialized bodies
must wordlessly inhabit roles not necessarily designed to reflect the complexities of the
historical moment. If, however, the script is altered to account for an actor’s race, a host of
other issues arises. This catch-22, which David Wiles has described as “trying to live in ‘the
world of the play’ while performing in the world of race,” is perhaps one of the reasons why
freer adaptations of ancient drama have resonated in our current cultural climate.12

"Medea at the front of the chorus”
Photo Credit C. N. Cohen

Nevertheless, the figure of a “Black Medea”—as Betine van Zyl Smit, Kevin Wetmore Jr., and
Melinda Powers, among others, have thoughtfully considered—has given fresh power to
Euripides’ play in a variety of contexts.13 But Cohen, wisely I think, left the blackness of
Beamon’s Medea understated, a directorial decision enabled by a diverse chorus, amongst
whom the tone of Beamon’s skin (which, like all the actors, informed the paint color of her
mask) could not simply be taken as a sign of Medea’s foreignness. As befits a major nexus of
ancient trade routes, the demographics of the chorus suggested a cosmopolitan mise-en-scène in
Corinth. The pluralist polis enacted onstage, however, coexisted uneasily beside contemporary
daily life in Virginia, where the fatal violence of a white supremacist rally in another college
town, Charlottesville, still echoed. The racial dynamics of Cohen’s production may have been
subtle, but during this tumultuous period of American history, and especially in this region of
the country, Beamon made the Randolph Greek Play much more than a #MeToo Medea.
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“Medea and the masked chorus”
Photo Credit: Heather Laurence

Beamon gave a stand-out performance in one of the most demanding roles in Attic drama,
but by adhering to the ancient Greek “three-actor rule,” the performance also rested heavily
upon two other talented actors: Ho’ola Bush (Tutor, Jason) and Lily Tacke (Nurse, Creon,
Aegeus, Messenger). A fellow conference attendee and I confided with one another that, had
we not known to look for the practice, we might have missed that only three actors played all
speaking roles. Not only did Bush and Tacke commit to each role in their bodily movement,
but their average physiques also made it difficult to single out a specific actor beneath each
costume.14

“Ho’ola Bush as Jason”
Photo credit: Jill Nance
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Playing a bumbling Tutor and braggadocious Jason, Bush brought comic relief to an intense
tragedy at a tense time. Bush’s lines, often delivered in a deadpan or with a knowing nod to
the audience, received the most laughs in the show. Few would argue that Euripides’
portrayal of Jason was ennobling in 431 BCE, but in recent decades it has become especially
challenging to portray the Argonaut as a sympathetic tragic figure. For today’s audiences,
Jason’s bravado comes much closer to the comedic stereotypes of inept but overconfident
male partners. Bush’s jaunty Jason was unthreatening, suggesting that his sneering
chauvinism rested not upon his own capacity for violence but rather upon the established
powers of a patriarchy whose foundations, after a year of #MeToo revelations, felt
increasingly infirm.

“Lily Tacke as Nurse, addressing the audience”
Photo Credit: A. R. Cohen

Also noteworthy as seen through the lens of gender politics was that Creon and Aegeus,
two famously impotent male characters, were played by a woman. Lily Tacke gave
compelling performances in each role, balancing but not upstaging Beamon’s lead.
Aegeus’ obtuse inability to interpret a sexual prophecy became, as often, a laugh line.15 On
the whole, however, Tacke’s Creon and Aegeus both came across as sympathetically
competent and entirely free from the insecurity of Bush’s Jason.

“The chorus”
Photo Credit: Jill Nance
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The theatrical success of any Greek drama depends as much on the chorus as on the leads,
and Beamon, Bush, and Tacke were supported by a dynamic chorus. As Díaz noted in her
2015 review, Cohen’s decision to maintain a masked chorus “can feel today more
experimental and risky than conservative.16 In 2018, against a background of increased
public scrutiny over acting across identities (e.g., race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, ability,
etc.) and the cultural imposition of a narrowly-defined set of “classics,” Cohen’s chorus
deserves particular praise for the savvy but subtle ways it models diversity and inclusivity.
Certain recent historicizing productions have neglected modern social fault lines to their
peril, but Cohen’s masks, uncannily outsized but uniformly splendid with tightly braided
hair across a spectrum of colors, scrupulously avoid imposing or reifying racial difference or
caricature.17 Cohen’s masks managed to honor the actor underneath while placing the
character seamlessly in the world of the play. The masks also exerted a democratic effect,
their uniform materiality and quality mitigating the difference between lead and supporting
roles. Furthermore, chorus members and supernumerary figures (which tradition
suggestively calls kōpha prosōpa, or “silent masks”) were given individual, proper names in
the playbill. In the Randolph Greek Play, the individual was rarely lost within the collective.
In some ways, however, the mask productively elided individual difference. I was struck by
how effectively the mask’s acoustic resonance and fixed form blended disparate voices in
song. It was difficult to isolate a single voice or to link it to a specific body in the playing
space. In spoken performance, this peculiar aspect of a masked chorus can be bizarrely
disorienting, but in song—the default vocal mode of the plural chorus—the effect is entirely
different, blending quieter, less confident voices into the collective choral sound.18 No
modern masking practice can definitively resolve the most pressing historical questions of
Attic stagecraft, but Cohen’s productions, year in and year out, remind viewers not only of
the social but also the dramatic power of this quintessential dramatic device.

“Medea pulled by dragons above the crowd”
Photo Credit: Heather Laurence Photo Credit Jill Nance
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The chorus, however captivating, recedes into the margins during the play’s famous final scene,
in which the heroine returns to the play space, borne aloft in her divine grandfather’s chariot.
Few modern theaters, even purposively “Greek” ones, are equipped with the crane upon which
Athenian dramatists relied to present such remarkable stagecraft. Contemporary directors
almost uniformly settle for creative if inevitably less-spectacular alternatives, but Cohen tackled
this difficulty head on, ingeniously placing a striking “dragon wagon” upon a strip of grass
above the seating area. Emerging from a hillside copse stage right, two “serpents” sporting
custom masks and cloaks pulled a good-sized cart decorated with volute green and yellow
coils, modeled brilliantly on the monumental Cleveland Medea crater, to a prominent position
above the seating area. The wagon’s location, which demanded that spectators turn back and
forth, was dramatically effective, placing the audience between a devastated Jason and a
triumphant Medea. The heroine, perched high on her chariot, rose not only above her former
husband and chorus, but also above the audience. Medea’s final appearance punctured the
theatrical frame, blazing a trail away from Jason’s hallow male chauvinism along the same path
attendees would soon take to leave the performance.
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III. CONCLUSION: #METOO MEDEA?
What has Euripides’ Medea become in the #MeToo era? As the Roman playwright Seneca
captured in his self-conscious phrase, Medea fiam, “I will become Medea,” this Colchian heroine
remains in a constant state of becoming as audiences serially receive her.19 Medea’s status as
cultural outsider steered her portrayal in the 1990s and early 2000s, but now, in the later 2010s,
Euripides’ play seems in the midst of another distinct moment of cultural “becoming.” Into what
new artistic forms—and to what new social forums—is the play turning?
The Medea myth has proven fertile ground for recent radical and socially engaged reimaginings. Cherríe Moraga, Rhodessa Jones, and Luis Alfaro (among others) have each in their
own way broken free from the fetters of the Greek text in order to call attention to Medea’s
predicament as both woman and “other.” But Medea’s status as a woman—in society, in her
family—remains the most inalienable component of her character. While the intersectionality of
Medea’s position remains crucial in this #MeToo era, Medea’s solidarity with other women has
once again become salient, in ways that echo the suffragette movement a century ago and hint at
social changes to come.
Against the backdrop of the Kavanaugh investigations in October 2018, it was perhaps
inevitable that the Randolph Medea became a #MeToo story, even as its historicizing stagecraft
promised to transport viewers back to a time and society quite different from our own. As I sat
in the theater, overwhelmed both by the week’s news and the play’s contemporary relevance, I
wondered whether we all sat on the cusp of a new period in the play’s reception: an era of
#MeToo Medeas. When the #MeToo hashtag went viral, it elicited a wide range of personal
histories. From stories of sexual assault to indecent innuendo, from quid-pro-quo propositions
to more insidious forms of workplace injustice, the unifying power of the hashtag—whose
phrase simultaneously presumes and creates community—was key to the movement’s success.
Although it is inseparably linked with women’s struggle for equity, the boundaries of #MeToo
are somewhat ill defined. Not unlike the evolving reception of Euripides’ Medea, the battle lines
of the #MeToo Movement will shift over time. Medea’s quest for social autonomy resonated
forcefully with first-wave feminism in its mission to remove legal barriers to women’s political
and economic involvement, but the play has arguably had less to offer subsequent, “later-wave”
feminisms. For Medea to become fully “#MeToo” and directly challenge our received
patriarchal social and sexual mores, it must overcome the substantial gulf between fifth-century
and twenty-first-century social attitudes. This gap is sometimes bridged through small but
significant changes in the story, and Medea’s precarity as an immigrant is particularly open to
incorporating stories of abuse.20 Still, in the right circumstances and with the right talent, even a
traditional performance such as Cohen’s can resonate powerfully with contemporary social
movements. The recent spate of Medea productions, several of which have been reviewed in this
journal, suggests that the heroine and her avenging serpents are being summoned, once more, to
the front lines of our ongoing culture wars.21 As a story of an aggrieved woman using gender
solidarity to seek righteous retribution from the men who have wronged her, Medea is likely to
leave audiences saying “Me too” for some time.
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Notes
1Similar

and current long-running (annual) North American series of which I am aware include
The Barnard-Columbia Ancient Drama Group, which has put on original-language productions
since 1977, and the Classical Greek Theatre Festival of Utah, which under the directorship of
James K. Svendsen has presented modernized but historically-informed and regularly open-air
productions since 1970. Performance traditions, especially those of the late 19th and early 20th
century, were at pains to present historically-informed costumes and movement, as in Eva
Palmer Sikelianos’ remarkable productions at Delphi, discussed in Leontis 2019. Masks feature
recurrently in some series, but not elsewhere with the consistency of Cohen’s tradition at
Randolph.
2On

the trans-Atlantic phenomenon of “Ladies’ Greek,” in the Victorian era, see Prins 2017.

3Dudek
4Hall

2011, Díaz 2015.

1999.

5Foley

2012, 190–228.

6For

a rich overview of the play’s performance history, see the free e-book published by the
Archive for the Performance of Greek and Roman Drama (APGRD). (Didaskalia link: https://
www.didaskalia.net/medea_ebook_index.html)
7At

the time of Cohen’s production in October 2018, the OpenSyllabus project
(opensyllabusproject.org) ranked Medea as the 72nd most frequently assigned text in American
collegiate classrooms. It stood as the 12th most assigned work from classical antiquity, the 3rd
most assigned Greek drama (after Oedipus and Antigone), and the 6th most assigned drama
(after the listed and Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Tempest, and Henry V, barely edging out Macbeth
and Othello).
8Scholarly

publication is at best a peculiar measure of public appeal, but Medea received a
remarkable amount of attention around the turn of the millennium, including notably Clauss and
Johnston 1997; Hall, Macintosh, and Taplin 2000; Hine 2000; and Mastronarde 2002. The
theatrical culmination of this wave of interest, Deborah Warner’s Abbey Theatre production
starring Fiona Shaw, may not have presented a definitive version of the play, but it was at least
one of such stature that it could not lightly be followed by another. On Warner’s production, see
Mendelssohn 2002 and Scodel 2003.
9The

Randolph Greek Play’s biennial October productions fall on even years, and therefore
coincide with the most heated period of the American election cycle. These two anniversaries
were not entirely accidental, as this is the time when an “October surprise” is most likely to
commandeer the news and, with it, much of the public discourse.
10The

story broke October 5, 2017.

11Medea’s
12Wiles

extra-metrical cries are traditionally placed post 95, 110, 143.

2000, 170.
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13van

Zyl Smit 2014; Wetmore 2013; Powers 2018, 17-49. See also Andújar 2018.

obscure joke in Aristophanes’ Frogs (Ar. Ran. 55) refers to an actor, Molon, of apparently
unusual size. Cohen’s production suggested to me that actor’s stature may have been
especially important in Attic drama, where masks and costumes obscured most other aspects
of personal appearance.

14An

15E.

Med. 679–81.

16Díaz

2015: 57.

instance, a March 2019 production of Aeschylus’ Suppliants at the Sorbonne was
blocked by protestors responding to the use of darkening stage-makeup in past performances
and some publicity materials, a use they reasonably decried as blackface.

17For

18On

the mask as a “musical instrument,” see Wiles 2007, 153–180.

19Sen.

Med. 171, following Hine 2000. There are other readings of this line: see Hine’s
discussion ad loc.
When adapting the Medea myth to our contemporary cultural moment, theater makers have
often had cause to introduce sexual assault into the heroine’s backstory, as in Alfaro’s Mojada:
A Medea in Los Angeles, which debuted in Chicago in 2013 and will have its New York
premier at the Public Theater in July 2019.
20

21See

Andújar 2018, Jenkins 2018, Olive 2018.
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Hecuba: A Film Record
Patrick Wang
Photo credit: In the Family LLC
A movie screening ends, and then the conversation with the director begins. Most of us know
the routine to come: standard questions about casting, budget, influences, camera. So it’s been
refreshing that the most common question I am asked following screenings of A Bread Factory is:
“Why Hecuba?” Why indeed.
A Bread Factory is a set of two feature films, eac running two hours long. They take place in the
eponymous Bread Factory, a former industrial space that for the past 40 years has served as a
community arts center for a small town. It’s the life work of Dorothea and Greta, the formidable
couple at the heart of the story, who suddenly find themselves fighting a war on two fronts.
A world-famous performance art duo, supercharged by capital, have built a shiny new arts
complex down the street and threaten to absorb the public arts funding that keeps the Bread
Factory afloat. And with these flashy new neighbors, the fabric of life in the town is changing.
Dorothea and Greta struggle to orient themselves in this new world of tourists and a nascent
tech industry.
In four hours of film about an arts center, you might reasonably expect at some point to see
some art. And you do. Visiting artists arrive: a filmmaker, a poet, a monologist. They also mount
local theatrical productions here. At the moment, they are rehearsing Euripides’ Hecuba, the
English text written by a local translator.

Hecuba first reading with Dorothea (Tyne Daly), Greta (Elisabeth Henry), and Sir Walter (Brian Murray)
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The Path to Hecuba Runs Through Boston
Like many of my writing choices, the choice to include Hecuba in the film script happened fast.
If the choice was wrong, it would just be a placeholder. If the choice was right, it would survive.
Hecuba survived. The play had been on my mind. I was discussing a radio production with
Diane Arnson Svarlien (translator of the text we use in the films). That production has yet to
materialize, but preparing for it gave Hecuba a prominent place this season at the Bread Factory.
Twenty years ago, I directed my first verse drama, Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II. The
production was in Boston, where fear of scolding by a conference of Marlovian scholars kept
me on my academic toes. For someone with only a high-school Shakespeare education and a
few Elizabethan-theater acting experiences, there was a lot to learn. I quickly grew to appreciate
what the vast work of scholars meant for theater practitioners. Through their efforts we could
very quickly develop a rich context for understanding our characters, their language, and
their times. I preemptively convened my own conference of two Marlowe experts, both with
extensive theater experience. We discussed the text at length, line by line, over the course of a
month. The experience left a deep indentation on me. I learned that no matter how little one
knows in the beginning, the bridge to insight is always there for the taking. I also learned how
classical plays come to life in present-tense, present-place conversations.

Enter Euripides
A decade after the production of Edward II, I was hired to direct Medea at an acting conservatory.
This was my first time directing Greek drama. I didn’t share this fact with my employers, I
just hit the library. I started with twin tasks: to learn more about Greek drama and to choose a
translation. The university had chosen the play but not the specific text, and this was the first
decision I would make for the production.
In no time at all I became well acquainted with a wide range of awkward translations. Some
translations were tied so closely to the date of publication that their period details were the
most prominent element of the play. Some prose translations seemed to follow the philosophy:
we can’t have poetry, so we might as well have an autopsy, spilling out their technical guts.
Other translations were technically poetry, but good luck finding a mind and a mouth that can
navigate those curves.
As I was running out of published options, I started contacting theater companies that had
recently produced productions of Medea using original translations. Some were kind enough to
share their texts. These tended to be experimental adaptations. They definitely sounded newer,
but the intersection of ideas and poetry with the original text were slight. It was with great relief
that I finally discovered Diane Arnson Svarlien’s recently published translation. Here was a text
that was speakable, dramatic, and technically rigorous. Great attention was paid to concordance
and responsion. Stichomythia wasn’t a chore; it really sprang to rhythmic life. But most
important of all, this translation presented a play that I was excited to work on. No excavation
was necessary to see the fascinating ideas that lived in the foreground, close to us, clear and
resonant. I saw possibilities, not impediments.
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Trojan Sisters
What I felt most deeply in Medea—her tenderness for her children, the question of how
to process the unjust acts of others and then how to understand your own responsibility
in effecting justice—is also there in Hecuba. For me, Odysseus’ betrayal of Hecuba is more
dramatically maddening than Jason’s betrayal of Medea. As I started selecting passages from
Hecuba the characters would rehearse in my films, I was struck by the thematic resonances
between Hecuba and the women running the Bread Factory. After the Trojan War, the women
of Troy are captive and seemingly powerless. Yet they struggle on. They still search and lobby
for justice, summoning the few resources they have to be able to effect it. This moral clarity
amidst man’s mess is beautiful to witness. And this easily describes Dorothea and Greta’s
struggle as well.
Once I recognized the parallels between Hecuba and the Bread Factory, a door opened. The
role of the play within the films expanded beyond just glimpsing a few rehearsals. The play
penetrated more and more scenes, culminating in an extended final performance sequence from
Hecuba that serves as the climax of both films. This was unexpected. Did I mention that the films
are comedies? One does not expect a four-hour comedy to end in a twenty-minute performance
of Hecuba.
As a matter of progression, it makes sense. We see the play develop through various states of
casting and rehearsal and technical development. It would be nice to see what all the fuss was
for in the end. It was also fitting that Hecuba is not an easy sell, and this is in line with how
the Bread Factory makes its programming decisions. We shouldn’t just wave the banner of
challenging art; we should experience it. And if the Hecuba performance gambit pays off, we can
experience the magic of places like the Bread Factory to expand our notions of what is possible
and what art speaks to us.

How the Audience Comes to Understand
In the past when I’ve directed classical theater, I’ve never put plot summaries in the program
notes. My goal is to present a production that doesn’t need them. A general audience may not
understand all the names and references, but we should give them enough to hang their hat on
in each dramatic moment without the need for offstage footnotes. What they recognize and feel
when experiencing the play should outweigh the unknown.
So it may be surprising that my approach with Hecuba is different in A Bread Factory. I still
believe in the same bargain with the audience: that what you have to hold on to will be greater
than any unknown you will experience. But here I am aware that the audience has not come to
the movie expecting to see a Greek play, as they would have if they had gone to a standalone
theatrical production of Hecuba. This changes things. Sure, some will be delighted with the
surprise appearance of Greek theater. But for those who might think that a Greek play is not for
them, I take some time to prepare a path for them into the experience. The play leaks in bit by
bit. Someone mentions it. You meet the translator. Oh, they’re heading for a rehearsal. And then
another and another. By the time you get to the final performance, you’ve heard the plot outline
half a dozen times, you recognize lines and actors, and you’re ready.
The following is a more detailed map of how information from Hecuba flows to the viewer and
interacts with the narrative of the films:
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Hecuba rehearsal with Dorothea (Tyne Daly), Greta (Elisabeth Henry), and Julie (Erica Durham)

Movie
Timeline

DAS
Translation
Line Numbers

Part One
0 hr, 7min 0hr, 12min

992-1003,
1007-1052

Context

Key Information
The scene begins with the translator (Elsa) and the director

of the play (Dorothea, one of the women who runs The
This is the first
rehearsal for Hecuba Bread Factory) in the middle of discussing the script. Elsa
attended by Dorothea is considering changing a line, and Dorothea would just
like to start this first rehearsal. As they discuss the script,
(the director), Elsa (the
they reference line numbers. The scene being rehearsed is
translator), two actors between Polynester (played by elderly actor Sir Walter) and
(Greta and Sir Walter), Hecuba (played by Greta, the other woman who runs The
and two observers in Bread Factory). Polymestor has come to see Hecuba at her
the audience.
request and apologizes for his delay. He expresses regret

at seeing how far her fortunes have fallen and pretends
to want to help her. She asks about the safety of her son,
Polydorus, entrusted to his care. He says Polydorus is
well and eager to see her. [One of the audience members
(who works at The Bread Factory) whispers as an aside
to the other audience member (a newcomer) that this is a
lie; Hecuba’s son is already dead, and she is aware of this.]
The exchange between Hecuba and Polymestor moves into
stichomythia as Hecuba pretends to enlist Polymestor’s
help to keep her gold and valuable possessions safe. Some
of her valuables are in the tent where she and the other
captive Trojan women live, and she convinces Polymestor
and his sons to come there with her, assuring him that it is
free of any of the Greek men that surround her and hold her
captive. Sir Walter ends the scene by commenting, “She’s
going to blind me now, isn’t she?”
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Part One
0 hr, 29 min 0 hr, 31 min

Part One
1 hr, 2 min 1 hr, 5 min

162-175

The translator, Elsa,
arrives at the theater
looking for the Hecuba
rehearsal. She meets
an older, mysterious
stranger, Sandra.

They have a comic exchange in which Elsa struggles to
understand who Sandra is and why she is there. She
explains to Sandra that she wrote the English translation
of the play, originally in Greek. Sandra is excited to meet a
writer and suggests that Elsa could write the stories of her
family, many of whom have been “in the war.” Elsa makes
a hasty exit.

Hecuba rehearsal
with Elsa, Sandra,
Dorothea, Greta,
and Julie (the actress
who plays Hecuba’s
daughter, Polyxena).

Elsa is in the middle of explaining the plot of the play to
Sandra: Hecuba used to be the Queen of Troy, but now
she is a slave after the Trojans lost the war to the Greeks.
She doesn’t know yet that her son, Polydorus, is dead,
but she’s had a dream with bad signs. Sandra is very
grateful for the explanation and exclaims, “It was like
being there!” Dorothea is explaining the opening blocking
to the actresses. They rehearse a scene where Polyxena
exits the tent, frightened at hearing her mother’s cries.
Hecuba expresses distress at her troubles as Polyxena
coaxes her to explain what has frightened her so. [This is
a short exchange that doesn’t reveal a lot of information,
but it will be repeated in several other scenes and serves to
give the audience a comfortable, familiar reference point.]
The rehearsal is interrupted by Elsa’s sudden comment
that there should be singing. She notes the passage is
marked in the script to be sung. Dorothea tries to table the
discussion, explaining that she knows music will enter at
some point, but she hasn’t determined yet how this will
happen. Elsa insists that it and the upcoming antistrophe
are meant to be sung and that there is a responsion
between the passages. Suddenly Sandra starts to sing
a mixture of lines from the play and her own original
words: “Responsion! Oh unhappy me! Prelude to sorrow.
Everyone singing now. Why? Why?” No one knows quite
how to respond to this.

Hecuba rehearsal with Sandra (Martina Arroyo) and Elsa
(Nana Visitor)
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Part One
1 hr 50 min 1 hr 58 min

1-24, 27-34

As they get ready
for bed, Greta and
Dorothea discuss how
to recast the Polyxena
role now that Julie has
left.

Part Two
0 hr 12 min 0 hr 14 min

Part Two
0 hr 32 min 0 hr 42 min

Max, who has been
dating Julie (the
young actress playing
Polyxena), sits in the
theater distraught
that they have broken
up and that Julie has
left town to pursue
her acting dreams in
Hollywood. Sandra,
as always, sits in the
theater observing.
Dorothea walks in to
discover the two of
them. She has a talk
with Max

146-183

Max recounts the many plays where Julie has appeared
on stage at The Bread Factory. Dorothea expresses her
sympathy for what Max has lost, noting that Greta (Julie’s
frequent scene partner) has also suffered a great loss, and
Dorothea doesn’t know how to help her. Dorothea stands
up and invites Max to join her on stage. He is hesitant but
Dorothea insists. Now on stage, she turns him to face the
audience telling him, “Things look different from here.”
She finds a copy of the script for Hecuba backstage and
puts it in his hands for him to read. Max objects that he is
not an actor. Dorothea explains the passage. These are the
opening words of the play. The ghost of Polydorus (Max’s
character) is speaking. He was once a prince of Troy, but
now he’s dead. His parents sent him away with gold and
paid another king to protect him, but that king killed him
and stole his gold. So Polydorus’ body is now floating in
the sea, his soul unable to find peace. He comes now to
the camp where his mother and sister are slaves, trying
to find peace. Max then reads the extended monologue,
recounting this story in first person poetry. Resonant with
Max’s own present pain is the idea of the great promise
of his young life (joy with Julie) cut short. As he finishes
the monologue, Sandra approaches him to give him a big
hug. She then proceeds to sing, “Unhappy me! Crying
boy, paper man! Killed for the sake of gold!” Max’s mood
suddenly shifts from pain to trying very hard not to laugh
at Sandra.
Video clip 1: bit.ly/breadfactory1
Dorothea makes joking suggestions about who should
play Polyxena. Greta rejects each candidate in turn:
Dorothea herself (she will not play Greta’s daughter); Elsa
(as a nervous woman, this suggestion would scare her
away for good); Wendy (she is smart, but they cannot cast
the cat).
The scene being rehearsed is the same one Julie and Greta
rehearsed in Part One where Polyxena, upon hearing
her mother’s cries, comes out of the tent to learn what
is wrong. The short snippet–not particularly dense–is
repeated again and again as often happens in rehearsal,
and the emphasis is more on bringing Teresa into the
rehearsal process than on the specific text. Elsa and
Sandra observe. Elsa again brings up the singing, and
once more the issue is deferred. As Teresa struggles to
connect with the text, they decide to move earlier in the
scene, to Hecuba’s monologue after she has received news
that Polyxena is to be sacrificed. Greta launches into a
performance where Hecuba laments that there is no family
or city left to defend her and the other daughters of Troy
who have already borne so much pain. Observing Greta’s
moving performance helps Teresa find a genuine concern
for her mother.

First rehearsal with
Teresa.
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Part Two
0 hr 53 min 0 hr 58 min

698-699

Part Two
1 hr 10 min 1 hr 14 min

Greta and Dorothea
are working on
the play at home.
Dorothea listens to
music for the play as
Greta works on her
lines.

Greta brings up an issue she is struggling to understand:
Hecuba’s different responses to her son’s death (for which
she wants and gets revenge) and her daughter’s death
(after which she seems to mourn but take no action).
Beyond the historical reason for political differences
between sons and daughters, they know that if they
present this play today, they must be aware if they are
reinforcing past systems that value genders differently.
Greta searches for a reason beyond gender as to why
Hecuba would seek revenge for her son but not for her
daughter. In the discussion that ensues, they talk about
whom Hecuba would take revenge on for Polyxena’s
death. Greta’s list includes Theseus’ sons (who start the
talk about sacrificing Polyxena) and most of all Odysseus.
Hecuba saved his life before, but he does nothing for her
now, making him a prime target for revenge. They discuss
Elsa’s translation, including a line Dorothea loves for its
rhythm: “Oh poor me. Don’t tell me it’s Cassandra you’re
carrying, the prophet, the baccante.” Dorothea comes up
with an alternate possibility for why Hecuba reacts to the
deaths of her daughter and son differently. It’s possible
it was because he was free, with money and allies. He
represented hope.

Tech night for Hecuba. There is no dialogue in this scene, but the audience sees

the technical elements for the play progress: the set coming
together, lights being designed, costumes being loaded in.

Tech night for Hecuba

Part Two
1 hr 21 min 1 hr 23 min

64-67, 71-89

Hecuba’s attendants lead her out of the tent. She prays
Hecuba final
performance, scene 1. to the gods for help after the horrible dreams she had

in which her children appeared: her daughter Polyxena
and her son Polydorus, whom she had sent off to Thrace
for safekeeping. She prays for his continued safety as he
is her only remaining anchor. She asks the gods for help
deciphering her dream where she had visions of a deer
torn from her knees and slaughtered by a wolf.
Video clip 2: bit.ly/breadfactory2
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Part Two
1 hr 23 min 1 hr 24 min

168-183

Part Two
1 hr 24 min 1 hr 36 min

210-226,
233-234,
237-258,
260-265,
273-294,
304-323,
329-388,
393-395,
414-423,
425-430

Odysseus arrives to confirm the news to Hecuba and
Hecuba final
performance, scene 3. Polyxena that Polyxena is to be sacrificed at Achilles’

Part Two
1 hr 36 min 1 hr 38 min

462-465,
689-701,
703-705,
717-721,
727-735

The chorus of Trojan slave women sings a lament
Hecuba final
performance, scene 4. wondering where the ocean waves will carry them next in

Part Two
1 hr 38 min 1 hr 40 min

This is the scene we have observed several times in
Hecuba final
performance, scene 2. rehearsal when Polyxena exits the tent to attend to her

mother’s cries. Hecuba tells Polyxena that she is to be
sacrificed, but the news is so shocking it does not yet make
sense to Polyxena.

grave. He has been charged to bring her to the altar. He
advises Hecuba not to struggle and to accept this fate.
In an exchange of stichomythia, Hecuba reminds him of
their past when he was in danger and begged her to save
his life. She shames him for remembering that episode
and yet now advising her to accept death. She begs him to
help save Polyxena, who is her great comfort in the face
of so much tragedy. Odysseus says he is willing to save
Hecuba’s life out of gratitude, but her daughter must be
sacrificed to honor Achilles. If great men are not honored,
what hope is there that people will continue to take up
arms to achieve glory? He also chides her that many Greek
men and women have also lost everything, some suffering
a more pitiful fate than hers. Unable to convince him
herself, Hecuba encourages Polyxena herself to appeal
to Odysseus for mercy. Polyxena approaches Odysseus
but does not plead for her life. She tells Odysseus she
would rather die than become a slave. She was a princess
once, sister to Hector. She would rather die than accept
a fate below her family’s level of distinction. She says a
last goodbye to her mother Hecuba, begging her not to
struggle against those in power who would not think twice
about physically harming an old woman if she resisted.
Video clip 3: bit.ly/breadfactory3

their unhappy travels. They bring a body wrapped in cloth
to Hecuba. She asks why they have brought her Polyxena’s
body as she thought the Greeks were busy burying her.
She then learns that it is her son Polydorus. She cries out
at this devastation, now understanding the meaning of her
dream. The chorus sings and asks if her dream told her
who committed this murder. She knows it was Polymestor.

1068, 1070, 1073, Hecuba final
Polymestor has been blinded and his sons have been
1104, 1141-1142, performance, scene 5. slaughtered by Hecuba and the slave women. He cries for
1312
Helios to heal him and threatens to destroy this house.
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How the Audience Comes to Feel

Hecuba (Elisabeth Henry) and chorus in Hecuba performance

I have watched these films in a theater with an audience some fifty times by now. Somehow
new resonances between Hecuba and the Bread Factory continue to emerge. I attribute this
partly to the alchemy of dramatic poetry. When the poet is capable, ideas forged this way hold a
sharpness and versatility.
But it is not just ideas that are at play. Whether it is their first experience with Greek drama or
whether they are experts, the impact of the Hecuba sequence on audiences has been immediate
and emotional. Tyne Daly (who plays Dorothea in the films) observed that a “theater silence”
emerges during the Hecuba scenes. It became theater by virtue of the quiet attentiveness the
audience gave to the performance. The terrific translation no doubt does a lot of the heavy
lifting, but the other key collaborator here is performance style. There is a performance
approach I prefer for classical drama that I rarely see realized in production. Part of my desire
for making A Bread Factory was to create a record of this approach to performance style.
The performance style I prefer pledges deep fidelity to text and poetic elements but none
to current performance conventions commonly used in classical theater; it will employ
whatever performance method elevates the psychological presence of the character. This is
the inverse of most contemporary approaches to classical verse drama. Usually text and poetic
elements are treated with great flexibility (often to the point where I can no longer recognize
the virtues of the original), while there is a religious adherence to current conventions of
classical performance style: broad gestures and declamatory vocalizations, overaccented
and overemphasized. It is my view that these stylized gestures and vocalizations crowd out
space for a psychologically realistic performance that is key to emotional connection with the
audience.
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To give an example of a performance approach that is the inverse of my own, I recently
attended a performance of a play that was part of a larger project to “translate” the text of
Shakespearean plays from Elizabethan English into contemporary English. The idea is a very
interesting one. When Shakespeare is translated into other languages, the target language is not
the 16th Century form of that target language but instead something more modern. What might
this process be like for English?
For the play I attended, the linguistic changes did not significantly impact the play. The
modernization in text was frequently not noticeable. But what made a deep impression was
that by employing all the current conventions of classical performance, the production felt like
a museum piece. Nothing feels more modern than recognizable psychological behavior like we
witness day to day, and yet this was nowhere to be found. I think this Shakespeare “translation”
project is evidence that the mindset of classical performance style is so deeply accepted that
one would be so bold as to rewrite Shakespeare before even thinking to question the acting
conventions currently used to present his plays.
I previously described my performance philosophy as having no fealty to current performance
conventions commonly used in classical theater, but it also does not try to replicate ancient
performance conventions. This is because I believe that the setting for engagement with the play
should guide the performance terms. A specific performance style will play differently in an
amphitheater versus a black box, and the performance style should adjust to its setting.
And I am working in neither an amphitheater nor a black box. The vocal and visual proximity
possible in film can again reconfigure what is an effective performance style. In film the
gold mine is often seen as the nonverbal acting during close-ups on the face. But I think
this emphasis breaks the link between nonverbal and verbal acting that is the foundation
of contemporary psychological performance: we like to see how the mind comes to form
the words spoken and whether word and mind are in alignment or at odds. Film, with its
intimate access to the human voice and the human face and all the subtle complexities they
can express, allows a clear view into this process. And if we apply this perspective to classical
verse drama, we elevate the mentality of the characters so as to understand how they form their
complex phrases and ideas. In the hands of the right actor, we come to see the words as natural
extensions of recognizable human expressions. This is the key to making immediate, emotional
audience connections.

More Room for Exploration
Now one might worry that this contemporary psychological approach could come at the
expense of turning the verse to mush. This is where stereotypes of American method acting
versus British technical acting come into play. But there is no reason that a contemporary
psychological approach must come at the expense of technical elements. Actors rehearse so that
they may be in the psychological moment and simultaneously deliver on technical elements.
And doing away with the weight of current classical presentation conventions clears the canvas
to notice more subtleties in the verse.
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I’ll elaborate on this last point. One of the first lessons taught to students of classical verse
drama is how to scan verse. This is an essential exercise. Scanning the text brings one closer to
the poetry and closer to the mind of the poet. But I think one of the inadvertent lessons some
students (and directors) take from this exercise is that rhythm is poetry. Actors in classical plays
frequently will take a line of iambic pentameter, which has its natural pattern of emphases
based on the natural pronunciation of words, and then place even greater vocal emphases on
these same already-emphasized syllables. The result is highly unnatural.
This form of double emphasis plagues many aspects of contemporary classical performance
style. It can be physical as well as vocal. Actors frequently will pantomime what they are
already communicating with their words in a way that we have come to expect on stage but
would find odd in life. Contemporary psychology, with its ambiguities and contrary forces,
could then be just the thing to scramble this practice of birthing twin vectors. It can also remind
us that humans have a wide array of vocal and physical inflections available that are more
interesting and nimble than the mechanical vocal stress and the obvious gesture.

Polymestor (Brian Murray) in Hecuba performance

I remember a conversation with the great stage actor Brian Murray (who plays Sir Walter in A
Bread Factory). We were talking about stage accents (dialects). While he was a great observer
of technical differences in consonant and vowel sounds, we both agreed that this was not the
primary matter when it came to dialects. Character accents are not a presentation of alphabet
sounds. Rather they are the shapes of how a specific character thinks. Accents are a way of
thinking. This is how I view verse drama. Scansion is the shape for how a character thinks. And
while that shape of thinking was obviously there for Euripides, the intimate performance forms
for communicating the psychological subtleties that build the thought did not exist in his time
as they do now. This new possibility is what makes present-day performance so exciting for
me. Ancient Greek verse drama inherently has these psychological spaces available, and now
contemporary acting techniques and performance mediums have emerged that can fill them.
This work does not disturb the text, but rather it interprets it. It makes use of nuanced and
varied tools instead of the standard blunt and limited ones.
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When human psychology is the root of the play, there is a lot for audiences to hang their hat
on. For many who watch the Hecuba performance in A Bread Factory, it ceases to be Greek
drama. It is merely drama, psychologically and emotionally proximate to their own lives.
They read these feelings within themselves and not in program notes.
For more information about the films: www.abreadfactory.com
For more information about the technical production of Hecuba, see the video essay “Filming
Hecuba” available on the DVD and Blu-ray editions of A Bread Factory.
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Oresteia
Adapted by Robert Icke
Directed by April Cleveland
May 3–12, 2019
The Theatre School at DePaul University
Watts Theatre
Chicago, Illinois
Reviewed by Laura Gawlinski
Loyola University Chicago
“If the questions at the heart of this play confound you and take your breath away, the Greeks
have done their job.”
April Cleveland (director’s note, Oresteia program)
Robert Icke’s adaptation of Aeschylus’ Oresteia twists the themes and conflicts of the three
ancient Greek plays that make up its source material into fresh horror for the modern stage.1
Icke taps into the big-picture issues that are worked out through the mythology of Orestes and
his family—the steep costs of war, the nature of justice, the marginalization of women, the role
of religion in politics, and the irreconcilability of obligations to family and state—to create a
work that feels both novel and timeless. First staged at London’s Almeida Theatre in 2015 as
part of a season of Greek-based productions and events, the play had a successful U.S. premiere
by the Theatre School at DePaul University under the direction of April Cleveland (MFA
Directing 2019) in May 2019.
The premise of the adaptation does not stray much from the essential elements of the ancient
Greek story: a leader is compelled to kill his own daughter to ensure military victory; after
he returns home with a war refugee, he is murdered by his wife, their son is driven to avenge
him, and the morality of the son’s matricide is turned over to the legal system to decide. But
this Oresteia, condensed to four acts and a runtime of about two-and-a-half hours with one
intermission, is told from the point of view of Orestes’ memories of the events, befuddling
the plot as it progresses as though filtered through a dream. Orestes attempts to answer his
examiners in court and interacts with flashbacks as they unfold on the same stage, but it is
impossible for the viewer to tell what “really” happened. That Orestes was merely a child
when his family’s issues began, with a child’s skewed perception, is emphasized when the
young-adult Orestes (Garrett Young) watches his younger self (Adam Todd Crawford) in
some of the early flashbacks. What the audience sees on stage through Orestes is not only a
dubiously accurate recollection of events; it is strongly implied that an accurate recollection is
not even possible. Accuracy is further brought into question by frequent allusions to political
machinations and media spin. For example, Agamemnon makes a plan with his brother and
advisors for how best to hide the circumstances of his daughter’s death, and Clytemnestra tries
to control the public presentation of herself and her family. The debate in this play is not simply
between Clytemnestra’s side and Agamemnon’s side, matricide and mariticide, but poses the
question of whether it is even possible to know the “truth” and, consequently, whether real
justice is inevitably elusive.
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Figure 1: Photo by Michael Brosilow. Featuring Tiff Abreu (Electra), Gabby Gillespie (Cilissa), Jasper Johnson
(Talthybius), Jayson Lee (Calchas), Amanda Pulcini (Klytemnestra), and Matthew Wade (Agamemnon)

The dreamlike effect of the play is further achieved through a disorienting setting that cannot
be pinned down to a precise time or place. The costumes, diction, and technology are all
contemporized. Characters are often interviewed as though for television, with the resulting
video simultaneously projected on the back wall of the stage (Fig. 1). Agamemnon’s attempt
to explain to a news anchor why the upcoming war is necessary feels very modern, while the
projection of the video behind makes him larger than life to fit his role. The choice of “Fools
Rush In (Where Angels Fear to Tread)” as Iphigenia’s song is suitably nostalgic without taking
the mood out of the present day.2 But there are also fantastical, otherworldly elements, as Icke
does not rationalize away all the supernatural oddities of Aeschylus in his modernization:
Agamemnon (Matt Wade) still believes in omens and consults the soothsayer Calchas (Jayson
Lee), and both the goddess Athene (Carolyn Hu Bradbury) and a blood-covered Fury/Kindly
One (Gabby Gillespie) are a part of the court proceedings. The viewer is additionally unsettled
by the vagueness of “the enemy” and the threat it poses; it’s unclear where the war takes place
or what kind of military force is involved. These features transform the story into something
happening in a galaxy far, far away, an alternate universe that looks like us but is not exactly
us—not so different from our relationship to the ancient Greeks themselves.
Icke conceptualizes the actors in his adaptation as working together like a chorus “who move
fluidly between roles with a minimum of costume changes.”3 Lines spoken in unison or
intended to overlap retain a bit of the original choral feel, and several actors perform more than
one role. When Matt Wade emerges again after the murder of Agamemnon to play Aegisthus,
it causes at least momentary confusion about whether we are viewing Agamemnon in a
flashback, or even in the form of a ghost. There are other kinds of doubling as well. The visual
connection between Iphigenia (Fig. 3) and Cassandra (Fig. 2; Carolyn Hu Bradbury, who also
plays Athene) adds new layers to those characters, both girls who are at the mercy of the adult,
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male world around them. Orestes at his two different ages is played by two adult actors with
the skills to make their divergent ages believable—just one example of this production’s spot-on
casting. Similarly excellent performances with sensitivity to the age of the characters come from
Vero Maynez as little Iphigenia and Amanda Pulcini, who brings the gravitas of Klytemnestra.4

Figure 2: Photo by Michael Brosilow. Featuring Tiff Abreu (Electra), Carolyn Hu-Bradbury (Cassandra), Amanda
Pulcini (Klytemnestra), Katie Travers (Doctor), and Matthew Wade (Agamemnon), and Garrett Young (Orestes).

Good use is made of the space of the Watts Theatre for staging this work. It is clear from the
actors bustling about with clipboards and papers as the audience settles in before the play
begins (and from familiarity with the setting of Aeschylus’ Eumenides) that the location is a
courtroom, but that courtroom, malleable in its neutral gray tones, fluidly serves as all the
settings. There are no major scene changes, and actors and crew make minor adjustments to the
set during pauses announced to the audience. This creates more muddling: the setting is never
not a courtroom, even during the most intimate domestic scenes (Fig. 2). The interior life of the
family is visually blurred with the facade it presents to the community; the conflict between
oikos (home) and polis (city-state) is at the heart of the trilogy.
Music is used sparingly, so that Iphigenia’s song (sometimes sung by her, at other times played
from the professional recording) stands out all the more. Otherwise, the main sound effect
is an occasional loud ticking, emphasizing the countdown of a digital clock hanging above
the stage. This clock highlights what the audience already knows, that time is running out
for the characters on stage, and that these events that are happening have already happened,
both within the play itself (they are already Orestes’ memories) and within the established
mythological canon (everyone, for several millennia, has known the outcome).5 The times of
death announced for the various characters change for each performance, since they are tied to
the actual running of the clock. The audience is also blended into the world of the play, as the
same clock is used to mark the approach of the formal beginning of the performance and the
single intermission (during which the overall countdown is paused).
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Violence is central to Greek tragedy, and this adaptation incorporates that violence in a more
direct—and arguably more effective—way than stagings that follow ancient conventions more
closely. The size of the Watts Theatre (a thrust theater holding no more than 250) is especially
suited for such intense physicality, its smallness creating an intimacy between characters and
audience that makes the horror more palpable. The expertly directed murder of Agamemnon
unfolds like a gruesome messenger speech come to life and involves multiple, concurrent
actions on different areas of the stage while the now-familiar strains of “Fools Rush In” blast
at warped tempos. Watching Klytemnestra drag the lifeless body of her freshly-slaughtered
husband down the stairs away from the tub, awash in blood, the audience experiences the slow,
deliberate pulling and thudding as a buildup of lurid tension, accentuated by the unconscious
realization that this is live theater with live actors exhibiting real physical exertion. When the
dragging ended before the final set of stairs (the ideal stopping point), I realized I had been
holding my breath. Klytemnestra is unhinged in her revenge, culminating in a chilling yet
sympathetic soliloquy, masterfully delivered by Amanda Pulcini, in which she proclaims that
she enjoyed what she did, loved the blood, and would do it again if she could:
… and I open my mouth
like a plant in the rain in the red and I feel so
awake, it’s like liquid rightness pumping into
arteries, he’s dead, I am alive – and I’m free –
and from this point, from now, this house is
set in order ONCE AND FOR ALL.6
In addition to the outright violence here, other scenes toy with a line between intimacy and
violence, as when an attempt at a physical reunion between Clytemnestra and Agamemnon
turns ugly. Rachel Flesher (Violence/Intimacy Director) and Zack Payne (Assistant Violence/
Intimacy Director) are to be commended for their roles in the execution of the many delicate
and precarious scenes.7
The play is billed as an adaptation of Aeschylus’ Oresteia trilogy (featuring elements of
Agamemnon, Libation Bearers, and Eumenides), but some parts of the mythos are expanded
or moved, most obviously in the opening act, which introduces Calchas and his prophecy,
Iphigenia, and Agamemnon’s struggle with his role in sealing his daughter’s fate. This choice
is especially striking when considered alongside the recent local performances of the “Greek
Cycle” at the University of Chicago Court Theatre, which trod essentially the same tragic
ground, but through three different playwrights: their Agamemnon (2015) was preceded by
Euripides’ Iphigenia at Aulis (2014). Presenting Iphigenia in the flesh to audiences significantly
shifts the tone and focus set by Aeschylus. Is this a modification our current age requires? We
are now unwilling to view Agamemnon without explicating this particular flaw, and unable to
imagine a Klytemnestra without fully experiencing her maternal motivations.
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Figure 3: Photo by Michael Brosilow. Featuring Vero Maynez (Iphigenia), and Matthew Wade (Agamemnon).

Transferring Iphigenia and her death from a description in a choral song (Agamemnon lines
184–247) to embodiment on stage enriches this adaptation as a whole. I was put on edge from
the moment a stuffed animal—a deer!—appears mysteriously at the home. This foreshadowing
returns in a dinner scene in which Iphigenia, upset that the meal includes venison, is instructed
that animals must be sacrificed in order for people to eat. This correlation between animal and
girl, who also must be sacrificed for the greater good, works both in the world of the play and in
the broader world of myth. The color and cut of Iphigenia’s dress (Fig. 3), yellow and loose, is a
facsimile of the costume (the krokoton) of the little girls who played the bear at Brauron, further
tying her to Artemis and alluding to her mythic fate.8 When Iphigenia eventually returns on
stage as a mere shadow running uncannily though the background, the scene is all the more
disturbing because the audience has already met her pre-ghost form.
Other aspects of the sources materialize in innovative ways. When Cassandra appears and
eventually breaks her silence, it is as jarring as it is in Agamemnon, but the surprise this time
is that she screams out in ancient Greek. This language, which the other characters say they
cannot understand, marks her as a foreigner and a speaker-in-tongues, while also bringing
in the original speech of Aeschylus himself. (I was unable to catch which lines were chosen
for this production, and Icke’s text only indicates that lines from the original plays should be
used.) Fragments such as “God. The word was there in the beginning” (John 1:1), tucked into
the opening speech of Calchas, are like Easter eggs for any audience members trained in the
canonical texts of ancient Greek. Because Icke’s adaptation is not a translation—the original is
quite different—the explicit inclusion of ancient texts creates a stronger link to the original plays
as well as to the wider Greek environment into which they fit. But detailed familiarity with that
world is not necessary for the audience. Discussion during the talkback I attended revealed how
much the use of bare feet (Figs. 2 and 3) and nets struck a chord with the audience, without
anyone really needing to know that these are actually from Aeschylus, just by way of Icke.9
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The continuing relevance of the themes of most ancient Greek tragedies in some ways makes
them easy to adapt: they already resonate with modern audiences. A recent review even notes
that there were three wholly different performances of adaptations of the Orestes cycle in the
summer of 2019 alone. The truly great adaptations can both stand on their own and make us
think about the originals in new ways. Robert Icke’s Oresteia modernizes the old story and raises
its stakes. The horrific dreamscape of impossible decisions generated by this DePaul production
confirms that this is definitely a play to see live, and I look forward to productions becoming
more common following this evocative debut.
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Footnotes
1
Robert Icke, Aeschylus Oresteia: A New Adaptation (London: Oberon Books, 2015).
2
The London production used the Beach Boys’ “God Only Knows” (Icke, Aeschylus
Oresteia, 8), from the same era.
3
Icke, Aeschylus Oresteia, 9.
4
Icke’s production was able to use child actors for the roles of young Orestes and
Iphigenia.
5
This clock is a hallmark of Icke’s that he also used in his Romeo and Juliet adaptation for
similar purposes, counting down to the inevitable conclusion and indicating the times of deaths.
6
Icke, Aeschylus Oresteia, 81.
7
The importance of the work of these directors is worth emphasizing, especially in light
of the abuses in the Chicago theatre scene that led to the creation of Not in Our House and the
Chicago Theatre Standards. See Aimee Levitt, “Nearly a Year after Profiles, Chicago Theater
Professionals Are Still Learning to Talk to Each Other About Abuse,” Chicago Reader, March 28,
2017.
8
The dress is alluded to by Aeschylus (Agamemnon line 239, κρόκου βαφάς) and
stipulated in Icke’s stage directions, “In the house, IPHIGENIA enters, wearing a saffron dress,
carrying a doll” (17). For the dress, see the girls on a black-figure krateriskos from the Athenian
Agora (P 27342).
9
For the meaning of footwear and its absence in the plays, see Daniel B. Levine, “Acts,
Metaphors, and Powers of Feet in Aeschylus’ Oresteia,” TAPA 145 (2015): 253–80 and Susanna
Phillippo, “Stepping on the Stage: Aeschylus’ Oresteia and Tragic Footwear,” in Shoes, Slippers
and Sandals: Feet and Footwear in Classical Antiquity, ed. Sadie Pickup and Sally Waite (London/
New York: Routledge, 2019), 143–73.
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Sophokles’ Antigone
Translated by Anne Carson
April 25-28, 2019
Directed by Danielle A. Drakes
Set Design: Mark and Katherine Wujcik
Costume Design: Gail Beach
Lighting Design: Dr. Thomas Donahue
Reviewed by Patricia M. Craig
The Catholic University of America
Sophocles’ Antigone stands among the most widely read and performed tragedies of all time.
George Steiner noted in 1984 that “[its] supremacy was a commonplace to Kant and to Shelley,
to Matthew Arnold and to Nietzsche.”1 Also on Steiner’s list of Antigone’s admirers is Hegel,
whose appreciation for the play Anne Carson commemorates with a quotation on the back
cover of her impressionistic translation, Antigonick: “The Antigone [is] one of the most sublime
and in every respect most excellent works of art of all time.”2 Hegel is an unseen presence in
Antigonick itself, and although Carson excised mention of him from her later, more literal
translation of the play, its characters exhibit a self-consciousness that seems to be informed by
the rich history of Antigone’s interpretation, reception, and adaptation. The Catholic University
of America’s recent performance of Carson’s Antigone confirmed that “the ‘original’ play no
longer stands intact as easily separable from the history of appropriations that has come to
define it,” as Tina Chanter put it in Whose Antigone?3 Any performance of Antigone must choose
where to stand within the vast tradition of reception. Antigone has been appropriated as a
symbol of feminism, of religious freedom, of defiance in the face of tyranny. This production’s
setting, its set design, and the art and wording of its program placed it firmly within the long
tradition of appropriating Antigone for political purposes.
An African-style set and costuming suggested that director Danielle Drakes drew inspiration
from adaptations of Antigone set in postcolonial Africa. As Astrid van Weyenberg explains in
her study of African drama and Greek tragedy, these adaptations tend to “adopt the figure of
Antigone as a political symbol.”4 The best-known and most-studied of such adaptations are
probably The Island (first performed in 1973) by South African playwrights Athol Fugard,
John Kani, and Winston Ntshona,5 and Tègònni, an African Antigone (first performed in 1994)
by the Nigerian playwright Femi Òsófisan.6 Van Weyenberg significantly notes that: “[n]either
[work] seems particularly interested in Antigone’s cultural origin or her status as a Western
canonical figure. Their main concern is with her political potential in the present.”7 In both of
these plays, Antigone inspires characters to struggle against oppressive regimes. The Island is set
all but explicitly in the oppressive apartheid in South Africa; two prison inmates, arrested for
protesting apartheid laws, put on an abridged version of Antigone that allows them to express
their unconditional dedication to honoring “those things to which honour belongs.”8 Tègònni
is set in colonial Nigeria, where the mythological Antigone reincarnate appears as an alter ego
for the title character and promises to rise again “wherever the call for freedom is heard.”9 Both
plays invoke Antigone as a representative of “the excluded yet constitutive ground of a polity,”
as Chanter put it.10
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Almost certainly, the African Antigone tradition influenced the vision for Catholic University’s
production. Not only was the setting and costuming African, but Antigone appeared
essentially as a symbol of courageous defiance and Kreon as a power-hungry oppressor.
This characterization of the play’s protagonists became monotonous, despite the real interest
that interacting with the tradition of African reception promised. Since the most celebrated
African versions of Antigone are in fact adaptations of the Greek original that speak directly to
contemporary political issues, employing Antigone as a symbol of freedom in an unadapted
reperformance risks simplifying her character into something that cannot evoke empathy.
Nonetheless, director Danielle Drakes and her cast and crew should be commended for staging
the play in a way that encouraged audience members like me to learn more about the rich
reception history of Antigone.

Antigone (Jasmine Proctor) and the chorus
Photo Credit: C. Stanley Photography

For the Catholic University production, the African setting was juxtaposed with American
political symbols, both in the program and on set. The front page of the program showcased
a raised fist, a symbol of resistance that has been used most often to protest racism or other
abuses of human rights, and not exclusively in the United States. Additionally, the dramaturg’s
notes encouraged the audience to relate the events of the play to the present day: “As you
experience the play, keep in mind where you are today: our nation’s capital. What weight does
that add to the message of the play? Who are the Kreons in our lives and in our world, and
what message do we have for them?” These questions were left unanswered, probably to avoid
taking an explicit political stance. The language in the program forewarned me, however, that
Kreon would be portrayed not as a worthy antagonist, himself perhaps struggling with the
hard question of how to maintain order in the wake of an incestuous king’s abdication, civil
war, and fratricide, but as a token oppressor of the marginalized. Antigone herself was defined
in the program as “the matriarch of female social justice warriors throughout history, a symbol
of courage in the face of the deathly consequences of defying an institution.” The protagonists
of Sophocles’ tragedy are often treated as political symbols, but the result in this case was more
tedious than it would have been in an adaptation with a more immediate purpose.
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Front page of the program
Photo Credit: C. Stanley Photography

The play was performed in Hartke Theater, where a large proscenium stage faces the audience,
who for this performance were primarily members of the Catholic University community.11
Once the curtain rose, we saw a stage set with six tall, moveable panels, arranged to create a
triangular space that was narrower upstage. Each panel was illuminated with gray-scale light
that traced what appeared to be abstract, African-inspired shapes; upon closer examination,
these shapes were discernible as the only politically-charged symbols in the production: the
three panels on the left depicted the head and shoulders of a donkey, the three on the right the
head and shoulders of an elephant. The animals were effectively facing each other down. The
back wall of the stage was colorfully lit, and its hue shifted occasionally from orange to deep
blue for dramatic effect. Especially during choral odes, the lighting was dimmed to focus on the
actors alone.
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Members of the chorus
Photo Credit: C. Stanley Photography

Costuming was simple, combining styles that reflected both classical Greek and traditional
African dress in a way that kept the setting non-specific. Most actors wore patterned robes,
dresses, or shawls draped over neutral-colored street clothes, in a style reminiscent of togas or
chitons. Antigone and Ismene each wore a golden diadem, necklace, and earrings, to indicate
their royal lineage. Kreon wore no crown, but he did have a long gold chain around his neck,
and his red robe stood out as the brightest costume on stage. Eurydike, too, caught the eye
when she entered in an elaborately patterned robe and turban, as well as a broad, beaded
necklace. Haimon, on the other hand, was minimally costumed in a sarong over blue pants and
a light-gray-and-green muscle tee. The chorus members were all dressed similarly, in hues of
light blue, gray, and brown, with no jewelry, so that they looked like commoners beside the
lead characters.
The first line of Carson’s translation is not found in the original Greek: “we come out of the
dark,” says Antigone.12 These words, spoken slowly and forcefully by Jasmine Proctor, an MFA
student at Catholic University, set the tone for the entire play. The line seems to indicate that
the characters exist solely for the sake of the actions they will perform on stage today. Indeed,
Carson’s translation reuses certain elements of her own earlier Antigonick, itself largely a
commentary on Antigone’s inability to escape her notorious fate, which begins thus:
Antigone: We begin in the dark and birth is the death of us
Ismene: Who said that
Antigone: Hegel
Ismene: Sounds more like Beckett
Antigone: He was paraphrasing Hegel
Ismene: I don’t think so
Antigone: Whoever it was whoever we are dear sister ever since we were born from the
evils of Oidipous what bitterness...13
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Although lacking the reference to Hegel, Carson’s translation for performance retains the
metatheatrical tone and sense of inevitability found in Antigonick. The characters come out of
the dark, in the sense that most audience members know nothing about them other than their
actions in this very play, and their “birth,” their coming into the light, is their death, in that
they live only for the sake of the staged events. Many passages could demonstrate how Carson
adapted Antigonick for performance, but one more example will suffice. Just before Antigone’s
final farewell, Carson shortens what was a six-line exchange in the original Greek (931–36) to a
few words that indicate Antigone is aware of her role in a predetermined plot:
Kreon: get a move on
Antigone: next word / is death
Kreon: DEATH / you have no way out 14
This exchange is precisely the same in Antigonick, although Kreon’s last phrase, “you have
no way out,” is omitted there. Hence, although Carson’s new translation, here as elsewhere,
faithfully represents the essential meaning of Sophocles’ original, she repeatedly chooses clarity
and brevity of expression over the formality of the original. She often shortens or simplifies
Sophocles’ words, as though to indicate that everything is already well known to the reader or
spectator.
Carson’s tendency to simplify Sophocles’ original, often for metatheatrical effect, had the
unfortunate result that her characters easily became stereotypes in this performance. Her
Antigone seems aware that she will become a symbol, her Kreon that his stance will be
simplified to represent irrational oppression. Concerning the two Greek lines that Carson
renders “DEATH” in Antigonick, Griffith comments that the original has “a legal/political tinge
characteristic of Kreon’s speech.”15 This characteristic is often lost in Carson’s translation, which
here and elsewhere boils down Kreon’s language to the bare bones. Senior drama major Tommy
Stack interpreted his lines as indicating Kreon’s straightforward hunger to abuse power.
Probably because Catholic University adopted both a translation and a reception tradition that
present Antigone and Kreon in predestined or symbolic roles, the result was flattened characters
and a surprisingly uninteresting dynamic between the two protagonists. To this viewer, the
combination did not set a compelling tone for the performance. Nevertheless, several moments
stood out when the actors and actresses breathed life into the production.
The opening scene showed Antigone at her most human; Jasmine Proctor and Trystan Crichton,
who played Ismene, portrayed the sisters as loving and sympathetic toward each other, rather
than divided by opposing viewpoints. Ismene was a convincingly simple, weak woman; her
refusal to help Antigone bury Polyneikes appeared to come from an absolute conviction of
her helplessness rather than from cowardice. Ismene’s humanity made Antigone’s choice to
face death stand out as almost superhuman. Antigone showed a dominance over her sister by
leading her around the stage, as though seeking a place of secrecy for intimate communication.
This was the only scene in which Antigone moved about the stage at all, so that her immobile
stance later in the play was striking. Although I have said that Antigone appeared as a flattened
stereotype, the dynamic between these two characters was convincing. In her later appearance,
Ismene again brought some relief to Antigone’s statically aloof character, for it was only in
interactions with Ismene that Antigone exhibited feeling for a fellow human rather than for an
abstract principle. Antigone did not appear overly harsh or selfish in denying Ismene’s wish to
die with her, nor did Ismene seem disingenuous in her sudden desire to claim responsibility for
burying Polyneikes.
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Kreon, too, shone most in his first scene, when he entered jubilantly to tell the chorus, “I
am the throne and power now.”16 As he explained the new state of affairs in Thebes, Stack
surveyed the chorus in an almost fatherly manner. Once he had announced the edict forbidding
Polyneikes’ burial, however, Stack began emphasizing just one dimension of Kreon’s character,
his love of power and suspicion of every subject. From that point on, he tended to stalk about
the stage, loud and restless in his authoritative gestures, pounding his chest with his fist or
raising both arms as though to glorify himself. In the confrontation scene with Antigone, the
tense relationship between (great-)uncle and niece, expressed in stichomythia peppered with
passionate, quick-witted insults, was largely lost in the characters’ methodical delivery of lines
and the static blocking. Kreon and Antigone were both consistent in their tone, he frustrated
and self-righteous, she deliberate and resigned. Antigone stood on a raised platform from this
point in the play, like a speaker at a protest, and only Ismene dared to stand with her there for
any length of time. This blocking choice, combined with Antigone’s rebellious but resigned
attitude, led to some monotony and little empathy; even if we admired her, we did not feel her
humanity.

Antigone (Jasmine Proctor) and Ismene (Trystan Crichton) & Antigone (Jasmine Proctor)
Photo Credit: C. Stanley Photography

The confrontation scene constituted one instance when certain political implications did arise
from a rearrangement of the panels depicting donkeys and elephants. Before the sentry reentered to accuse Antigone, the elephant pillars were pushed from stage right towards stage
left, as if to imply that Kreon was now encroaching upon Antigone’s territory and winning.
Since the elephants were later pushed back to their original position, the backdrop’s political
message did not remain a central focus. At the plot’s climax, however, the donkeys and
elephants met again, head to head, center stage. If the political message was deliberately left
vague, the audience was at least encouraged to consider how an unbending leader, like Kreon,
might impede the resolution of civil conflicts.
Two standout performances by MFA candidates at Catholic University deserve particular
mention. Jamil Joseph, who played Haimon, entered in a youthful huff to spar verbally with
his father; his anger grew less and less controlled until he finally stormed out. It was wholly
believable that he loved his fiancée and was ready to die for her. Another MFA student, Elena
Anderson, played the Sentry with spot-on comical self-concern. She gave a long-winded
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apology for her own presence before delivering the news of Polyneikes’ burial quickly and
apprehensively, in a way that conveyed the power disparity between her and Kreon. It was
fun to watch Elena tell her story: she stopped and started walking several times to reenact her
slow progress on the road, she knelt down and lifted her hands like a man under arrest as she
disavowed doing the deed, she mimed her own discovery of the buried body, and she lifted two
fists like a boxer as she described the guards falling to blows.

Kreon (Tommy Stack) and Haimon (Jamil Joseph)
Photo Credit: C. Stanley Photography

Within the Sentry’s scene, a bizarre moment (perhaps indicative of a misinterpretation of
Carson’s text) occurred when, after one chorus member interjected “you know, king / it’s been
my feeling for a long time now / that gods are mixed up in this somehow,”17 the other chorus
members immediately laughed at her. Although this line in the original play also belongs to one
speaker, the chorus leader, since Kreon responds with the singular command, παῦσαι (280),
Carson’s text clearly indicates that the entire chorus agrees that the gods may be involved in
Polyneikes’ burial, for Kreon immediately chastises the chorus in the plural, “you demented
old men / you think the gods buried him for his good intentions... despite the fact that he came
to burn their temples down / to desecrate their laws...”18 Carson’s instinct is right; nothing
in the text indicates that any chorus member assumes their city’s leader scorns the gods.
Kreon’s angry reaction, in fact, indicates what he does assume: the gods agree with him about
what is sacred, not with the violator of his law. By having the chorus laugh, the director may
have intended them to be flattering Kreon by anticipating his reaction, but the laughter was
inconsistent with the chorus’ overall characterization as believers, and it was jarring for me as
an audience member, since it seemed to indicate a fundamental misinterpretation of the play.
A few other moments struck me as incongruous with the original, but these infelicities were
largely due to certain ambivalent or colloquial word choices in Carson’s translation. Some of
her modernized language effectively conveyed the tone of the original; for example, Kreon’s
jibe, “enough talk of beds it’s disgusting,”19 for ἄγαν γε λυπεῖς καὶ σὺ καὶ τὸ σὸν λέχος
(573), and the chorus’ petrified praise, “Zeus you win you always win,”20 for τεάν, Ζεῦ,
δύνασιν τίς ἀνδρῶν / ὑπερβασία κατάσχοι; (604–05). Other phrases, however, allow for an
interpretation that trivializes the sacred, even if they do not demand it. For example, Carson
renders the sentry’s message that the corpse is buried as “the corpse someone buried it /
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someone threw dust on it someone did all the required holy stuff.”21 This translation conveys
the meaning of the original, τὸν νεκρόν τις ἀρτίως / θάψας βέβηκε κἀπὶ χρωτὶ διψίαν / κόνιν
παλύνας κἀφαγιστεύσας ἃ χρή (245–47), but the colloquial “stuff” implies indifference or
incomprehension on the part of the sentry, which then seems confirmed by the rendering of the
reverent phrase, τάφον / κοσμοῦσα (395–96), as “fiddling with the grave.”22 Then, soon after the
chorus observes that the gods may be mixed up in the burial, Kreon calls on Zeus as his witness
in what Griffith terms a “solemn oath” in the original Greek: ἀλλ᾿ εἴπερ ἴσχει Ζεὺς ἔτ᾿ ἐξ ἐμοῦ
σέβας... (304)23 Kreon is asserting that reverence for Zeus flourishes because of him, i.e., through
the sacred decrees promulgated under his authority. Carson’s translation, however, allows for
another interpretation, since Kreon says: “I swear by Zeus himself—yes I still honour Zeus— /
if you don’t find and bring to me the guilty man...”24 With these words, Kreon could easily be
reassuring anyone who doubts his piety, such as the laughing chorus members in Catholic
University’s production. If Stack had emphasized the word “I” by saying “yes I still honour
Zeus,” the interpretation would fit the original text more closely, for Kreon is contrasting his
own reverence for the sacred with the irreverence of those who break sacred decrees, like
Polyneikes and Antigone. This aspect of Kreon, his reverence for the gods, whether misguided
or not, was lost in Catholic University’s production, probably through misinterpretation of
Carson’s ambivalent text. I doubt that the intent was to belittle ancient Greek religious practices,
but the production generally construed Carson’s ambivalent or concise renderings of pious
expressions as trivializing religion, a choice that felt out of place in a play whose main character
reverences burial rites and the gods of Hades so unconditionally.
The chorus played the most intriguing role in the production. Their words, songs, and actions
drove the responses of the audience and set the tone for each scene in a way that reflected the
original role of the Greek tragic chorus. The director was clearly intentional in involving the
chorus in the unfolding of the plot, and they stood out as stars of the show. Choral lines within
scenes were assigned to individual chorus members, and so carefully that some of them seemed
to have a consistent personality. For example, the same actress who suggested that “the gods
are mixed up in this somehow” voiced most lines of a religious timbre, so that she appeared to
be a sort of religious fanatic. Such expressions of piety felt like warnings directed at Kreon, who
appeared disingenuous whenever he referred to the gods. Although this interpretation of Kreon
was oversimplified, as I have claimed, it was consistent, and casting just one chorus member as
the pious one worked against the coherence of the chorus only rarely; I have described the most
egregious instance already. Generally, the practice of individuating choral lines lent variety and
interest to the production. With only intermittent defiance from the religious fanatic, the chorus
acted as a sort of echo chamber for everything that Kreon said before Teiresias’ entrance. At this
point, the religious chorus member, played by Anna Fitzmaurice, was recast as Tiresias’ guide,
perhaps to associate questioning of Kreon with the foretelling of his demise. Careful thought
went into this casting choice. When the seer spoke, the remaining chorus members appeared
captivated and terrified; they soon began urgently advising Kreon. Because they had been
largely sympathetic to him up to this point, their change in attitude demanded the audience’s
attention.
Since Teiresias’ scene is the turning point of the play, I expected more gravitas from Teiresias
and Kreon in particular. The chorus at least conveyed the import of the scene by their suddenly
horrified expressions and their insistence on taking charge after Teiresias left. Kreon becomes
essentially subject to the chorus by the end of the play. Teiresias, played by John Jones, entered
with flair, slamming his staff on the ground authoritatively. He delivered his lines slowly, in a
somewhat trembling voice, like a very old man. Following this grand entrance, Kreon casually
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says, as though he were in a hurry and perhaps bored by Teiresias’ formalities, “What’s up,
Tiresias?” This was one of a handful of instances when serious moments in the original play
became laugh lines in this production. This line was particularly striking since Carson’s Kreon
regularly uses antiquated language, such as “thou utter miscreant / to prosecute thine own
father” and “sayest thou so.”25 Still, the colloquial tone of Carson’s translation invited the
interpretation Stack gave it here, and it did not really distract. It seemed almost a metatheatrical
comment on the strangeness of putting on a Greek tragedy, in which a blind prophet might
arrive with devastating news from the gods, in our modern world where information is
available at our fingertips.
The choral odes were newly composed by Andrew E. Simpson, who compensated for the lack
of meter in Carson’s translation with clearly demarcated rhythms, played on drums by chorus
members. Simpson has composed music for other contemporary productions of Greek tragedy,
such as the Oresteia Project, which comprises three one-act operas.26 Both in that adaptation and
in this performance, Simpson’s musical settings bring contemporary sound to ancient tragedies
without altering their original mood or meaning. His harmonies are at times dissonant, at times
classical, yet they are beautiful and memorable, as in Antigone’s “Ode to Man,” which evoked
real wonder at man and his accomplishments. To perform this ode, the chorus members walked
down and sang from the stage steps, as though to communicate directly with the audience.
This blocking choice seemed to mimic the function of the orchestra in an ancient Greek theater,
and it was effective. Different chorus members simultaneously sang the words “strange terrible
clever wondrous monstrous marvellous...”27 in dissonant, surprising harmonies, so that there
was a sense of conflicting ideals or confusion as the words were repeated. The pace of the music
was generally fast, but it slowed considerably when the chorus sang the line “to Death he has
no answer.”28 By slowing down and standing up as they sang this line, the chorus conveyed
unanimity in evaluating man’s one weakness: his inability to escape death. They also implied
that the audience shared in this weakness by sweeping their collective gaze from left to right
as they sang the line. The rhythm then returned to its quick pace, and the ode almost rushed
to a close as the chorus delivered the final lines regarding a wrongdoer, “I would not have that
person at my hearth / nor share in his opinions.” They appeared concerned that this stance
should be immediately known to all.

The chorus sings and acts their odes
Photo Credit: C. Stanley Photography
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The first stasimon, the Ode to Man, was the most memorable and awe-inspiring of the choral
songs—it remained in my head for weeks after the performance—but each ode impressed in its
own way. The parodos, which tells of Polyneikes’ assault on “the streets of sevengated Thebes,”29
was notable for its individuated lines, which gave the impression that several people wanted to
tell us the background of their story all at once. As they sang the second stasimon, the chorus
appeared genuinely overwhelmed by the power of the gods; the line “Zeus you win you always
win”30 stood out particularly in their rendition. They seemed confused and helpless in their
reverence for powers beyond their control. In the third ode, the second note was held each time
the chorus named “Eros,” so that the god to whom the song was dedicated literally pervaded its
sound. In the fourth stasimon, Carson’s translation encourages dividing the lines among three
voices, which is what the chorus did: “I’ll give you three examples / of people who lost access
to the light / first the girl called Danaë... example two Lykourgos... third example the woman /
who...”31 A new chorus member came forward to offer each example, so that the chorus again
seemed to be working together to tell us a story, as they had done in the parodos. The final
ode stood out as compelling praise for Bacchus, with dissonant harmonies that lent it an air of
mystery. The choral odes struck a pleasing balance of modernizing and remaining faithful to
ancient dramatic conventions.

Kreon (Tommy Stack), Haimon (Jamil Joseph), and the chorus
Photo Credit: C. Stanley Photography

The blocking of the final scene, Kreon’s lament for his son, was admirably conceived and
executed. The chorus lingered uncomfortably behind Kreon, who cradled his dead son’s body.
As Kreon allowed his grief to overcome him, the chorus drove home that he was too late to
recognize his bad judgment, which had shattered his family. Kreon remained on his hands and
knees, and only the chorus was left standing at the end. They delivered their closing, moralizing
lines effectively, and they even implicated the audience in Kreon’s bad judgment and hubris
by looking out at us as they stated, “but in the end / you learn wisdom too / even you.”32 Even
if the primary purpose of the show was to challenge us to defy “the Kreons in our lives,” as
the program put it, before we become complicit in their crimes, moments like this last one
struck a deeper, apolitical, universally human tone. Combining the African Antigone tradition
with Carson’s abbreviated translation may have led to flattening the main characters, but the
haunting choral odes and standout performances by certain actors made up for some of the
monotony, and the play was an intriguing attempt to revitalize contemporary understanding of
Greek theater and to engage with the rich reception history of Sophocles’ classic play.33
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Ellen McLaughlin’s Oresteia
Directed by Michael Kahn
April 30–June 2, 2019
Shakespeare Theater Company
Washington, D.C.
Reviewed by Jocelyn R. Moore
The University of Virginia
This year Michael Kahn concluded a 33-year streak of producing classic theater for modern
audiences at the Shakespeare Theater Company in Washington, D.C. Given Kahn’s experience
in condensing and fusing multi-play performances, it is perhaps not surprising that he chose
to tackle Aeschylus’ Oresteia – a longtime aspiration – as his finale.1 To adapt three plays for
the 2-hour-and-20-minute production time, he invited one of the most productive current
adapters of Greek tragedy, Ellen McLaughlin, to produce “Ellen McLaughlin’s The Oresteia.”2
This title reflected not an abridgment but a critical rewriting of Aeschylus’ trilogy. Not only was
the language freely adapted, the action was also re-framed, sometimes through other Greek
tragedies. In particular, two central features of Aeschylus’ dramaturgy were re-harnessed with
thorough appreciation of their power: the house, whose imposing presence shaped the action,3
and the chorus, whose members were arguably the production’s central characters.
One 15-minute intermission cut the trilogy in half between the first and second of three acts
(my term). The first half followed the action of Agamemnon. Scenes where Agamemnon,
Clytemnestra, and Iphigenia confronted the possibility of Iphigenia’s murder – as in Euripides’
Iphigenia at Aulis – were added in place of Agamemnon’s choral parodos, which retells events at
Aulis (Agamemnon 40–249). In place of lengthy lyric songs were the chorus’ more direct and
briefer commentary on the action of the Atreid family. Cut entirely were the messenger’s and
Aegisthus’ scenes (Ag 503–680; 1577–1673). The production’s second half concentrated about
two-thirds of its playing time on the action of Libation Bearers and one-third on Eumenides,
separated by a brief pause. Libation Bearers is already much shorter than Agamemnon; the STC
production excised the entrapment of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra and directly built up to the
matricide. Most heavily re-envisioned was Eumenides: a much briefer concluding act eliminated
both Delphi and Athens (and Apollo and Athena), and the chorus members themselves formed
an informal tribunal.
McLaughlin has suggested that she removed the gods from Aeschylus trilogy,4 and in this
production the chorus’ critical perspective seemed to replace divine governance of action. While
Aeschylus’ chorus plays one of the largest choral roles in all Greek tragedy, its members shift
identities in each play, changing from old Argive men (Agamemnon) to slave women (Libation
Bearers), to Furies and Athenian jurors (Eumenides). McLaughlin rolled all these into a single
sustained identity that allowed the chorus’ characters to transform ethically over the course of
the dramas. In the absence of Aeschylus’ divine and political authorities at Delphi and Athens,
the chorus was able to shift from passive spectatorship of violence to active responsibility.
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Visually the chorus members were diverse in age, sex, and skin color. Matching muted uniformsmocks and head wraps gestured towards a lower social status – at several times in the play
they were referred to as “the help.” Each had a rag and a bucket for their job of cleaning the
house. The chorus did not sing or dance or speak in extended unison, but they did repeat
phrases and gestures. From their first words members spoke in turn and among themselves in
a generally measured stichomythia that became tense when the chorus members clashed in the
final act. Similarly, the chorus moved with informal coordination interspersed by moments of
choreography; one of the most impactful was when the chorus members doused Orestes with
buckets of blood.
To open the play, a scream came from a plain, bleak, two-story wooden house (the skene of the
74 stage. “Happens every night,” responded
ancient theater) that towered over an uncurtained
the watchman atop its roof. Unlike Aeschylus’ watchman, Kahn and McLaughlin’s watchman
saw no torchlight and instead voiced skepticism of the feasibility of the Troy-to-Argos torch
relay that Clytemnestra claimed to have arranged. “A manmade star,” he said, “seems crazy to
me.” Instead he gazed at the backdrop of a starry sky (perhaps half lit by morning sunrise) and
substituted for Clytemnestra’s torch communication from Troy a metatheatrical reflection on
the act of drawing stories from distant celestial, stellar bodies of myth. “They’re even older than
the gods, the real stars. And each one’s got a story. I tell their stories to myself all night to keep
from closing my eyes. The skies are full of blood and jealousy. Long tricky narratives, elbowing
each other up there, fizzing away and telling themselves.”
The prologue thus established a critical counternarrative to Clytemnestra’s (and perhaps
reflected McLaughlin’s own poetics of revision). After delivering his monologue, the watchman
became one of the entering chorus who watched and reacted to everything that happened to
the house before finally involving themselves at the production’s end. Some of the chorus’
first lines after their entrance described their position as audience for the news, stories, and
nightmares that Agamemnon’s family rehearsed for them, and asked why they continually
found themselves helpless to respond. As this production framed it, the chorus had to work
themselves up to an active critique and intervention into the story.

Clytemnestra attends to Iphigenia’s nightmares about her death at Aulis
(photo courtesy of the Shakespeare Theatre Company).
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Glamourous in a jacquard robe, Clytemnestra (Kelly Curran) emerged from the house to tell
the chorus that she had screamed in response to her nightmare of Iphigenia’s sacrifice. As the
chorus listened to the dream, flashbacks from this event replayed on stage, evoking Euripides’
Iphigenia at Aulis. While Aeschylus’ chorus in Agamemnon narrate the events at Aulis in terms
of unfixed mythical time where human decisions are terrifying but overdetermined (40–263),
STC’s reenactment of these events positioned Clytemnestra, the chorus, and the audience as
interpreters from some of the perspectives that Euripides’ play emphasizes. Iphigenia at Aulis
questions the necessity of killing Iphigenia and depicts the possibility that Agamemnon may not
have sacrificed his daughter, a past contrafactual that Aeschylus’ account more or less rules out.
In the STC production, the adolescent Iphigenia recounted to her mother as nightmares what
Aeschylus’ chorus describes as past, Agamemnon was torn between the demands of leadership
and fatherhood (as in his scene with Menelaus in Iphigenia at Aulis 302–542), and Clytemnestra
violently resisted the claimed necessity of sacrifice (as in IA 1145–1208) and the existence of
gods who could call for it.
Inserting these scenes surrounding Iphigenia’s slaughter into an already condensed trilogy
profoundly altered the momentum for McLaughlin and Kahn’s production. After killing
Iphigenia off stage, Agamemnon came home to Clytemnestra with bloody hands. In these
scenes, and not in the second homecoming from Troy, we saw Agamemnon determine his fate.
The latter return scene felt less necessary for Agamemnon’s development, but was critical for
Clytemnestra’s.
The use of the house further emphasized this revised momentum. As in Agamemnon, from
the start of the STC production the house heralded a shocking revelation of the violence it
contained. In Agamemnon suspense builds to the moment of murders that the audience can
hear from inside the house (1333), and of the house expelling a tableau of corpses (1372). But
Kahn and McLaughlin repurposed this moment of shock and horror by placing it earlier in
the drama. As the sound of Agamemnon’s axe-blow resounded through the theater, the house
exploded. The aural track became a loud alarm-like wail, the windows and doors burst open
violently, and red fabric sprang from its windows, as if blown out by a huge gust of wind. The
fabric hung to the ground, mottled as though soaked with blood. Kahn and McLaughlin’s reharnessing of Aeschylus’ powerful stagecraft highlighted Agamemnon’s initial violence against
his family and the traumatic effects on all its members.

The moment after Agamemnon kills Iphigenia and the house “explodes” (photo courtesy of the Shakespeare Theatre Company).
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Clytemnestra described the house on stage as a “brain,” “museum,” or “reliquary”: it frequently
functioned as a container of collective memories and consciousness that individual characters
shared. The STC production did not feature the Furies in the same way that Aeschylus does, as
an infesting presence that haunts the uncanny domicile. Instead McLaughlin and Kahn crafted a
brief appearance for Furies who emerged from the characters of the chorus members, not from
the house.
The house’s eruption at Iphigenia’s murder altered the suspense Aeschylus builds toward
Agamemnon’s and Cassandra’s climactic entrances into the house. In the STC production,
Clytemnestra’s entrapment of her husband felt entirely determined, because the audience had
watched the action surrounding the slaughter at Aulis. In consequence, the homecoming scene
seemed firmly focused on Clytemnestra’s experience of the murder and how it transformed her,
not on how it destroyed Agamemnon. When she exited the house again to meet Agamemnon
on his return from Troy, Clytemnestra glittered in a liquid gold lamé gown. She gained several
uneasy laughs from the audience while exerting the same theatrical control of the playing space
for her entrapment as in Aeschylus’ drama.5
Cassandra’s entrance into the house similarly lacked the terror-filled dramaturgy of
Agamemnon. Gone were the Trojan priestess’ spooky visions, in which she seems to peer
through the house’s walls at the band of singing Furies (Ag 1190–91) and at the brutalized
children of Tantalus (1217–22): Kahn and McLaughlin’s Cassandra gazed away from the house
and into the audience. Her interaction with the chorus emphasized her trauma at Troy and the
inevitable cycle of violence when opposition is silent. Apollo’s curse that she would prophesy
without inspiring belief framed the chorus’ helplessness. Left outside and “unable to do
anything” while Clytemnestra went about the killing within the house, the chorus turned to ask
why they continued to be a passive audience to others’ “nightmares.” Might these bad dreams
be real? Thus the chorus opened themselves to their responsibility for being unprepared in the
face of injustice.

Clytemnestra is protagonist of the events following the murder of Iphigenia (photo courtesy of the Shakespeare Theatre Company).
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In Agamemnon, Clytemnestra’s initial presentation of the murdered corpses to the chorus
concludes in exultation: “I boast in it!” (Ag 1394). This was the concluding note of McLaughlin
and Kahn’s first half, without the resistance voiced by Aeschylus’ chorus. Moreover, as in her
Iphigenia and Other Daughters (1995), McLaughlin removed Aegisthus’ appearance after the
murders and excised the motivations his involvement suggests in Aeschylus, both political
and sexual. “This is all I have done,” our Clytemnestra exclaimed, and likened the killing to “a
mighty birth.” Such a comparison justified the spilling of blood as serving a greater end; she
also declared to the chorus of janitors that blood was the most effective detergent for the house.
In contrast to the bloodied queen, the corpses (surely dummies) were thickly wrapped in white
cloth, their identities obscure. Kahn and McLaughlin’s hyper-sanitized choice here highlighted
how Clytemnestra sought to objectify the bodies and to clean and control the house. She kicked
each bundle into an unmarked hole in the stage. The ensuing intermission left the audience to
consider the dehumanizing effects of Clytemnestra’s violence on both her and her victims.
After the intermission, another scream from Clytemnestra opened the second act; this time the
nightmare was of breast-feeding a snake. Aeschylus’ Libation Bearers (527–34) first identifies the
dreamed snake with Orestes. In McLaughlin’s adaptation, Electra’s (Rad Pereira) appearance
and her skulking inhabitation of the craggy stage environment embodied the serpentine
hallucination. Electra seemed to torment her mother with nightmares by conjuring them at her
father’s gravesite. Much like Sophocles’ Electra, McLaughlin’s appeared to bring about Orestes’
return by her energetic attentions at the tomb.
When he arrived, Orestes seemed a shell of a young man, his body relentlessly thrown into
convulsions by Apollo’s possession. Distressed clothing evoked a desert-combat uniform (camogreen military jacket, brown utility pants, combat boots) and suggested that Orestes’ divine
enthusiasm might thinly veil the trauma of violence – an interpretation supported by the idea
that this is a trilogy without the gods.6 Another apparently supernatural involvement came after
Orestes and Electra summoned their dead father’s assistance (as at Libation Bearers 479–509):
Agamemnon’s ghost (à la Darius in Persians) actually entered to place a dagger beside Orestes.
What was most literally Agamemnon’s supernatural intervention could also be construed as a
manifestation of Orestes’ psychological impetus to revenge.

Chorus members douse Orestes with buckets of blood (photo courtesy of the Shakespeare Theatre Company).
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The house behind Orestes provided the container from which he relived the trauma of his
mother’s murder of the father he never met, an addition to Aeschylus’ tragedy. In a reframing
of the murder scene from the first act of the play, Orestes placed himself as an impatient child
quarantined in an upstairs room; while playing a game beside his bed, he gradually realized
that the repetitive hacking sound from the first floor was his mother killing his father.
In this production Electra and Orestes did not entrap Clytemnestra in the house, as they do
in Libation Bearers. After Orestes’ flashback, Clytemnestra emerged. While at first genuinely
distressed at the suggestion of Orestes’ death, she voiced inability to comprehend her children’s
accusations. Orestes, completely overcome, nearly embraced his mother before piercing her in
the chest with his dagger.
After the murder, Orestes dropped his mother’s body and looked around frantically, and for
a moment the onlooking chorus became the Furies seen only by Orestes at the end of Libation
Bearers, “my mother’s spiteful dogs” (LB 1054). The STC chorus could turn into this retributive
entity because, unlike Aeschylus’ chorus, they had not goaded Orestes to murder Clytemnestra
but had remained spectators. With sudden coordination the chorus closed around Orestes and
doused him with the contents of their cleaning buckets, which turned out to be blood. Though
Orestes was covered, the chorus members did not seem to stain themselves.
Orestes appeared to recognize the chorus as Furies with his quip, “They work for my mother,”
an identification which he later explicitly confirmed and which drew laughs at an unexpected
moment. The dousing was over in a moment and afterwards the chorus reverted to their normal
stance as spectators. The briefness of the interaction allowed the audience to see Orestes’ vision
of the Furies as a figment of his guilt-distorted perception,7 but the scene also suggested the
chorus’ real capacity to seek vengeance, an issue in the judicial hearing that followed.
After a brief pause, a third act opened with both Orestes and most of the chorus sleeping.
Orestes wrestled with nightmares of Furies, as Electra explained. (She remained for the final
act, as she does not in Eumenides). “He held the knife, it’s true, but only because I handed it to
him. I made that knife in the furnace, the one I’ve been tending. Until my furnace blew up.” The
blood on her brother now covered Electra also, suggesting the limits of her therapy to absolve
her guilt in the murder. But in stark contrast to Aeschylus’ Eumenides, the STC Orestes woke
up with amnesia of what he had done, and there was no Delphi, no Pythia or Apollo, and no
Athenian council to offer resolution. The waking chorus assessed the situation as an impasse
where neither Electra nor Orestes was a viable authority.
In an essay on her Oresteia, McLaughlin describes having worried about how to include
Eumenides’ trial scene; she challenged herself to revise this significant element of the trilogy
to avoid making any political system the source of its resolution.8 Her impulse to avoid a
“tedious civics lesson” grew especially strong when she was adapting the final play in the wake
of the 2016 election. She found alternative inspiration from the 1998 Truth and Reconciliation
Commission in South Africa, where victims and perpetrators bore witness to crimes of
apartheid and a council considered applications for amnesty.
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With Electra and Orestes stuck, the chorus members faced the question of what to do with
the pair. The debate here evoked the end of Agamemnon, where ten members individually
offer different opinions about what to do in the face of Clytemnestra’s murder.9 In the STC
production, one member expressed anger, another proposed exile for Orestes, another
mentioned the idea of “justice.” Voices grew louder as the members began to clash for the first
time.
A calmer tone came with the realization that cowering Orestes still envisaged the chorus as
Furies. To one member’s question, “Don’t you know us?” Orestes answered explicitly: “I
thought you were Furies.” Electra went further to point out the chorus’ passive role in the
family’s violence, and one chorus member admitted, “We have a part in these crimes.” Another
member suggested forgiving Orestes. The idea of pardon elicited backlash from other chorus
members and some conflict. Finally a member said, “We have the power to listen.” The chorus
proceeded to invite Electra and Orestes to offer themselves for a hearing.
The play ended before the chorus voted or sentenced Orestes. While McLaughlin and Kahn
did not present the fate of the Atreid siblings, conclusion and moral redemption came through
Orestes’ apology and the washing of Orestes and Electra by two chorus members with towels
and bowls of water. In this process the chorus came into contact with the blood that had
covered every member of the Atreid family, but without becoming blood covered themselves.
Apparently moved by the experience, Orestes apologized with an emotional “I’m sorry” to the
chorus member wiping him. The washing seemed to offer therapy for pollution and trauma,
and to prepare not just the siblings but the chorus for Orestes’ hearing. Sitting in the center of
the stage with the chorus standing around, Orestes told his story remorsefully.
The chorus’ willingness to listen revised Orestes’ earlier vision of them as Furies. Moreover,
it achieved the ethical transformation of Furies into Eumenides, “Forces of Kindness.” “The
power to listen” emphasized that the healing benefits for the listeners – as well as those on
trial – supersede judgment. The chorus called the audience to reflect on the corrosive effects of
violence for all parties and on the need to mitigate those consequences.
The trajectory of the chorus members, who emerged gradually as the production’s stand-out
product, highlighted a theme of critical engagement with dominant narratives. Signposting
this in the prologue was the watchman, a chorus member, who pointedly contrasted his
own watchful retelling of the stars’ stories both with the gods and with Clytemnestra’s news
stream in the torch relay: “I tell [the stars’] stories to myself all night to keep from closing my
eyes.” He pointed towards McLaughlin’s claimed excision of the gods by suggesting “They’re
even older than the gods, the real stars. And each one’s got a story.” The watchman’s practice
of interpretation seemed to support the production’s implicit claim to revise Aeschylus,
democratizing the reading of the heavens’ “long tricky narratives,” described as “elbowing each
other up there, fizzing away and telling themselves. All that glory just for sleepless, lonely me.”
This introduction anticipated a process of revision that was probably not always obvious
to the audience members who lacked a vivid recall of Aeschylus’ trilogy. The most visible
transformations of the play were the role of the chorus and absence of the trial scene at Athens.
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Less perceptible but equally significant was a shifted focus to female characters and the
possibility for dismissing the gods’ presence. Characters did experience the gods: Agamemnon
and Iphigenia described what the gods decreed, Apollo wracked Orestes with convulsions, and
the summoned ghost of Agamemnon visited the stage. But the absence of Delphi and Athens
implied a loss of divine control and necessity.
The chorus’s new role, especially, reflected this choice. The decision to make its members critics
meant avoiding much of their ritual position in Greek tragedy. When the chorus members
appropriated one of the most potent supernatural roles in Aeschylus, that of the Furies, the
conversion in Aeschylus was itself transposed. Instead of being domesticated by a higher
power, the chorus came to exert their own critical listening power over the narrative. In the
chorus’ role McLaughlin and Kahn seemed to find their own ethical implication in Aeschylus’
story, since like their chorus the adaptor and producer took ownership of the Atreids’ cycle of
violence by creating a critical voice and moral commentary, and shifting the power to tell, and
to end, the iconic story.10
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Notes
1
For instance, a one-evening performance of all three parts of Henry VI (1996) or a
composed trilogy of The Oedipus Plays (2001).
2
Among her widely reperformed Greek adaptations are Iphigenia and Other Daughters
(1995), The Trojan Women (2003), The Persians (2003), and Ajax in Iraq (2011). The Persians
was performed in 2005 at the Shakespeare Theater Company under the direction of Ethan
McSweeney. McLaughlin has also written a number of original plays, see https://www.
ellenmmclaughlin.com.
3
See Jones 1967, 82–111 for discussion of the household, oikos, and the house, as a central
figure in Agamemnon. Taplin 1977, 276–32 provides a “grammar” of Agamemnon’s stagecraft and,
452–59, highlights the position of the physical house that the skene building enacts in this play,
noting that the “uses of the background building in the Oresteia [are] unsurpassed in Greek
tragedy and perhaps in all drama” (459).
4
McLaughlin is quoted by an actor as commenting that there are no gods in the play,
though characters experience them, https://www.shakespearetheatre.org/watch-listen/insideoresteia-workshop.
Rehm 2002, 78–79 discusses Clytemnestra’s control of the extra-scenic household space.
5
6
The unstated interpretation of Orestes reeling from PTSD (without a clear source except
his family’s violence) is similar to his presentation in Iphigenia and Other Daughters and in
Charles Mee’s Orestes, performed by Tim Robbins in 1994, taking place in a mental asylum.
7
The chorus in Libation Bearers identify Orestes’ perception of furies as a “disturbance of
the mind” (1056).
8
https://www.ellenmmclaughlin.com/ellen-blog/2019/4/16/ellen-on-the-oresteia.
9
Agamemnon 1346–71.
10
I am grateful to Rachel Grabowski for her stimulating comments, Mike Lippman for his
suggestions, and to Colleen Kennedy for obtaining for me several lines from the play’s script.
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Luis Alfaro, Mojada
Directed by Chay Yew
July 2–August 8, 2019
The Public Theater
New York, New York, USA
Reviewed by Emily Jusino
University of Rochester
Mojada is Luis Alfaro’s powerful and moving adaptation of Euripides’ Medea. It follows his
earlier adaptation of the same material, Bruja, which (like Euripides’ play) stressed Medea’s
persona as a sorceress who has access to supernatural powers. However, with Mojada, Alfaro
has largely moved away from the supernatural elements of Euripides’ play and Bruja to focus
on Medea as an immigrant and outsider who is unable to adapt to her new homeland and yet
also unable to return home. Medea is a Mexican immigrant in the United States without legal
status, a fact reflected in the title Alfaro has chosen, Mojada – in context, a derogatory term for
an undocumented immigrant that means, roughly, “wetback.” The title highlights an aspect of
Euripides’s Medea (who is also an immigrant and an outsider) that does not always receive
emphasis in modern productions of Euripides’ play.
The play opens by establishing that Medea (Sabina Zúñiga Varela) and other members of her
household – her common-law husband, Jason (Alex Hernandez), their son, Acan (Benjamin Luis
McCracken), and Medea’s childhood nursemaid, Tita (Socorro Santiago) – live as
undocumented immigrants in New York City. While her husband and son have begun to
assimilate to American culture, Medea keeps herself isolated from the world and tries to
maintain her Mexican traditions. Although she is befriended by a local Puerto Rican woman,
Luisa (Vanessa Aspillaga), she otherwise has little interaction with people outside her
household. As the play progresses, growing tensions between Medea and Jason come to a crisis
when he marries his boss, Pilar (Ada Maris), as a way of securing legal status for himself and his
son, and Pilar uses her power to evict Medea from her new home. In her desperation Medea
kills Pilar, Acan, and (depending on how one reads the ambiguous ending) perhaps herself.
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Jason, Tita, and Medea: Jason (Hernandez) takes a call while Tita (Santiago) watches and Medea (Varela) sews in the background.

The entire cast delivered strong, compelling, and believable performances. McCracken’s
youthful positivity and almost chirpy voice highlighted Acan’s innocence and vitality.
Aspillaga’s Luisa was a non-stop ball of energy, even during her character’s sad moments.
Santiago’s Tita demonstrated the resilience, wit, and wisdom that comes with age and years of
coping with difficult circumstances. Both Tita and Luisa give the early scenes a light-hearted,
even humorous air. Maris played Pilar with a hardened, feminine edge that reflected both her
determination and the arguably cutthroat attitude that enabled her success. Hernandez rose to
the challenge of Jason by making him likeable and sympathetic throughout the play despite
his betrayal of Medea. (On an amusing note, there were murmurs of appreciation from the
audience when Jason took his shirt off.) Finally, Varela is well seasoned in the role of Medea,
having played her before in the Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s and Getty’s productions of
Mojada, and it shows. Her Medea is simply heart breaking. These performances created two
moments which elicited gasps of shock from the audience: when Jason revealed that he had
married Pilar and when Medea appeared onstage covered in her son’s blood.
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The play is quite consciously set in the immediate present, in both time and space. Alfaro, who
regularly situates his plays in the here and now, has tailored it to its current production
location, New York City. Jason and Medea live in Corona, a majority Hispanic neighborhood
in the borough of Queens, between Jackson Heights and Flushing. The play also incorporates
references to Bill De Blasio, the current mayor of New York City, and to Coney Island. To
reinforce the specific location, the play opens with the sounds of an elevated subway train –
presumably the 7 train, which creates a distinctive soundtrack for the neighborhoods it passes
through, including Corona.
The set itself is the back of a two-level, slightly worn-looking house, with elements of everyday
life scattered around and a sewing machine on one side. Events in the home’s yard are
confined to the platform on which the house sits. During the flashbacks to events which
happened before the play’s beginning, the action ranges across the full width of the stage
beyond the platform’s boundaries. At one point, this demarcation is used effectively to explain
Medea’s inability to leave her home: she steps off the platform in an attempt to leave, but turns
back immediately, because she is overwhelmed by the memories of her traumatic border
crossing. To convey her internal experience to the audience, as soon as she steps off the
platform, the lighting dims and the audience hears audio from Medea’s memories, as if the
audience is sharing her internal experience.
Over the course of the play, the audience gradually learns why Medea and her family left
Mexico, what happened on their harrowing journey across the border, and how they created a
new life for themselves in New York. Instead of one character narrating these events like a
Greek chorus would, the backstory is recounted variously by Medea, Jason, and Tita in a series
of monologues interspersed throughout the play. These monologues are extraordinarily
effective, in part because the characters re-enact the stories as they are narrated. These
flashbacks are indicated to the audience by simple lighting and staging changes, and are
evocative in their minimalism. Their content is equally compelling. According to Alfaro
himself, in his lecture at the Society of Classical Studies Annual Meeting in January 2019, he
based the events of the family’s border crossing from Mexico on a real woman’s story,
including one of its most awful elements, Medea’s gang rape by soldiers. Alfaro’s Medea has
clearly been traumatized by her journey, and as a result suffers from what appears to be a form
of agoraphobia that prevents her from leaving her home. Although her trauma is easy to
understand, the play never explains why it did not manifest itself earlier in their journey, or
when they first arrived in New York before settling in Corona.
Partly because of her trauma, Medea is unwilling and/or unable to integrate into her new
world. In the meantime, Jason is embracing his new home and is willing to take advantage of
any and all opportunities to achieve some security for himself and his family. The tension
between Jason and Medea is manifested through their interactions with Acan. At the
beginning of the play, Medea is teaching him traditional rituals to recall their homeland.1
Jason, however, encourages him to use English and call him “Dad” rather than the Spanish
“Papi” and to wear a USA soccer jersey instead of a Mexican one, a change with which Medea
clearly disagrees, even if she does not push back against it. Whereas Medea is fearful that Acan
will forget their homeland and traditions, Jason sees more value in looking forwards.
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Partly because of her trauma, Medea is unwilling and/or unable to integrate into her new
world. In the meantime, Jason is embracing his new home and is willing to take advantage of
any and all opportunities to achieve some security for himself and his family. The tension
between Jason and Medea is manifested through their interactions with Acan. At the
beginning of the play, Medea is teaching him traditional rituals to recall their homeland.1
Jason, however, encourages him to use English and call him “Dad” rather than the Spanish
“Papi” and to wear a USA soccer jersey instead of a Mexican one, a change with which Medea
clearly disagrees, even if she does not push back against it. Whereas Medea is fearful that
Acan will forget their homeland and traditions, Jason sees more value in looking forwards.

Medea and Acan: Medea (Varela) teaches Acan (McCracken) the ritual to summon the sounds of their homeland in the backyard of
their house.

The play repeatedly emphasizes the struggle of the immigrant, while also tacitly
acknowledging that the struggle is greater for some than for others. One character comments
that immigrants work hard for little money and destroy their bodies in the process. Both of the
major characters outside Medea’s family, Luisa and Pilar, have also been displaced from their
original homes. Luisa is from Puerto Rico and was compelled to leave because of the hardships
caused by Hurricane Maria, while Pilar fled Castro’s Cuba on a harrowing boat journey.
Significantly, however, neither woman has had to navigate being undocumented as Medea
has: Puerto Ricans are citizens of the United States, and Pilar immigrated at a time when any
Cuban, documented or not, who arrived in the United States was eligible to apply for legal
residency after one year.
Despite Medea’s isolation and trauma, she is not without useful skills. In Euripides’ play,
Medea is a sorceress of sorts. In Mojada, her magic lies in her remarkable talent as a seamstress,
which enables her to earn a little money as a garment worker by sewing clothing in her
backyard at a piece rate. (Although this characterization is an intrinsic part of Alfaro’s script
and not an adjustment made to ground the location in New York, it dovetails with the fact that
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garment working has been one of the most important jobs for immigrant women in the New
York City from the 19th century onwards.2) Moreover, her sewing skills facilitate her revenge
against Pilar: Medea sews a beautiful dress for her under the pretext that her son has asked her
to do so, but in it she hides a straight pin laced with a deadly poison.
Medea’s sewing skills help draw attention to how costume choices, particularly for Medea and
Pilar, reflect the play’s focus on the tension between tradition and assimilation. Although the
play establishes that Medea has the skill to create beautiful clothes, she herself always wears the
same outfit, a plain white dress with a simple bodice and loose, mid-calf-length skirt. Her hair is
worn long and loose. Her appearance creates a striking visual contrast with Pilar that illustrates
the tensions that underlie Jason’s betrayal, between tradition and homeland on the one hand
and assimilation and ambition on the other. We first meet Pilar as she comes to Jason and
Medea’s home for dinner. In this scene Medea wears her white dress, but she has wrapped a
colorful shawl around her shoulders, which reads as simultaneously festive, self-protective, and
traditional. On the other hand, Pilar presents herself as a chic American businesswoman. Her
hair is short and smartly styled, and her outfit is structured and tailored to her body.

Medea, Pilar, and Jason: Medea (Varela) and Jason (Hernandez) invite Pilar (Maris) over for dinner.

For much of the play, neither Medea’s nor Jason’s love for one another and for their son is
deniable. Their bonds emphasize the tragedy in the destruction of this family, which results
from the stresses of being undocumented immigrants. Although we can see some rifts in
Medea and Jason’s relationship, she clearly feels it is secure until he reveals his marriage to
Pilar. Her confidence makes Jason’s betrayal seem all the more harsh and difficult to justify,
especially after he tacitly admits to having sex with Pilar despite his protestations that the
marriage is purely a business decision. It is also difficult to miss the selfishness of Jason’s
claims that this marriage helps them all. It will enable him and their son to gain legal status, but
not Medea, whom it leaves in an even more precarious situation than before. From the
audience’s perspective, it is unclear whether Jason anticipated Pilar’s demand that Medea
leave, but he has clearly made no provisions to protect her. This lack of clarity invites the
audience to speculate that perhaps he
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himself feels equally threatened by Pilar’s power and his own undocumented status, even if he
never admits to that.
Similarly, Medea’s obvious love for her son makes her murder of him all the more tragic. Her
decision to kill Acan, difficult as it is to understand, flows from the impossible position in
which she finds herself. She is a woman who has reached the end of endurance and literally
has nowhere left to go. Her journey to the United States has left her isolated and traumatized,
without the money or health insurance to seek treatment for that trauma. She is being driven
from a home that she cannot leave without relapsing into a state of paralyzing fear. Moreover,
she finds herself wholly ostracized because Pilar not only takes away her husband, son, and
home, but also attacks her relationships with the community, symbolized by Luisa. Earlier in
the play, Luisa repeatedly seeks Medea’s help and refers to her as “Sister.” However, Luisa
will now do nothing for her, because she does not
83 want to antagonize Pilar, who has offered
her space to open a churro shop. Most importantly, Pilar uses Medea’s undocumented status
against her by threatening to call ICE if Medea tries to take Acan with her, saying that ICE will
deport her and throw Acan into a cage (another example of Alfaro updating his play to reflect
contemporary circumstances). This threat played to great effect in the audience because it
references the United States’ real and ongoing violations of Latin American immigrants’
human rights. Medea’s undocumented status heightens her vulnerability among those people
who are willing to use it against her for their own ends.
Even so, Medea’s decision to kill her son is shocking because it is wholly unexpected. Up to the
murder itself, the play has remained focused on how Medea herself will survive, and does not
imply that she will be a threat to her child. Unlike Euripides’ Medea, Alfaro’s heroine does not
debate or even mention her decision out loud before acting on it. Instead, despite her inability
to leave the house, she tells Tita that she and Acan will return home to Mexico. It is initially
unclear whether she will actually try to leave or is delusional: at this moment her emotional
state appears unstable, and it seems plausible that she has lost all sense of what is real. She
proceeds slowly up the stairs to the house’s back door and on her way picks up the machete
that Tita used earlier to kill a rat. After she enters the house, the sounds of the 7 train drown
out the noises of the offstage murder. The question of Medea’s mental state is never resolved:
are her choices rational or is she unaware of what she is doing? Whereas the audience of
Euripides’ Medea knows exactly Medea’s reasoning behind her decision to kill her children,
Alfaro’s Medea is much more enigmatic in this moment. She could be delusional; she could be
rational; she could be reacting without thinking as a result of her trauma, the intractability of
her situation, and her desire to return home with her son, metaphorically if not physically.
The ending itself is ambiguous. After killing her son, Medea emerges covered in blood onto the
second-story back porch and performs a ritual with banana leaves, which she had taught to
Acan at the beginning of the play and is supposed to recall the sounds of home. As Medea
drops the banana leaves to the ground, there is a blackout and Medea disappears from stage.
We assume she jumps from the balcony. When the lights come up, Tita is showing a new
couple around the house and hears the call of a guaco (the laughing falcon), which is, as the
play established earlier, a call Medea herself would imitate. Tita looks around, simultaneously
haunted by it and unable to find it. The audience can see Medea off the house’s platform,
where she makes the bird call in growing distress until the show ends. We are left to wonder
whether Medea actually committed suicide and Tita is haunted by guilt or if, as Medea
jumped, she turned into a bird, in keeping with the outcome of so many Greek myths
(although not that of Euripides’ Medea). In the end, it is difficult for the audience not to feel at
least some sympathy with Medea and her sufferings – especially since we can see and almost
feel her visceral pain in the final scene – even as we struggle to accept her final choices.
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NOTES
rituals seem to be the strongest holdover from the earlier Bruja. The play implies that
Medea can use the ritual to summon the sounds of their home in Mexico. The audience can
hear these sounds, but the play is ambiguous as to whether we are to interpret them as real or
if we are hearing what the characters imagine in their minds (as in the flashbacks), since the
play uses audio effects in both ways.
1These

2For

more information on women and the garment industry in New York City, see Chin’s
book in Further Reading.
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Re-Appropriating Phaedra: Euripides, Seneca, and Racine in
Avra Sidiropoulou’s Phaedra I —
Eleonora Colli
University of Oxford
In a recent entry on her popular blog The Edithorial, Professor Edith Hall pointedly described
the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice as a “Tragedy of Male Distrust of Women”.1 With this
statement, she interprets Orpheus’s gaze as symbolizing the mythical origins of men’s
assumptions about women and their abilities, thus connecting myth to present societal issues.
In the introduction to the post, Hall additionally mentions the story of Phaedra, which she sees
as a symbol of “epistemic injustice”.2 The term, popularized by philosopher Miranda Fricker,
denounces the presence of a “socially situated conception” which causes “a deflated level of
credibility”3 in the abilities and testimonies of marginalized groups. Borrowing from Fricker,
then, Hall sees both the Orpheus and Phaedra myths as socially embedded narratives of
patriarchal ideology. In another post, in fact, Hall explains her dislike for the myth of Phaedra,
stating that “patriarchy needs this fiction”4 in order to build the ideological practice of
distrusting women’s testimonies.
In this specific historical moment and social context, where scandals such as Harvey
Weinstein’s case have created new discourses on issues of rape and rape allegations,5 the myth
of Phaedra is as poignant as ever. As stated by Hall, the myth undermines female credibility
and women’s testimonies: modern reinterpretations of Phaedra’s false rape accusation against
Hippolytus could easily do more damage than good in a time when a common defence for
rapists and abusers seems to be the implication of their victims’ dishonesty. Avra
Sidiropoulou’s Phaedra I —, however, written in 2019 and performed the same year at the
Tristan Bates Theatre in London, exemplifies how even the Phaedra myth can be appropriated
and reinterpreted for drastically different ideological purposes, inverting the inherently
misogynistic origins of the story.
The purpose of this paper is therefore to showcase how Sidiropoulou’s work borrows from the
canonical versions of Euripides, Seneca, and Racine in order to depict the character of Phaedra
as a complex and modern figure, and as both victim and perpetrator of patriarchal ideology. I
will focus on the mode of storytelling adopted by Sidiropoulou, then analyse how Phaedra I —
re-interprets Hippolytus’ misogynistic speech in Euripides, Seneca’s imagery of natural
escapism, and Racine’s language of hunger and starvation as interpreted by Ted Hughes. All
of these features not only demonstrate how legacies of reception are fundamental to new reinterpretations of myth; they are also central to the reinterpretation of Phaedra and her false
rape allegations as caused and influenced by the greater patriarchal system in which she is
entrapped.
As suggested by the title of Phaedra I — , Sidiropoulou’s play is evidently first and foremost
concerned with the character of Phaedra and her own voice and subjectivity. Phaedra is the
only character on the stage, impersonating and re-creating other characters’ voices when
necessary. Sidiropoulou delineates the story in the conventional manner, following Phaedra as
she falls in love with Hippolytus and then lies to her husband Theseus about being raped by
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his son. Significantly, however, while Hippolytus still dies at the hands of Theseus, Phaedra
does not commit suicide in this version of the myth, but survives as the central figure on
stage in her role of both protagonist and narrator. However, despite the fact that
Sidiropoulou’s is the only version of the myth in which Phaedra relates her own story
through monologue, the language she uses to push herself to narrate the events is clearly
derogatory and misogynistic. The use of monologue allows the audience to witness the
workings of a greater patriarchal ideology at play within Phaedra’s subjectivity, through her
role as an unreliable and self-denigrating narrator.
This complexity is evident from the beginning of Act I, where Phaedra relays the voice of the
chorus: “Queen Phaedra Remember / You lucky little bitch”.6 The derogatory term “bitch” is
an epithet adopted by Phaedra as well, particularly when urging herself to tell her story: “Be
responsible for your story / And for the histories you ruined / Listen / Now […] / Own
your story, bitch / Listen till these words melt inside you / Become one with / this dirt /
One with you”.7 The use of this specific term creates a connection to the Latin canis or the
Ancient Greek kyon, both commonly used to refer to women in a degrading way in ancient
texts. In her study of the offensive epithet, Cristiana Franco demonstrates how “ancient
commentators […] explained that to call someone a dog was to accuse them of anaideia”,
which means “a lack of aidos, that is, a lack of restraint, the moral curb responsible for
inhibiting any behavior subject to ethical censure”.8 Similarly, Phaedra perceives in herself a
lack of shame and sexual restraint: her own use of the word “bitch”, along with other
demeaning insults, denounces the gendered nature of language and self-expression present
in Sidiropoulou’s work, in spite of Phaedra’s role as narrator. Phaedra’s self-identification
with offensive epithets against women and their sexuality thus shows how “women, as a
muted group, must learn the dominant discourse in order to speak”.9 In Sidiropoulou’s play,
then, Phaedra is not only an active storyteller, but also the victim of her own words, as well
as of the words of others.
The ideological representation of women through patriarchal cultural practices and codes is
in fact a fundamental issue in the Phaedra myth. Throughout the various interpretations of
the story, the most explicit and overt case of misogynistic speech is, famously, Hippolytus’
monologue in Euripides’ tragedy of the same name, Hippolytus (428 BC). Asked by the Nurse
to forgive Phaedra’s confession, Hippolytus refuses to grant the woman any mercy: “Here’s
your proof that woman is a dangerous pest: her father, who gave her life and raised her up,
puts down a dowry for her and sends her to another home to rid himself of his trouble. The
husband […] decks his idol with jewelry […]. Being married to a nonentity gives man the
least trouble […]. Cleverness in women I detest. […] Dumb and savage beasts should keep
them company and then they could not speak to any servant or have one speak to them in
reply. […] Never will I have my fill of hating women”.10 In Euripides, then, strong hatred and
disgust for women seem to be limited to the character of Hippolytus, as a way of justifying
Aphrodite’s revenge against him.
In Phaedra I —, by contrast, Sidiropoulou extends Hippolytus’ judgment of women to society
and societal expectations at large, showing a greater system at work against women and their
own sexual and personal expression. This bias is mostly conveyed through the chorus, whose
words are again relayed by Phaedra, thus showing the assimilation and psychological effect
of societal constructs and ideologies. When Phaedra tells the story of her marriage to
Theseus, the chorus describes her as “a beautiful creature, a trophy wife”,11 referencing
Hippolytus’ speech on marriage and the process of gifting a woman and her dowry to her
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husband. Similarly, Phaedra describes herself as “dazzling and lonely […] /my wedding
dress […] / was barely covering my body / It inhabited every thought, every gaze, every
street”, reinforcing the idea proposed by Euripides’ Hippolytus of the woman as an
αγάλματι (agalmati), an idol decked in jewellery.12
Phaedra is dangerous not only in her beauty and carnality, but in her intelligence as well.
She reports Theseus telling her that “You just like to play games with people. You want to
try their patience and test their capacity for intelligent conversation”.13 Thus all of women’s
supposedly dangerous characteristics, indicated by Hippolytus in his explicitly misogynistic
and hateful speech, are repeated in Phaedra I —, where opinions on womanhood and
femininity are presented through Theseus, the chorus, and Phaedra herself. The
fragmentation of Hippolytus’ speech in Sidiropoulou shows the ideological power and allpervading force of the patriarchal apparatus, reported and thus internalized through
Phaedra’s own voice. This repeating and reconstituting of the apparatus, here understood in
the Althusserian sense as a system of cultural practices meant to sustain the dominant
patriarchal ideology,14 makes Phaedra “a victim of the ideology she accepts”.15
This patriarchal apparatus and Phaedra’s own sense of guilt and shame are represented most
strongly through the symbolism of Seneca’s Phaedra (1st century AD). The play is famously
known for its hunting imagery, in which Segal sees the stark division between Phaedra’s
“sexual imagery of the house” and Hippolytus’ “desexualized violence of the forest world”.16
Seneca’s play starts in fact with a long hymn sung by Hippolytus in honour of the goddess
Artemis, to whom he has promised eternal chastity.17 Hippolytus’ hymn is characterized by
multiple images of freedom, movement, and nature, starting with the invocation to run
across woods and hills: “Ite, umbrosas cingite siluas […] / scandite colles”.18 The hymn is then
starkly opposed to the opening of the second act, starting with Phaedra's declaring herself
“in penates obsidem inuisos datam | hostique nuptam”,19 where the participle obsidem
characterizes her as a prisoner in her own house. The opposition suggests that Phaedra sees a
path to freedom in her love for Hippolytus, for whom “sequi per alta nemora, per montes
placet”20. To symbolize Phaedra’s entrapment, the entire action takes place inside the palace,
thus relegating Phaedra to the familial and feminine space of the house.
By contrast, Sidiropoulou’s play presents outdoor scenes as well. This change, however, far
from granting Phaedra more freedom or liberty, instead highlights the role played by
patriarchal ideology in submitting Phaedra to the outside gaze of societal expectations. This
influence is explicit in the scene where Phaedra and Hippolytus meet for the first time in a
bar. As soon as they shake hands, the chorus comments: “Just look at her—She craves the
attention / How big / Hippolytus has grown—nearly a man / They say there’s / something
there / C’mon, see that? She’s really hitting on / him / Look at her—the dress / Oh, and the
hair / And her / long white back / Look / That look between them / How / she’s glaring at
him—Hippolytus / She is quite something / though / And him / That look”.21 Phaedra’s
engagement with locations outside of the palace and home environment is therefore not a
symbol of greater freedom, but instead a sign of the expansion of the patriarchal apparatus
from the home to the outside space.
Because of Phaedra’s engagement with the outdoors and the extension of patriarchal
apparatus outside the private home, Sidiropoulou’s Phaedra expresses her desire for escape
and freedom through an even more lyrical and utopian language. While in Seneca imagery
of liberation and retreat is strongly related to the woods, typically portrayed as Artemis’
home, in Phaedra I — the all-pervading force of the patriarchal apparatus makes these places
too contained and restricting in their earthly existence. Phaedra’s escapism is here angled
towards a kind of utopia, which abandons society and earth altogether: “There’s wind below
my wings I am flying / The earth’s too small for us let’s get away / The sky’s so close to us
let’s reach it”.22 Expressing her desire through music and dancing, the lyrical expression of
her escapism symbolizes the impossibility of Phaedra’s desire to evade the patriarchal
apparatus, thus portraying her as a victim of a system which is impossible to escape and
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dismantle.
Phaedra’s singing voice relates to another fundamental difference between Sidiropoulou’s
interpretation of the myth and its previous versions: Phaedra’s ability and desire to speak,
communicate, and live. By contrast, all previous interpretations of the myth present Phaedra’s
story as a “tragedy of inwardness and guilt” where “by speaking out, she senses she will step
over a threshold and reach a higher degree in culpability”.23 This struggle is most heightened
in Racine’s Phèdre (1677), in which the queen conceals her passion for Hippolyte for years,
and resolves to speak only once Thésée is thought dead. Barthes famously comments that “in
Phèdre it is language’s very being that is put on the stage […] and it is not her guilt that
constitutes a problem, it is her silence”.24 Phaedra’s silence is in fact commented upon
throughout the entire play, and it is around her silence that the tragedy takes place: as the
nurse tells Phaedra when she yet again refuses to reveal the cause of her pains, “mourez donc,
et gardez un silence inhumain”.25 Racine constructs the play as a battle between silence and
speaking out, and its effects on life and death.
In the translation and re-working of Racine’s play by Ted Hughes, interestingly, the actions of
remaining silent and speaking out are explored through a distinct imagery of appetite, hunger,
and starvation. When she discovers that Thésée is alive, Phèdre proclaims that “j'ai fait
l'indigne aveu d'un amour qui l’outrage”.26 In Hughes, the weight of Phèdre’s admission is
translated as “I have confessed / An appetite that is unspeakable”:27 Phèdre’s desires are thus
described as devouring and consuming her in such way that they prohibit her from speaking.
Hughes’ imagery of appetite is an element amplified in his translation and yet already found in
Racine, as expressed by Phèdre’s cry “Qu'un soin bien différent me trouble, et me dévore!”,28
and is a thematic thread found in Sidiropoulou as well.
Sidiropoulou’s imagery is in fact evident from the very beginning of the play, which portrays
Aphrodite’s possession of Phaedra: “Come along / Drown me / Consume me / Come on /
Devour / me, Phaedra /Consume me / Consume him / Consume / Hippolytus, Phaedra”.29
Interestingly, here it is Phaedra who devours and consumes, thus inverting Racine’s and
Hughes’ portrayal of her desires as exhausting her whole being. This inversion, in preventing
Phaedra from being ravished by her desires, also allows her to speak and confess her own
wants and needs. She confesses to Hippolytus: “All I— / All I wanted to say is / I—There’s so
much life here. / […] Give me life, Hippolytus”.30 This need for life presents a thematic
connection with the imagery of appetite and hunger, given the causal link between food and
survival. Phaedra’s willingness to speak out therefore serves as a rejection of her first
attempted mode of death in Euripides’ original text, where she tries to let herself die by
starvation in letting “no food pass her lips”.31
In Sidiropoulou, then, Phaedra refuses not only to be silenced, but also to be killed and
consumed by her appetites. This resolution is restated in the final lines of the play, where
Phaedra sheds her clothes as she repeats Aphrodite’s words and thus again expresses her
desires: “Come / on, now […] / Phaedra / Consume me / Consume him, Phaedra / Devour /
me”.32 Phaedra’s voice and emotions resist repression by the patriarchal apparatus, as proven
by her survival at the end of Sidiropoulou’s play. Through her re-interpretation of Racine,
Sidiropoulou manages to break away from the patriarchal impositions of Euripides’ and
Seneca’s texts: here, Phaedra refuses to die and refuses to be silenced, despite the internalized
shame of her own actions.
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Phaedra’s survival in Sidiropoulou thus represents a possible change and a new future for
women’s voices; one in which both the external and internal influences of the patriarchy do
not stop women from retelling their stories and showcasing their hidden desires. Far from
excusing Phaedra’s lie, Sidiropoulou still manages to give the character a voice and a will to
live not found in previous versions of the play. Her reinterpretation of the myth thus
represents a feminist turn, not by changing the reasons behind Phaedra’s false rape
accusations, but by portraying Phaedra as a voice which refuses silencing and death within
the patriarchal apparatus. Starting from the mythical origins and the traditions of Ancient
Greece, Sidiropoulou borrows from Euripides, Seneca, and Racine in order to let Phaedra’s
voice echo through layers of reception and history, finally reaching modern audiences in the
wake of movements such as #MeToo,33 and refusing to shy away from a modern feminist
perspective on issues of rape and rape accusations. On the London stage, Sidiropoulou joins
an archive of modern reinterpretations of ancient myth which is increasingly centred around
women’s voices; and where the names of Phaedra, Medea, Iphigenia, and Medusa
prominently feature to showcase the nuances that myth can and must have in the modern
context.34 As Rabinowitz explains, the Phaedra myth can indeed “participate in silencing
women and rendering them invisible in a dark chamber identified with them and apparently
chosen by them”, and the trick for a feminist reader is then “to problematize the assumptions,
revealing potential female strength”.35 Phaedra I — manages to do so by finally giving
Phaedra the voice she needed. Legacies of reception thus intersect in Sidiropoulou’s work, in
order to reveal the modern potentialities of Phaedra’s myth as a current political statement on
women’s voices and on their ultimate refusal to be silenced.
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Robert Icke and the Gesher Theatre’s Oresteia, 2018–19.
Lisa Maurice
Bar-Ilan University
Earlier this year, Israelis went to the polls after the fall of the right-wing government led by
Binyamin Netanyahu. With no clear victor in the elections, disagreements between secular
and religious politicians defeated attempts to form a coalition government, dragging the
country into an unwanted second round of elections on 17 September. These were marked by
a campaign in which political parties attempted to exploit animosity and divisions within
Israeli society, particularly those between religious and secular citizens. Since the elections
resulted in stalemate, the country remains without a government, and the prospect of yet
more elections threatens. Thus religion and politics remain intertwined, and feature as two of
the three fundamental elements within society, the unfortunate third being warfare, as Israel
remains locked in a longstanding conflict with its hostile neighbours. These issues all became
central components of the production under discussion, Gesher Theatre’s Oresteia, performed
in 2018–9.
Adapting Greek tragedy for societies far removed from that of Classical Athens, in order to
make them relevant for the contemporary audience, is more or less a prerequisite for modern
productions,1 in Israel no less than elsewhere. As Nurit Yaari has emphasised,2 Greek drama
has acted in Israeli theatre as a tool through which issues of cultural identity can be
questioned, and through which artists have engaged in ‘an intellectual, artistic, and political
dialogue with both Jewish culture (the particular) and classical Greek drama (the universal)’.3
In this paper I consider a specific, recent Israeli production of the Oresteia, adapted for the
Gesher Theatre in 2018, examining how this work, in Foley’s words, attempted to ‘speak to’
the audience, and whether the production succeeded in this attempt. The production used
Robert Icke’s adaptation as a base text, rather than working directly from Aeschylus. The
Hebrew adaptation diverged from that of Icke, however, highlighting the themes of war and
religion, and putting a particular spin on politicians, politics, and Orestes himself. All of these
changes produced a play that was a product of, and directly relevant to, contemporary Israeli
society.
1. Gesher Theatre, Oresteia and its Critical Reception
The Oresteia was among the repertoire of plays produced by the Gesher Theatre over the 2018
and 2019 seasons. So far it has been performed some twenty times, on most occasions at the
Gesher Theatre itself in Jaffa, but also for a three-day run at the Jerusalem Theatre. Gesher is
the brainchild of Yevgeny Arye, who immigrated to Israel from Moscow and, together with a
group of Russian actors, founded the company in 1991. He remains the company’s artistic
director to this day. An immigrant theatre at its root, Gesher, which means ‘bridge’ in
Hebrew, has thrived over the past decades. Although a product of the Russian theatrical
tradition, the company aims to make connections among the multiple cultures and languages
that make up modern Israel, including Hebrew, Yiddish, Arabic, Farsi, Spanish, Amharic,
Russian, French and English. To help facilitate this breadth, performances frequently utilise
supertitles in multiple languages. The company also emphasises productions that have
relevance for the Israeli audience, employing innovative techniques to achieve their aims.
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Inspired by a recent adaptation of the Oresteia and believing that it would fit well into the aims of the
company, Roi Chen, a playwright and translator who works with Gesher, approached Arye with the
idea, and then set to work on a translation of Icke’s play.
Gesher’s Oresteia was well received by both audience and critics. Almost all of the reviews enthused
about the production, praising its relevance to modern society. Reviewers acclaimed the acting,
particularly that of Efrat Ben-Zur, who played the role of Clytemnestra and brought a power and
pathos to the role that left many of the audience damp-eyed.4 The staging and set were also highly
praised.5 Most of all, though, it was the relevance of the production that impressed reviewers. One
declared that ‘the modern version proves that the play is full of incomparably human characteristics’.6
Another stressed that:
Many dilemmas that appear on stage connect to contemporary conflicts . . .
Love, loyalty, relationships between spouses and between parents and
children are presented in a thought-provoking way and raise feelings that
remain after viewing the play . . . The bottom line is that I definitely
recommend watching the show, much of which is relevant to Israel in 2018.7
Almost all reviews found it an interesting interpretation with significance for contemporary
Israeli society.
2. Icke's Orestia
As already noted, the inspiration for Gesher’s Oresteia was not Aeschylus’ original trilogy, but
rather Robert Icke’s radical reinterpretation from 2015. Icke’s Oresteia was a surprising
commercial success, even transferring from the Almeida theatre, where it had premiered,8 to
the West End of London, ‘the commercial hub of London theatreland, where sightings of
Greek drama are extremely rare’.9 In general, theatre reviews were also positive.10 A modernstyle production, it was a version of the Oresteia that not only focused on truth and justice, but
also portrayed the characters as recognisable humans, caught up in a whirl of family
dynamics, in a production that was marked by its relatability for the London audience.11 Such
approbation brought it to the attention of Roi Chen, and inspired him to propose that the
Israeli company put on its own version of the work.
It was not only the success of the Icke production that attracted Chen, however, but also its
radical alteration of Aeschylus’ work. Although, in the end, the Gesher production differed
from Icke’s in a number of ways, it is necessary to outline the changes employed by Icke in
order to understand how the later Israeli adaptation diverged from its source.
Icke’s changes were both structural and thematic. He added a preliminary act to the Oresteia,
in which the Iphigenia story was played out. Rather than including a version of Euripides’
Iphigenia in Aulis, as many other productions have done,12 he instead based the act on the
parados of the Agamemnon.13 This interpretation presented Agamemnon as a loving but
tortured parent of Iphigenia, who is depicted here as a young schoolchild. Agamemnon’s
paternal role clashes with that of his job as leader, as he becomes convinced that his child
must die in order to save the lives of many more people. The scene closes with Iphigenia’s
death by lethal drug, administered by her father, and the subsequent change of wind allowing
the fleet to set sail for war. Act Two opens approximately where Aeschylus begins, with the
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long-anticipated return of Agamemnon from the war, accompanied by Cassandra, while the third act is
based on the Choephoroi, the second play in Aeschylus’ trilogy. The final act takes the form of the
actual trial of Orestes, the evidence of whose crime has been presented throughout the earlier acts, and
who is eventually found innocent by Athena, who casts the deciding vote when the jury is tied. Before
this judgement, however, there has been an appeal to the audience to act as jury in deciding his guilt or
innocence. After the innocent verdict itself, the play closes with Orestes plaintively and repeatedly
crying ‘What did I do?’.
During both of the first two acts, the action is interrupted by scenes featuring Orestes and a woman
who works with him to help him remember the events in which his mother and her lover were
murdered, an episode that the trauma has repressed. This woman is at first presumed to be a therapist,
but in Act Three it is revealed that she is actually a lawyer prosecuting Orestes at his murder trial.
Furthermore, it then emerges that Electra never existed. She is merely a fabrication of Orestes’ mind,
constructed from a guilt-fuelled inability to confront the truth about what he has done.
Icke’s play ends on a disquieting note that aims to force viewers to re-examine their ideas of what they
have witnessed. The courtroom drama and the earlier acts are revealed as nothing more than ‘the
unreliable, recovered memories’ of a traumatised Orestes,14 raising questions about the nature of truth,
memory and, indeed, the system of justice in the modern world. A similar ambivalence surrounds the
question of religion.15 While Agamemnon is portrayed as a religious man, and other characters in the
play are presented as having varying beliefs, none is necessarily ‘true’. Thus the question of faith is
removed from the realms of philosophy, theology or mysticism and placed firmly in the practical arena
of a difficult decision, based on individual mind set and values. In this way, Icke engages with the
results of religious belief while avoiding the issue of the rightness or wrongness of such belief, the truth
of messages from the gods, or even the identity of such divinities. These attitudes towards both justice
and religion would then be altered again in the Israeli production.
Most notably, though, Icke’s Oresteia is a play about family dynamics, in which Orestes’ dilemma can
be phrased as a question of what one does when forced to ‘choose between your mum and your dad’.16
This Oresteia becomes a family-based, domestic drama, with much of the action taking place around
the dining table at supper. Icke’s Agamemnon and Clytemnestra are real people, shown in their familial
setting, facing and carrying out impossible decisions imposed upon them by their political roles.17 By
emphasising family dynamics, Icke’s production highlights the humanity of the characters, making
them figures with whom a contemporary audience can identify. It was this modernization as much as
anything that inspired Roi Chen to approach Gesher with his idea of producing an adaptation of the
work.
3. Chen's Translation of Icke
The content of Icke’s production, with its emphasis upon war, politics, family and religion, held appeal
for an Israeli company, since modern Israel is a society in which these elements form an unavoidable
part of daily discourse. Although Icke’s Oresteia was the model for Gesher’s production, the Israeli
version became more than a translation of this work, evolving into a new adaptation that differed in
several ways from its source. Chen adopted Icke’s method of adaptation as much as the text itself,
which he admiringly describes as a ‘conversation with the material’ rather than a simple translation.18
This approach had a great attraction for the company, which had already produced other plays that
took a similar tactic.19
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When Chen had completed his translation of Icke’s Oresteia, he presented the work to Yevgeny Arye.
The two went through the text, trying to imagine it from a performative staging perspective and to
isolate what they considered its vital elements. During this reading, a feeling arose that the fourth act
was not only unnecessary, repeating what the audience already knew, but was also, in Chen’s words
‘completely boring’ and without dramatic impact. Arye therefore requested the removal of the entire
fourth act. Although he had originally been attracted by the dilemma in which the audience are forced
to judge Orestes, Chen himself now found this aspect problematic. Since Israel does not employ a jury
system, the device would not feel a natural to those watching. More importantly, in Chen’s opinion,
Orestes had been clearly shown guilty of Clytemnestra’s murder, and therefore an audience would
have no option but to find Orestes guilty, making the dilemma an empty and meaningless choice.
Chen was also influenced by the fact that once the audience had found Orestes guilty, as he believed
they must, they would have to impose the death penalty, a decision that would not sit well with an
audience of Israelis, who are widely against capital punishment.20 Such opposition is in part a
reflection of the sanctity attributed to human life in traditional Judaism,21 the belief system that
underlies the attitudes even of the majority of the more secular-leaning population.22 Beyond the
religious context, there is also a specific Zionist abhorrence of capital punishment, a consequence of
the hangings in Mandate Palestine that have left scars on the Israeli psyche.23 In fact, the death penalty
has been employed only once in the seventy-year history of the state, in the case of Adolf Eichmann.
Even convicted terrorists are not condemned to death.24 Although the death penalty theoretically
exists, by Israeli law, it may not be carried out as punishment for the murder of a single person, but
only for multiple killings. These circumstances made the Orestes case even less persuasive within the
Israeli context.25
In place of the audience judgement, then, Chen and Arye removed the fourth act from the play,
leaving the ending more open ended, with Orestes’ punishment remaining unstated. This choice
allowed more room for individual interpretation and thought, and left the audience with a question
rather than an answer.26 It also condemned Orestes to what Chen believed was a far worse
punishment than death, namely the torment of living with the knowledge of his deeds. Trapped in the
prison of his mind and guilt, Orestes could never escape. In this way, the cycle of blood revenge is
closed, but without the participation of the audience in the continual chain of killing, leaving them
with clean hands.
Although Chen was at first uncomfortable with such major divergence from Icke’s work, in the end he
justified it by arguing that ‘a performance is inevitably a mixture of the text and the director’s
interpretation, and that the audience come to view a particular production, in order to experience the
specific director’s engagement and interpretation of the text’.27
4. The Gesher Oresteia
Thus Chen recognised the inevitable nature of adaptation; just as Homer reworked his tradition, and
Aeschylus reworked Homer, so Icke reworked Aeschylus, and Chen then reworks Icke, with each
reception coloured by its own society and times.28 The engagement of both Chen and Arye with the
text was affected by their specifically Israeli environment, as they adapted Icke’s work for their
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audience. Although Chen did not believe he had consciously created a specifically Israeli
production, he agreed that both he and the audience were inevitably influenced, albeit
subconsciously, by the cultural and historical context,29 and admitted that he had felt from the
outset that it was a play more suited to Israeli society than to British. As he worked on the
adaptation, he instinctively translated the text in a manner that revealed this belief, and his
translation used specific language, and highlighted particular elements, that reflected his
ideas and those of his own culture.
This acculturation becomes clear with regard to Orestes’ killing of Clytemnestra, an act Chen
viewed uncompromisingly as murder. In fact, he went even further in his condemnation.
Using startlingly harsh terminology, Chen labelled Orestes ‘a terrorist’, a description that is, in
Israeli terms, both loaded and evocative. A terrorist, by definition, is one who commits an
unjustified act of terror, particularly murder;30100
crucially, such acts are carried out against
innocent people.31 Orestes’ killing of Clytemnestra and Aegisthus is clearly not an act of
conventional terrorism. Yet for Chen, the fact that Orestes had committed murder in cold
blood, and that the audience was fully aware of this, was a fundamental crux on which the
play stood, and took on new meaning through his interpretation. The killing of an unarmed
person in cold blood, and by stabbing in particular, could not but conjure up images of recent
acts of terror in his own society.32
A broader concern is that of the presentation and interpretation of war itself. Since its
founding in 1948, Israel has lived with war and its consequences.33 Conscription of both men
and women into a ‘citizen army’ is a constant of national life.34 The descriptive phrase was
coined by David Ben-Gurion, Israel’s first Prime Minister, who saw the Israel Defence Forces
not only as a guardian of the homeland and its citizens, but also as a heat source for the
melting pot of Israeli society. Composed of immigrant groups from across the world,
including Eastern and Western Europe, North Africa, Iran, Iraq, Yemen and even Ethiopia and
India, the army provided, and continues to provide, an arena in which all come together in
common experiences and goals.35 When an Israeli soldier is wounded or killed, therefore,
Israeli citizens understand that he or she was not a nameless warrior, but someone who could
easily have been a loved one of their own. In this way, the Israeli experience is in fact closer to
that of ancient Athens than to Icke’s UK, which has a professional army, and few of whose
citizens have personal experience of war.
Chen also translated the references to war and the wounded and captured soldiers into the
context of modern Israel, along with the vocabulary that accompanies them, which again has a
quite different resonance from its effect in the London production. In the first act, when
Menelaus and Talthybius attempt to convince Agamemnon to murder Iphigeneia, Icke’s
words are far from lacking in power:
But if we won. If it was ended, could be ended: no more deaths. No broken
families following after coffins. No urns packed smooth with ashes. The
thousands of lives that we’d save if it ended even a year early. These lives for
these families in this army, in this country, never mind the people in the other
camp on the other side of the ocean, the pure number of lives you would save –
Chen’s translation is both more personal and filled with terms that provide instant
identification and mental imagery for an Israeli audience:
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If we win, if we put an end to it? No more fallen. No more bereaved families.
No more graves. Think of the thousands of lives we’ll save, if it ends even a
year earlier.
Practical changes have been made here to the text: in Israel, bodies are not buried in coffins,
but wrapped in shrouds and prayer shawls, and cremation is against Jewish law. Even more
than these details, there is a starkness and simplicity to the Hebrew wording that pierces the
Israeli heart, through the use of the phrases, ‘no more fallen’, and in particular, ‘no more
bereaved families’. The term, ‘bereaved families’ (‘mishpachot shekulot’) is one that has deep
meaning within this context, addressing a common, and emotionally powerful, cultural
response on the part of both those creating the performance and those watching it.36 The
families of military casualties and those killed in terrorist attacks in Israel form what is known
as the ‘family of bereavement’; they play a prominent role in the annual Memorial Day
services, and within Israeli culture in general.37 The term, therefore, is one to which the
audience would respond, identifying with the anguish in the words.
A similar identification is found in Agamemnon’s dilemma, the sort of impossible decision that
leaders must make in times of conflict. In this case, another layer of meaning was added by
Chen’s (perhaps unintentional) modelling of Agamemnon on Israel’s long-time prime minister,
Benjamin Netanyahu.38 While Chen denied that the characterization had been deliberate, he
did admit that the identification was a natural for the contemporary influence, although he
attributed it to the instincts of the actors rather than his translation.39
Whatever the cause, the effect was clear. Netanyahu is known to be a skilled, media-savvy
communicator who has managed to hold on to power for ten years, despite a number of
attempts to bring him down for alleged corruption and a wave of negative news stories
focussed on his personal behaviour and that of his wife, Sara.40 Such retention of power,
despite the scandals, is a result of a public belief in Netanyahu’s strength in opposing Israel’s
enemies. This is an attitude he espouses forcefully in media interviews, and the similarities
between Agamemnon and Netanyahu are particularly blatant in the scene featuring
Agamemnon’s television interview. Agamemnon opens the scene suave and confident,
explaining that he has come to power with the intention of ending an ongoing war that was not
of his making and that has gone on too long already. The interviewer, who sounds like a
typical, aggressive Israeli chat-show host, questions him forcefully:
You’re not bringing our forces home, you’re not sending reinforcements to
carry out a ‘day of judgement’, as you promised in the elections. Our ships are
standing there with no wind in their sails, and in the meantime our soldiers are
sitting ducks. Tell me, what do you expect now? Where do we go from here?
To this, Agamemnon replies:
I’ll tell you exactly where we go from here. We go to put an end to it. It’s gone
on too long, too much blood has been spilled. Too many fallen. But you all
have to understand that in order to stop the war, we unfortunately have to
continue to fight. There are just two ways to end the war: to win or to lose.
And we’re going to win.
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This speech is reminiscent of Netanyahu’s many warnings regarding the dangers posed by
Iran. A typical example can be found in a speech from September 2018:
Israel will do whatever it must do to defend itself against Iran’s aggression.
We will continue to act against you whenever and wherever we must act
to defend our state and defend our people.41
Later in the same interview, Agamemnon is asked, ‘So you agree that people aren’t satisfied?’
He answers:
It’s their right to feel that way. I get anonymous notes from people who think
that I’m a . . . traitor. I can’t make decisions according to what people think of
me.
Again, these words are startlingly similar to Netanyahu’s in November 2018, when he
declared, in connection with his military policy, that, ‘True leadership is not doing the easy
thing; it is doing the right thing’, words that could have been spoken by Agamemnon
himself.42
The centrality of this interview in Gesher’s version of the Oresteia, marked by the leader’s
smooth confidence, contrasted starkly with the later press conference on Agamemnon’s return
from the war. In the latter scene, he stood before the microphones, accompanied by
Clytemnestra, in a portrayal that evoked Netanyahu’s wife, Sara, who is popularly believed to
be domineering and to wield undue influence over her husband.43 The contrast between the
two episodes marked a turning point in the audience’s reactions to Clytemnestra, now
perceived as dangerously manipulative and controlling, as well as blatantly highlighting the
change from urbane politician to a broken figure suffering from PTSD.
The alteration in Agamemnon has been brought about not only by war, but by the killing of his
daughter, which concluded the previous scene. Her death resonated deeply with Chen. He
interpreted it in a manner that strikingly reflected his own background, namely as a form of
sacrifice.44 This is a concept with profound meaning for Israelis, the death of whose young
soldiers is described as a sacrifice, and in a country where the oath that IDF soldiers take
during the swearing-in ceremony contains the words:
‘I hereby swear and undertake . . . to dedicate all my strength and even
to sacrifice my life to protect the homeland and the freedom of
Israel’.45
The identification with sacrifice goes deeper than this, however, in a predominantly Jewish
context; as Chen recognised, the act that started the whole cycle of blood-revenge in the play
has parallels with the biblical binding of Isaac. He explains, talking of Agamemnon, ‘They say,
they explain to him . . . Maybe the government, maybe the gods . . . “If you send your child,
there’s a chance we’ll succeed”’. The fact that Chen’s phrasing, ‘If you send your child’,
employs the word used in the Biblical passage,46 where Abraham is told not to ‘send his hand’
against his son, reflects his instinctive identification of the two stories.47
This association with a Biblical passage reflects the centrality of religion and faith in Israel.
Although early Zionism was in essence a secular movement whose relationship with religion
was somewhat strained, even secular Zionists based some of their historical claim to the land
of Israel on the Bible, and were convinced of the nation’s identity as a Jewish State.48
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Consequently, religion plays a central role in Israel. According to a 2013 survey, twenty per
cent of the Jewish population are religious, and thirty-seven identify as ‘masorati’, usually
translated as ‘traditional’.49 This means that almost two thirds actively identify with religion.
Even those remaining forty-three per cent of Israelis who describe themselves as secular, and
avowedly so, typically have a different attitude towards religion from that found in other
Western countries. Although they often resent the orthodox religious monopoly over political
institutions,50 the necessity of interaction with the religious authorities in these bodies gives
religion a noticeable role in the consciousness of Israelis, regardless of their personal level of
observance.
In Chen’s play, the term used throughout for the gods is ‘Elohim’, which is not only a plural
form of ‘god’, but also the standard word used in the Bible for the God of Abraham and his
descendants.51 Where Icke sought to distance himself from religion, since he was writing for an
audience in a country where 53 percent of adults describe themselves as having no religious
affiliation,52 Chen minimized the distance between the religion of Agamemnon and that of the
twenty-first century Jew, making the leader’s religious faith directly relevant.53 Since Israel is a
country where religion plays a role in government, this emphasis has powerful reverberations.
The presence of overtly religious political parties and politicians makes many citizens fear the
influence of religion and fanaticism in government.54 They are suspicious and wary of what
they see as religious fanaticism. Thus, when the Mycenean king admits to being religious—
saying that he has always honoured the gods and is uncomfortable with taking the lord’s name
in vain, and even praying on stage on two occasions—he sets warning bells ringing in the
minds of the audience. When Agamemnon cries in Hebrew, ‘If this gets out, everyone will
think that a fanatic has done what fanatics do’ (a direct translation of Icke’s line here), he
expresses a fear of alignment with a very specific religious and political grouping regarded
with suspicion by the mainstream Israeli populace.
5. Conclusions
When asked what percentage of Gesher’s Oresteia was Aeschylus, what percentage Robert Icke
and what percentage Roi Chen, Chen was unable to answer, concluding only that it was a
combination of all three. Gesher’s adaptation evolved in response to a possibly subconscious
awareness of a need to alter elements to suit them for the local audience, and to exploit issues
that seemed to chime with the Israeli experience. The new work that resulted was both suited
to, and a product of, the contemporary environment, with the themes of guilt and innocence,
capital punishment, war, and religion all taking on an Israeli tenor. In this way, Gesher has
reworked Icke’s adaptation of the ancient Oresteia for its own audience in twenty-first century
Israel.
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NOTES

1Helene P. Foley, Reimagining Greek Tragedy on the American Stage (Barkley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 2012) xii-xiii: ‘Embodying a Greek tragedy on stage must involve
taking a potentially controversial and deliberate position that communicates something to a
contemporary audience . . . Theater artists who perform and/or revise Greek tragedy pour
immense physical and intellectual energy into an ephemeral attempt to make a challenging
work speak to its audience at a specific moment in time (or even afterward, in the memory of
the viewers who give a play its meaning)’. For a similar attitude concerning Irish adaptations of
Greek tragedy, see Christopher Murray, ‘Three Irish Antigones’, in Marianne McDonald and J.
Michael Walton, Amid our Troubles (London: Methuen, 2002) 117. That Athenian tragedy was
inherently political in its original setting has long been central in scholarship. There is a long
and wide-ranging bibliography on the subject, but Anthony J. Podlecki’s, The Political
Background of Aeschylean Drama (Ann Arbor: Michigan, 1966) and John J. Winkler’s Nothing to do
with Dionysos?: Athenian drama in its social context (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992)
provide useful starting points.
2Yaari

stresses that one of the main ways in which classical drama has been staged in the
country is by ‘seeking to make the performances accessible to the wider public by adapting their
plots to make them relevant to modern Israeli social and political reality. Thus . . . plays such as
The Persians, Agamemnon, Antigone, Women of Troy, Iphigenia at Aulis, and Lysistrata were chosen
for their dominant theme of war as a backdrop to the plot, underscoring their political relevance
to the daily reality of Israeli audiences’ (Nurit Yaari, Between Jerusalem and Athens: Israeli Theatre
and the Classical Tradition, [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018] 3). For another example of
such adaptations, see Molly Levine, “Iphigenias in Jerusalem: Sacrifice and Survival in Jewish
and Greek Culture” Eidolon March 22, 2018.
3Ibid.

7. Yaari numbers no fewer than eighty-six productions of twenty-two different plays that
were staged in Israel between 1945 and 2015, and in her analysis highlights how Israeli theatre
practitioners have repeatedly come back to classical drama as they exploited the ancient texts
and mined them for contemporary meanings throughout the years of Israel’s development
4See

reviews cited in n.6–8 below.

5Designed

by Semion Pastuch, the bare stage featured a huge mirror that rose and fell, reflecting
the figures of the actors, becoming opaque or transparent according to need, as well as simple
white chairs, which fulfil various uses, from dining chairs to vantage points for observation by
the psychologist, at one point even becoming tombstones. These elements were combined with
powerful video and photography under the direction of Eddie Kubtner, creating a fusion
between old and new, or in the words of Rosenthal, ‘futuristic and archaic, the perfection and
avant-garde that are so characteristic of Arye and Gesher’, (David Rosenthal https://
e.walla.co.il/item/319524, accessed 2 August 2019).
6Dana

Shuchmacher in Maariv on 12 November 2018 https://www.maariv.co.il/culture/
Article-668194 (accessed 13 June 2019). Translations from Hebrew are my own.
7Aviva

Rosen, the internet theatre magazine blog (‘Marta knows’), Martayodaat.com 6 August
2018, https://marthayodaat.com/2018/08/06/%D7%90%D7%92%D7%9E%D7%9E%D7%A0%
D7%95%D7%9F-%D7%9C%D7%90-%D7%9E%D7%94-%D7%A9%D7%97%D7%A9%D7%91%
D7%AA/ (accessed 13 June 2019). Such thoughts are echoed by other reviews. See, in addition
to those cited above, e.g. http://www.habama.co.il/Pages/Description.aspx?
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Subj=1&Area=1&ArticleID=30781; https://www.makorrishon.co.il/culture/
motsash/91637/; ; https://determinreader.wordpress.com/2018/08/05/%D7%90%D7%95%
D7%A8%D7%A1%D7%98%D7%99%D7%90%D7%94-%D7%94%D7%A6%D7%92%D7%94/;
https://www.motke.co.il/index.php?idr=402&pid=192236(all accessed 13 June 2019). The one
entirely negative review was written by Nanno Shabtai, who is the daughter of Aharon
Shabtai, the Israeli classicist, poet and translator who produced a popular Hebrew translation
of the Oresteia. His daughter objected to the whole principle and ideology behind the Gesher
project, rejecting it in favour of a straight production of Aeschylus in good Hebrew translation.
8The

Almeida theatre is situated not in the dramatic heart of London, but the borough of
Islington, ‘once a working class section of North London . . . but now thoroughly gentrified’.
Richard Hornby, ‘The Almeida Theatre’, The Hudson Review 53. 3 (Autumn 2000) 488 (488–
494).
9https://www.1843magazine.com/culture/the-daily/robert-icke-an-expert-player-of-the-

game (accessed 7 November 2018).
10For

discussions of the production see Justine McConnell, ‘Radical Re-Envisionings: The
Almeida Theatre's Oresteia and Medea’, Arion 23. 3 (Winter 2016) 160 (151–166); Avra
Sidiropoulou, ‘Directing as Political Act: The ‘Dangers’ and ‘Fears’ of Mounting Aeschylus's
Oresteia in Contemporary Periods of ‘Tyranny’, Comparative Drama 52.1 & 2 (Spring &
Summer 2018) 159–180; Margherita Laera, ‘On killing children: Greek tragedies on British
stages in 2015.’ Critical Stages (2015). http://www.critical-stages.org/12/on-killing-childrengreek-tragedies-on-british-stages-in-2015/. Reviews by theatre critics were generally very
favourable. See, for example, Michael Billington’s review in The Guardian, https://
www.theguardian.com/stage/2015/jun/07/oresteia-review-icke-brings-us-aeschylus-for-themodern-age; Gareth Jones, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-theatre-britain-greeks/
modern-take-on-greek-tragedy-enthrals-london-theatregoers-idUKM1KBN0OQ0XU20150610;
Natasha Tripney, https://www.thestage.co.uk/reviews/2015/oresteia/?login_to=https%3A%
2F%2Fwww.thestage.co.uk%2Faccounts%2Fusers%2Fsign_up.popup; Susannah Clapp in The
Observer, http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2015/
11For

Icke’s own explanation of the changes, and the reasoning behind them, see Robert Icke,
Practitioners' Voices in Classical Reception Studies 6 (2015).
12See

Lisa Maurice, ‘The House of Atreus as a Reflection of Contemporary Evil: Performance
Reception and The Oresteia’, in Eran Almagor and Lisa Maurice, Beauty, Bravery, Blood and
Glory: Ancient Virtues and Vices in Modern Popular Culture (Leiden: Brill, 2017) 37–59.
13See

McConnell (2016) 160.

Bassett, ‘Oresteia at Trafalgar Studios, SW1A’, The Times (September 9 2015) https://
www.thetimes. co.uk/article/oresteia-at-trafalgar-studios-sw1a-zfvdn5xgfjn (accessed 18
November 2018).
14Kate

15Icke

discussed this aspect in interview, viewable at https://almeida.co.uk/oresteia-talkback
(accessed 14 November 2018).
16Icke

(2015).
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17These

decisions extended even to the capture of Cassandra. Seeing parallels between the
young girl rescued from the altar at the end of the war and the daughter sacrificed to enable to
war to start, Icke presents Cassandra as saved by Agamemnon in atonement for his killing of
his daughter. This portrayal is in sharp contrast to traditional portrayals of Agamemnon
bringing back a sex slave and thus incurring Clytemnestra’s rightful wrath. See e.g. Simon
Goldhill, Aeschylus: The Oresteia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004) 41–48.
18Chen’s

perspective and ideas were communicated in a phone interview I conducted with him
on 21 November 2018.
notable example is Chen’s 2015 adaptation of Don Quixote, entitled I, Don Quixote,
which sets the tale in a grim prison cell occupied by two inmates who have shared it for the
past five years. Of these two, one is an intelligent but violent and psychotic individual, while
the other is a milder character who dreams of opening a sweet shop. The former is obsessed
with Cervantes’ Don Quixote and repeatedly reads the book aloud to his illiterate cellmate. In
sleep, the pair become Don Quixote and Sancho Panza and, in their dreams, act out scenes
from the book, with the play alternating between the ‘real’ world of the prison and the
fantastic dreams. This ‘story-within-a-story’ structure enabled central themes of the play – the
nature of freedom and of friendship – to be highlighted in a consciously metatheatrical
production. The casting technique enhanced the metatheatricality, for actors playing the two
prisoners swapped roles between performances to play each role on alternate nights, each
lending a specific reading of the character to his portrayal.
19Another

20Thus

e.g. Edna Ullmann-Margalit, ‘Israel and Capital Punishment’, https://www.bjpa.org/
content/upload/bjpa/oct0/oct02margalit.pdf (accessed 20 August 2019): ‘the demand for
capital punishment has never gained significant momentum and has not been adopted by any
major political party as part of its platform — even in times of indiscriminate murder by
terrorists of large numbers of Israeli civilians’.
21On

this see e.g. No’am Zohar, Quality of Life in Jewish Bioethics (Lanham, MD: Lexington
Books, 2006) 24–26; Raphael Cohen-Almagor and Merav Shmueli, ‘Can life be evaluated? The
Jewish Halachic approach vs. the quality of life approach in medical ethics: A critical view’,
Theoretical Medicine and Bioethics 21.2 (2000) 117–137.
22For

this phenomenon, see Peri Kedem, ‘Dimensions of Jewish Religiosity in Israel’, in Zvi
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"Why We Build the Wall":
Theatrical Space in Hadestown
by Claire Catenaccio
Georgetown University
Hadestown, now playing on Broadway, is the latest staged incarnation of the myth of
Orpheus and Eurydice. This story has been popular with musicians and dramatists
since the Renaissance. Indeed, as the critic and philosopher Theodor Adorno said,
114
“All opera is Orpheus.”1 For theatrical composers,
Orpheus represents the power of
music to triumph even over death itself.
And yet Orpheus’ triumph is not absolute. In the tale as told by both Virgil and
Ovid, Orpheus fails twice: he loses Eurydice by looking back as they ascend to the
upper world, and he loses his own life, torn to pieces by angry Thracian maenads.
Peter Burian, in his discussion of versions of the Orpheus myth on the tragic stage
and screen, draws attention to the problem that the arc of the story presents.2 Artists
have developed many innovations and variations to find their way around Orpheus’
two failures and to present a happy, or at least uplifting, ending to the myth. For
instance, in the 1959 film Orfeu Negro, made in Brazil by the French director Marcel
Camus, Orpheus loses Eurydice, searches for her in vain, and finally dies himself at
the hands of enraged women in the favela. But in the final scene, his guitar is rescued
by a young boy, who strums Orpheus’ familiar song while the sun rises and two
other children dance around him. The film ends with a triumphant return of Orphic
music, already beginning to invigorate the next generation of musicians, poets, and
lovers.
The problem posed by Orpheus’ double failure is particularly acute in American
adaptations of the myth. As Helene Foley has written, Greek mythology often
represents views in tension with American ideas of optimism and exceptionalism.3
Yet it is this very tension that can make American receptions of Greek mythology so
rich. The United Sates was settled partly by Puritans, and almost exclusively by
Protestants, until the nineteenth century. Not only did Protestants have at best an
ambivalent relationship to the ancient pagans, but they also looked askance at song.
The myth of Orpheus involves not only song, but also uxoriousness, special pleading
to a royal authority, and, as Peter Burian has noted, failure. All are notably unAmerican and un-masculine in American terms. In a culture that values selfdetermination, industry, and perseverance in the face of obstacles, Orpheus is a
questionable hero, ultimately undone by doubt. He does not achieve his dream. How
then to square the circle, to bring together the death of Eurydice, the error of
Orpheus, the triumph of love, the transcendent power of music, and the American
belief that hard work can triumph over adversity? These questions are central to
Hadestown, as to all American versions of the myth.
Hadestown was initially developed by the singer and songwriter Anaïs Mitchell in
2006, as a community theater venture that traveled through her native state of
Vermont. In 2010 Mitchell released Hadestown as a concept album, featuring vocals
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by Bon Iver’s Justin Vernon, Greg Brown, and Ani DiFranco.4 Mitchell then reworked the
script for the stage, and a production directed by Rachel Chavkin ran at New York Theater
Workshop in 2016. After closing in New York City, the show ran in 2017 in Edmonton,
Alberta, in preparation for its Broadway debut. In the fall of 2018 the show ran in London, at
the National Theatre. Most recently, Hadestown opened in March, 2019, at the Walter Kerr
Theater in New York City, offering tickets for sale until July, 2020. Each incarnation of the
project has received numerous accolades and critical acclaim. In 2019, the show was awarded
eight Tony awards, including the awards for Best Musical and Best Scenic Design.
The musical — or folk opera, the term that the artistic team prefers — sets the story of
Orpheus and Eurydice in a dystopian version of 1930’s New Orleans, a far-away world with
uncanny similarities to today’s America. In this version, Eurydice sells her soul for the
comforts of capitalism. Or something like that — one of the more appealing aspects of the
show is how it resists being pinned down to any one contemporary interpretation. It strives to
be both actual and mythic. In Hadestown, Orpheus (Reeve Carney) is an idealistic drifter with
an acoustic guitar. Eurydice (Eva Noblezada), his beloved, is far more practical. Like so many
young people who have come of age since the financial crisis, she worries about security.
Eurydice is seduced by the rhetoric of Hades (Patrick Page), a Southern plutocrat with a
rumbling deep voice, who rules over a walled company town that offers its inhabitants the
protection of the almighty dollar. His wife, Persephone (Amber Gray), has long ago soured on
her husband’s wealth and now drinks to remind herself of the springtime she left behind.
At the end of Act I, Eurydice arrives in Hadestown. She joins the ensemble for the song “Why
We Build the Wall.” This call-and-response lays out the inverted, ironic logic of the
Underworld. Hades asks, “Why do we build the wall, my children, my children?” The
ensemble answers, “We build the wall to keep us free.” Their response develops through
amplification over the course of the song to encompass themes of poverty, work, and freedom.
It culminates in the assertion that “the enemy is poverty, and the wall keeps out the enemy,
and we build the wall to keep us free.” The song is available via the show’s website
(www.hadestown.com), as well as through many fan-made videos on YouTube. One, by
YouTube user Warner Classics, juxtaposes the song and images of border walls throughout
history: video.
When Anaïs Mitchell wrote these lyrics in 2006, the wall around the city of Hades stood for
the fear that caused struggling souls like Eurydice to choose the safety of the Underworld
instead of the chaos of life. In interviews, Mitchell has referred to her desire to keep Hadestown
firmly on the “metaphorical plane.” But over the last four years, that wall has started to seem
less metaphorical. Donald Trump’s plan to build a border wall between the United States and
Mexico has profoundly changed audience reactions to the song. In 2016, Mitchell released an
op-ed with Huffpost explaining her composition and speaking out against Trump’s election.5
Inevitably, many have hailed Mitchell’s “Why We Build the Wall” as a prophetic song of
protest.
The way that the design team of Hadestown has chosen to stage “Why We Build the Wall”
exemplifies the uneasy fit between the tragic myth of Orpheus and contemporary American
ideology. As the show has moved through its various incarnations in New York, Canada, and
London, the artistic team has made decisions about the most effective way to stage this
provocative song in each new context. Hadestown thus offers scholars of Greek drama a case
study of how contemporary theater artists navigate the contentious ideas of identity,
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nationality, and culture, especially when making the transition from a small, independent
production to a large-scale, commercially viable Broadway show.
I conducted an interview with Rachel Hauck, the designer of Hadestown, in October, 2018, as
the show was preparing for its London run. In what follows, I draw on that interview. My
primary focus will be the evolving set design of Hadestown as contemporary politics reshaped
the physical staging of the show. The increasing size of the venues has compelled the design
team of Hadestown to negotiate between competing desires for spectacle and intimacy. In the
conclusion I will briefly discuss the relationship between the physical space of the theater and
the notional “theater” of American democracy, and how Hadestown “performs” America
democracy for foreign audiences in Canada and London and for a domestic audience in New
York City. Hadestown is a thoroughly American telling of the Orpheus myth, ultimately
optimistic about the possibility of for-profit art to effect meaningful social and political change.
I.

Staging Hadestown

Video footage of Hadestown is tightly guarded by the press team, and a full-length recording of
the show is not available to scholars at this time. However, still photographs of the set model
and of the show in production can shed light on design choices. When Eurydice arrives in
Hadestown, she joins the ensemble to sing “Why We Build the Wall,” the final scene before
the intermission. The song bisects the show, separating the first act, which takes place in the
upper world, from the second act in the underground realm of Hadestown. The transition
between the upper and lower worlds is emphasized by sound, lighting, and a change of set. It
has been staged differently in all four iterations of the production: at New York Theater
Workshop in 2016; at the Citadel Theater in Edmonton, Canada, in 2017; at the National
Theater in London in 2018; and at the Walter Kerr Theater in New York in 2019. Let us move
through the four set designs in sequence.
New York Theater Workshop, where Hadestown opened in 2016, is a black-box space on East
4th Street that seats approximately 200 people. The production team wanted to set the show in
the round, so that every audience member would have an intimate experience of the music, as
in a coffee house or small concert venue. Rachel Hauck, the show’s designer, describes the
spirit of the initial design as coming straight from the music: “It’s half an amphitheater from
the Greeks and half a barn from Pete Seeger.”6 Hauck was inspired by a photograph of the
theater in Pompeii, taken in 1860:
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Theater of Pompeii, ca. 1860. Photograph by Giorgio Sommer. Reproduced in Antiquity and Photography:
Early Views of Ancient Mediterranean Sites. Pub. J. Paul Getty Museum, 2005.

The main space at New York Theater Workshop, with its unfinished brick walls, matches
the warm tones of the photograph of Pompeii. The aesthetic of the ancient theater is clear in
these two photographs of the set model Hauck designed for the show:
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Hadestown set model, New York Theater Workshop. Copyright Rachel Hauck, 2016.

Setting the show in the round entailed a massive and costly redesign of the main stage space at
New York Theater Workshop, which usually has a frontal seating arrangement. This redesign
is available as a time-lapse video on YouTube, published by New York Theater Workshop:
video
A central element of the initial design at New York Theater Workshop is a tree.

Hadestown set, New York Theater Workshop. Copyright Anna Maria Aburto, 2016.
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At the crucial moment when Eurydice leaves the upper world and enters Hadestown, the tree
was lifted from the flies. Its green and brown branches disappeared from view, and their
mirror image, black roots, came to dominate the space of the stage. Standing at the heart of the
amphitheater, symbolizing natural beauty, the tree was transformed into its sinister opposite.
At the same time, the lighting also changed, becoming cooler and more outwardly focused,
drawing attention to the brick walls that hold the constructed amphitheater. These brick walls
— the actual walls of the theater building — stood in for the wall of Hadestown that Hades
sings about.

Hades (Patrick Page), New York Theater Workshop. Copyright Joan Marcus, 2016.

In the 2016 version of the show, this sudden revelation – that the walls of the town of Hades
were the walls of the theater in which the audience sat – was sinister and powerful. As
Eurydice arrives in Hadestown, in Hell, inside the walls, the audience realizes that they are
contained within those same walls. The whole theater becomes the realm of Hades. And since
the audience has chosen to spend money, to buy a ticket, to take a seat, and to be entertained –
to participate in the capitalist enterprise of American theater – they are implicated in “building
the wall.” The protest message of the song is complicated and enriched by the fact that
audience and actors inhabit the same space, surrounded by the same wall.
This unsettling effect of “Why We Build the Wall” was made possible by the small, flexible
space at New York Theater Workshop. The next step for Hadestown to become a profitable
show was a run in Canada, a testing-ground for possible Broadway hits. The Shoctor Theater at
the Citadel in Edmonton is a frontally-oriented proscenium-arch theater that seats 680 people.
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Shoctor Theater, Citadel Theater, Edmonton, Canada. Copyright Citadel Marketing, 2018.

Translating the show to this larger and less versatile space posed the challenge of keeping the
closeness, even complicity, that had worked so well in New York.
Rachel Hauck describes the deficiencies of the Canadian design: “I think we learned a lot from
the Canadian production. Suddenly we had resources, we had space, we had traps, we had
flies, we had machines, we had all sorts of technology. And so we tossed everything out from
the first design and started from scratch again. In order for the show to be financially viable,
we knew we couldn’t use an amphitheater as our setting. We needed to stage it frontally.
Initially we turned to theatrical tricks, like cycs and scrims.7 These were terrible! We also tried
literal things, like actual railroad tracks and actual grass, and we made the tree a twodimensional prop on the stage. But it was banal. It was not emotionally dynamic in your gut,
to see two-dimensional scenery that flew. So we learned an awful lot, but I think that the
production lost its intimacy. That’s not to say that the audience didn’t respond quite strongly
to the piece, but we were very aware that we had lost some of the magic.”8
In the Canadian production, at the moment when Eurydice arrives in Hadestown, a cyc flew
up to reveal an enormous, corrugated steel wall.
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Hadestown, Citadel Theatre, Edmonton, Canada. Copyright Cidatel Marketing, 2018.

The change from a brick wall — the actual wall of the theater in New York — to a stage-set
steel wall was tied to a new focus on the imagery of mines, machines, and oil. But this new
idea was not entirely satisfactory. The sense that actors and audience were implicated together
in the capitalist ideology of Hadestown was lost. Because the show was staged by an
American company in front of a Canadian audience, some of the community between actors
and audience was already gone. Without this sense of intimacy, “Why We Build the Wall”
becomes facile and preachy in its message. The moral is too easy.
The next stage design, for the London production, was developed to address the loss of
metaphorical power that results from having the wall as a flat element of the set in a large,
frontally oriented theater. The Olivier at the National Theatre in London is a bowl-shaped
space that seats 1,200 people, all of whom look down on a rounded central stage. It was
explicitly modeled on the fourth-century Greek theater at Epidauros. The stage itself includes
a drum revolve, an innovation which enables the stage effectively to be split into two,
allowing scenic changes to take place underneath the stage and then be rotated into place
within seconds.

The Olivier Theatre, National Theatre, London. Copyright National Theatre, 2019.
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The Greek amphitheater remained at the heart of the design for the London production, but
only in the arrangement of the audience. Hauck removed the tree, with its evocation of natural
cycles. The new set for the first half of the play takes its inspiration from New Orleans jazz
bars like Preservation Hall, in an attempt to stay true to the folk-music roots of the production.
The design team looked at thousands of images to create the aesthetic of the play: the
American South and West, the Dust Bowl, Detroit, abandoned factory towns, graveyards,
railroad depots, warehouses, ruined places across the country. The set is meant to evoke a
formerly wealthy culture now crumbling in ruins.

Preservation Hall, New Orleans. Copyright Preservation Hall, 2019.

Set model for Hadestown, National Theatre, London. Copyright Rachel Hauck, 2018.
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Hermes (André De Shields) and the company of Hadestown, National Theatre, London. Photo by
Helen Maybanks. Copyright National Theatre, 2018.

Hades (Patrick Page) and Persephone (Amber Gray) in Hadestown, National Theatre, London. Photo by
Helen Maybanks. Copyright National Theatre, 2018.
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Eurydice (Eva Noblezada) and Orpheus (Reeve Carney) in Hadestown, National Theatre, London.
Photo by Helen Maybanks. Copyright National Theatre, 2018.

The company of Hadestown, National Theatre, London. Photo by Helen Maybanks. Copyright
National Theatre, 2018.

Rachel Hauck updated the design for “Why We Build the Wall” to take advantage of the
advanced technological resources available at the National Theatre. She describes the new
design as breaking the imagined wall that separates the experience of the audience from the
backstage mechanics of a professional theater. Hauck explains, “The basic shape is a Greek
bowl. But in this version, when you go down to Hadestown, the bowl pulls apart. It splits. Part
of it flies off, and part of it pulls back, and the bomb-lights go from being up to being down.
The dynamic changes fundamentally. You become aware that this thing that you thought was
the whole world is a small cog in a giant machine of rotting American industry.”9 This
splitting apart of the stage set was made possible by the drum revolve at the Olivier.
Throughout the play the revolve was used to underscore the imagery of circles, prominent in
the lyrics in reference to the cycle of the seasons and Persephone’s return to the upper world in
springtime. At the moment when Hadestown is revealed to the audience, the design gives the
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impression that the entire first half of the play has taken place in a created, illusionary world;
the second half takes place in a world where illusions have been shattered. Hadestown
becomes the city where the American dream has come to die.
Lighting plays an important role in the transition. The tone changes from warm to cool, and
new shadows are cast by the separated pieces of the set. Whereas the first set was lit from
within, from its center, the second set is lit from without, by lights above and behind the main
set that draw attention to its artificiality.

Set Model for Hadestown, National Theatre, London. Copyright Rachel Hauck, 2018.

Hades and Persephone, National Theatre, London. Copyright National
Theatre, 2018.
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In its current incarnation, Hadestown opened on Broadway in 2019 at the Walter Kerr Theater
on West 48th Street. The Kerr, formerly the Ritz, is one of the smaller houses in the New York
City theater district and seats 975 people. The décor, with plush velvet seats and gilded
decoration, recalls the days of the theater’s founding in 1921.

The Walter Kerr Theater. Copyright Playbill magazine, 2019.

For the hometown audience, Rachel Hauck re-envisioned the set design from the London
production. The Kerr is a proscenium-arch theater, whose seating creates no opportunity for
intimacy. Reconfiguring the space as an amphitheater was impossible. To keep the imagery of
circles — tied to the play’s themes of seasonal change and mythological return — Hauck
instead developed a series of concentric circular risers built into the main part of the set. When
characters descend to Hadestown, they can be lowered below the stage on these risers. The
risers also rotate, allowing characters to walk without moving, as on a treadmill. These risers
are used principally to create the effect of a “journey,” when Orpheus finds his way alone to
Hadestown and again when he and Eurydice follow the path back to the upper world.

Orpheus (Reeve Carney) underground, Walter Kerr Theater. Copyright Matthew
Murphy, 2019.
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Orpheus (Reeve Carney) on his journey, Walter Kerr Theater. Copyright Matthew Murphy, 2019.

The ensemble on rotating circular risers, Walter Kerr Theater. Copyright Matthew Murphy, 2019.
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At the beginning of “Why We Build the Wall,” Eurydice has just been lowered into
Hadestown on the risers. As in the London production, the transition to Hadestown is created
by a splitting apart of the set, combined with a change in lighting that emphasizes the
artificiality of the constructed world onstage. Hades, who leads the song, stands at the front of
the stage before an old-fashioned microphone, like a political leader at a rally. His wife
Persephone accompanies him, expressionless. The actors who sing in response to Hades are
ranged across the stage set, all facing forward. In the original New York Theater Workshop
production in 2016, the chorus was interspersed among the audience, contributing to the effect
that everyone, actors and audience alike, chanted the answer, “We build the wall to keep us
free.” At the Kerr Theater, the arrangement is more antagonistic. The audience is confronted
with the sight of the ensemble, flattened in front of them as on a television screen. In this
version, Hadestown makes a virtue out of the enforced distancing of the proscenium-arch
space. Whereas the rounded seating at New York Theater Workshop allowed for intimacy and
complicity, the banks of seats at the Kerr Theater force the audience into the all-too-familiar
position of passive spectators watching a political demonstration that they are powerless to
stop.

Hades (Patrick Page) and Persephone (Amber Gray) during “Why We Build the Wall,” Walter Kerr
Theater. Copyright Matthew Murphy, 2019.

II.

Staging American Democracy

As we have seen, the design team of Hadestown has changed the setting of “Why We Build
the Wall,” moving progressively from an arrangement in the round that unites actors and
audience to a frontal presentation designed to alienate and shock spectators by recalling
current political media. The changing venues of the show have had the effect of distancing the
audience from the action onstage. Some critics have seen the commercial and financial success
of Hadestown as fundamentally at odds with its original, anti-capitalist message.10
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What started as a quirky downtown production based on folk music has evolved, over the
course of two years, into a sleek Broadway show, with ticket prices that range from $100 to
$300.
“Why We Build the Wall” is the most overtly political song in the Hadestown songbook.
Because the lyrics have remained unchanged since Anaïs Mitchell composed them in 2006, the
manipulation of space has been an important tool in shaping audience reception of this song.
For some members of the creative team, the realm of Hadestown represents America, and the
wall around it exposes the uncomfortable compromises and double standards of American
society. Here, the original cast from New York Theater Workshop discusses the symbolism of
the wall, in an interview with Esther Cohen for Stage & Candor magazine:
Esther Cohen: So if Hadestown is America, what is our “Wall”? And who is the
enemy?
Chris Sullivan: The wall is money and the fact that we have all been
conditioned to seek money above all else. The choice becomes, do you pursue
financial security or do you pursue spiritual happiness? And can they coexist? I
believe heaven is right in the middle, but that happens so rarely.
Jessie Shelton: The idea of a class system is also key to the concept of the wall.
Shaina Taub: And fear. That’s the common denominator of humanity, that
we’re all always scared. But it’s about how you channel that fear, and how
leaders choose to manipulate that fear in order to unite people, either uniting
them against an enemy or uniting them for good. Leaders throughout history,
just like Trump, have gathered people based on fear. They say, “This is the
enemy, and if this enemy is gone, your fear will go away. So we must build a
wall against that enemy.”11
Because Hadestown played for audiences in Canada and London before returning to New
York, the show may be viewed as a portrayal of American democracy abroad. I asked Rachel
Hauck about her experience, as an American artist, of working on an American show and
mounting it before foreign audiences in Canada and London. Her answer shows that in her
opinion, theater itself is patriotic, participatory, and fundamentally optimistic:
It feels thrilling! There is a pervasive stereotype of America and Americans in
Canada and Europe at the moment, and it’s not flattering. And so it’s pretty
great to be standing there proudly with a bunch of Americans saying, ‘This is
also America. This is American democracy, having a huge argument with itself.’
And we are furious. I am furious at this president and everything he represents.
So I think American theater is an important part of the protest, because when
we protest we stand incredibly proudly and unflinchingly in the face of what
we disagree with. We all stand very strongly with the politics of the show.12
Hauck’s rhetoric of open political discussion through drama may also strike us as extremely
Greek. Greek drama was performed by and for its own citizens. In many of the plays that
have come down to us, both tragic and comic, we can see Athenian democracy engaged in a
knock-down, drag-out fight with its own institutions and values, including the place of forprofit theater in civic discussion. Hadestown believes that through art, America may just be
able to be saved by its own people.
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BEHIND THE SCHEMES1
UVM's Production of Euripides' Helen
(March 22-25, 2018)
John C. Franklin
with contributions as noted by Aaron Robinson, Glynnis Fawkes, Rachel Cosgrove, and Alexis
Kamitses
INTRODUCTION
For some years I had wanted to stage a Greek play as a χαριστήριον for Emeritus Professor Z.
Philip Ambrose, whose time, strength, cash, and patience has supported classics in the Green
Mountains since 1962. This seemed the right gesture given his long immersion in ancient
drama, his formidable command of διδασκαλικά, and his devotion to musical performance.

Figure 1

The 'Ambrose Classical Play' (Figure 1) was also to be an outreach effort both within
and beyond campus at a time when harsh austerity measures were being shouldered
by UVM’s humanities. The bean-counters have justified a 50% reduction of the classics
faculty over the last three years by pointing to (comparatively) low enrollments in
Greek and Latin, despite an array of larger classical-civilization service courses that
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have traditionally ‘paid for’ our language seminars and graduate program. Since we were
‘Fighting for the Future of Classics’,we hoped to demonstrate that there was still strong public
interest in the subject, and so every reason to maintain a healthy program as part of UVM’s
Land Grant mission—which for decades has also included a commitment to students from
Maine, Connecticut and Rhode Island, who can study Greek and Latin at UVM at a reduced
rate via the New England Board of Higher Education ‘Tuition Break’ program. Yet we also
recognized the need to increase student retention into upper-level Greek and Latin (UVM has a
one-year language requirement). I therefore hoped that the production would enhance the
department’s reputation among the student body as a fun and stimulating place to pass four
years.
A final, more personal motivation was my desire to compose and perform more ‘new ancient
music’, following earlier and less well-informed experiments with Aeschylus' Choephori at
King’s College London (1999), and Aristophanes’ Clouds at the Edinburgh Fringe (2000) and
American Academy in Rome (2001).
To magnify the production’s overall public appeal, I wished to make it the centerpiece of a
miniature City Dionysia, involving local wineries in pre-show social events that included
contextual lectures to enhance audience appreciation of Greek drama and Euripides’ play.
This paper will describe the various aesthetic and practical aspects of the adventure, both to
document this specific production and to provide useful examples and cautions for others. I
shall first discuss the several creative elements (translation, direction, costumes, scenery, and
choreography) and logistical aspects of the production (venue, funding, casting, advertising
and promotion, rehearsals and other preparation, wine-tasting and lectures). I shall then
explain my approach to composing the ‘new ancient music’; since this requires some arcane
detail, it is best consigned to a separate section. A concluding note will reflect on the event’s
aftermath and the lessons learned.
I. DESIGN AND PRODUCTION
Choice of Play
I chose the Helen in part to exploit its Egyptian setting for music, choreography, and visual
design. But its strong female protagonist and comedic potential were equal draws. I am among
those convinced that the play, for all its adherence to the formal conventions of tragedy, was in
412 BCE a cutting-edge experiment in tone—perhaps what Cratinus described as
Euripidaristophanization, but in any case the kind of thing that inspired New Comedy. And
even if one insists on the play’s ‘basic seriousness’,2 there would still be a strong practical
motivation for seeking as many laughs as possible. Most people, faced with the prospect of a
Greek tragedy, anticipate an evening of weeping and wailing. Many will opt to do something
else—anything—on their evening out. To counteract this aversion and draw people to the
show, I billed our Helen as a Tragicomic Musical of Mistaken Identity and Marital Fidelity. The
terminology may be anachronistic, but in the end our production persuaded me, more than
ever, that Euripides wished his lighter elements to stand in constant tension with the more
traditional ingredients of tragic pathos. He thereby conjured a colorful world that—as our
director Aaron Robinson put it—is “funny, poignant, and sends a powerful message about
what women can accomplish if only men would get out of their way.” That the Helen featured
a resourceful woman prevailing against male authority, coercion, and the force of tradition
certainly made this play a timely and effective choice both for the student participants (largely
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female, Figure 2) and an audience still stunned by recent social and political setbacks. Many
spectators made this connection:

Figure 2

I was fascinated to see that the main themes of the play do not change.
Jealousy, love and friendship still exist and women are often put in
dangerous situations through no fault of their own.3
Great to know that such a play, about a strong woman, was actually
written in patriarchal ancient Greece. Helen is not some demon of a
fevered misogynist imagination, like say Medea—she’s the superbly
competent protagonist who extricates herself from her dilemma.
Euripides must have been awesome. I’m grateful to your production for
giving us that experience.
Feminism is emphasized in the text and was well presented on stage.
The characterization of the dim-witted Egyptian king (Figure 19) could
be interpreted as a parody of the current US leadership, but this aspect
of the play came across as a way of supporting the feminist theme,
rather than as a political comment.

Language and Translation
Staging ancient drama in the original language is an admirable old university and
college tradition—instructive for student participants, a rare occasion for the few
spectators with knowledge of Greek, and at least evocative for the rest. But this was not
the right choice for us. First, my own involvement with the Choephori at King’s
College London revealed that even senior academics really could not follow along very
well without a text (or even detect some actors’ resort to Greek-sounding gibberish).
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After all, we train far more with our eyes than our ears. The provision of supertitles, therefore,
is an essential courtesy, as is now done for instance at Columbia. Yet these are a constant
distraction from immersion in the play’s world. Since I wished to promote the classics as widely
as possible, an English-language production was essential.
We performed our command of Greek rather by producing a new translation. This bolstered
our production’s claim to originality, and let us avoid the ruinous tedium of old, public-domain
translations. This work was undertaken, starting twelve months in advance, by eighteen former
and current students and colleagues of Phil Ambrose (and a few others who fell in along the
way).4 This collaborative approach had two great practical advantages.
First, the labor was distributed so that the script could be completed more quickly. I sent each
participant a rough-and-ready base translation by Ambrose himself from the last time he had
taught the play, along with the relevant sections of W. S. Allan’s Cambridge text and
commentary. They could use what they liked of Ambrose’s original, but were otherwise given
free rein. I did encourage the translators to bring out, wherever possible, Euripides’ subtle and
variegated humor. As the parts came in, I integrated them in a rather labyrinthine cut-and-paste
operation—comparing every phrase to that of Ambrose, which I sometimes preferred when
more harmonious with the emerging whole. Not infrequently I developed my own solutions for
greater textual coherence (some had been lured onto the Rocks of Perseus). I maintained a
master file documenting all individual contributions, down to the word, through color
highlighting.5

Figure 3

A second virtue was that, since each translator was assigned a separate character or
choral passage, every role and song enjoys a unique voice and color. Menelaos and the
Doorkeeper, for instance, translated by Page Hudson and Angeline Chiu respectively,
were looser and more flippant than other characters,with whom they present a startling
contrast. This famous exchange is representative (451–64, see Full Video from 29:00):
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Menelaos
No! I shall go in and you will obey me.
Doorkeeper
You’re being a real pain! Soon you’ll be forced to leave.
Menelaos
Ah, where is the army that won me great fame?
Doorkeeper
So it seems you’re a big shot somewhere . . . but not here.
Menelaos
O destiny, you have brought me low, all undeserved.
Doorkeeper
Are you crying? You think someone should feel sorry for you?
Menelaos
I recall happiness from the dead past.
Doorkeeper
So beat it and go cry to your friends!
Menelaos
Whose estate is this? Who rules the great house?
Doorkeeper
This is the house of Proteus; the land is Egypt.
Menelaos
Egypt!? What cursed fortune sailed me here?
Doorkeeper
Why complain? What’s the Nile’s gleaming beauty ever done to you?
Menelaos
It’s not the Nile’s fault . . . just a sad soliloquy.
Doorkeeper
Plenty of people have problems. You’re not the only one.
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Since Helen’s part was split between translators, her voice undergoes a noticeable shift as the
action develops from dire abandonment through domestic recognition comedy and into
climactic escape romance. Similar remarks could be made about all the characters: the effect is
best observed from the Full Video available on Youtube.
The choral passages presented a particular challenge, since I wished to maintain precisely
Euripides’ original rhythms to serve as the basis for ‘new ancient music’ (see below). I originally
intended to do all these myself; but by August 2017 a busy fall semester was looming and I had
completed only the Parodos, Epiparodos, and Reunion Duet. I therefore turned the remaining
songs over to others. Each of these translations was good in its own right, and was intended to
match the ancient meter; but many interventions were needed to align it with my own
understanding of the rhythm. Anyone minded to try the same approach is advised first to
develop his or her own clear rhythmic understanding—including definite practical solutions for
any corrupt or metrically ambiguous passages—and then record a careful recitation to which
the translator may refer. This will save a lot of trouble. I recommend including a click track at
the resolution of a single short, the ancient πρῶτος χρόνος (example here).
Our resulting translation is, I believe, more finely-textured than any previously available, with
interesting tonal contrasts, and characters that leap to life. We will gladly make it available for
productions elsewhere. Some representative audience comments:
I loved the translation of the play, which took it out of former
stilted classical speak. It was almost like the playfulness of the
original was rediscovered by 21st-century explorers.
I found it both interesting and a little jarring that the styles of
translation were different—where one character felt very
traditional in his/her dialogue but another would occasionally
have casual contemporary turns of phrase. I wonder if there is
more to explore in those contrasts.
Venue
UVM’s Royall Tyler theater could not be secured for our production. The Theater Department
has its own busy production schedule and was not enticed by our offer of collaboration (they
did pay us the compliment of poaching our original director for one of their own shows). This
confirmed my impression that ancient drama is generally regarded, even—or especially—by
professionals, as a dry, dull affair unworthy of modern attention, and strengthened my resolve
to prove the opposite. Coming down from gown to town was also symbolically important for
a public-outreach event that besides relied primarily on community artists for direction and
design. Fortunately, Burlington has a great and affordable arts center near the waterfront that
is subsidized by the Main Street Landing Corporation (as part of its charter from the city).
Facilities include a 39’ by 54’ Black Box Theater, with raked seating for 134 in a block
perpendicular to the stage. Other attractive features included a full-size screen for projected
scenery and images (see Visual Design), a suite of dressing rooms one floor below, a box
office, and an adjacent foyer for the pre-show lecture and wine-tasting events that were
planned.
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Funding
I began fund-raising twelve months in advance with letters of support from Pauline LeVen
(Yale) and Pavlos Sfyroeras (Middlebury). I was anxiously aware that any shortfall would have
to be made up from my own pocket (I could hardly raid meager departmental reserves after a
flop). Fortunately, the dimension of public outreach, along with the large number of people that
would be involved—forty-five, not counting ushers, wine servers, etc.6 —appealed to the
Vermont Arts Council and Vermont Humanities Council. Together with grants from UVM’s
College of Arts and Sciences and the Humanities Center, I scraped together $9,500, enough to
book the venue and offer modest honoraria for direction, choreography, costumes, other visual
design, and musicians.
Deciding on the right price for tickets was tricky. I had been to a number of strong yet
undersold productions in this space by the University Players, UVM’s student drama club.
Fearing a still lower turnout since we were a completely new ‘company’, I opted to lowball
tickets at $10.00 for adults, $5.00 for students, and free to ages twelve and under. A student
discount was also required by the terms of our Coor Programming grant from UVM’s
Humanities Center. Tickets were available both at the door and in advance through a website
set up for this and other promotional purposes under the direction of Angeline Chiu, who also
ran the box office (the website was discontinued afterwards). The four sold-out shows yielded
$3,654.98 (an average of $6.82 per person) to supplement the grant money, along with $540.00
from sponsors who purchased space in the playbill. When all was said and done, we ended up
with $1,087.03 towards a future production (Aristophanes Clouds, March 27–29, 2020).
Casting
Although we advertised our casting call (Figure 3) on every local and regional list, only one
community actor auditioned; a second was later secured through word of mouth. Fortunately,
Chiu had been vigorously herding our own classics students to the auditions. Many were
reluctant, lacking any previous stage experience—acting, singing, or dance—and being already
overloaded with coursework. I suppose most figured they would go to the audition, not get
cast, and thus discharge their obligation. We needed them every one. Luckily our step-in
director, Aaron Robinson, was then also our department’s Administrative Assistant, and so
already on friendly and trusting terms with all.
To help mobilize student participation and support for the production, we also offered two
relevant courses. In Fall 2017 I ran a workshop on Ancient Greek Music that developed into a
rehearsal group and the nucleus of the chorus.7 Julia Irons, a first-year graduate student who
went on to play Helen (Figure 4-5)—and is now helping produce Clouds—quickly stood out for
a first-rate voice and memory; together at the University of Chicago we previewed the Reunion
Duet and—with local students and professors after a single rehearsal—the Parodos.8
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Figure 4

Figure 5

In the spring we offered a course called Ancient Drama. The topic had often been taught by
Chiu, though always restricted to the Honors College or the first-year program. Her idea here
was that anyone who wanted to be in the play had to take the class, which would require
some form of participation on- or offstage. The first half of the semester would focus on the
Helen itself, and then, once the production was complete, progress to a broader examination
of genre. As it turned out, most would-be participants already had full course loads, and we
had to grant many exceptions. Nevertheless, the curricular formula is attractive in principle.
Advertising and Promotion
Online promotion consisted primarily of the aforementioned website, which featured several
photo updates of rehearsals, and two short video interviews (one with Glynnis Fawkes and
Rachel Cosgrove on costumes, another on the music). Glynnis designed a poster (Figure 1)
which students spread around campus and town, and provided artwork for the website.
Kevin Coburn, who manages communications for UVM’s College of Arts and Sciences,
published a short online piece called ‘Classics Department Presents a “New Ancient” Helen:
Performance and score in honor of Z. Philip Ambrose’). Perhaps our single biggest boost,
worth many hundreds of dollars in advertising space, was a generous two-page feature called
‘Classics Rock: UVM Stages Euripides Classic with New Music’, by Dan Bolles, music-writer
for Seven Days, Burlington’s most-read newspaper for cultural events. I also sent out several
mass e-mails to as many of the UVM faculty as I could. This list had to be cobbled together
manually: administrative policy prevented official e-mailing from on high.

Figure 6

Figure 7
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Direction
Aaron Robinson was an alumnus of UVM’s theater program who had been working in school
and community theater, as actor and director, for over a decade since graduation. He was
luckily on hand to pick up our production after we lost our scheduled director. Aaron also
ended up taking on the parts of Menelaos’ attendant and Pollux when actors fell short (Figure
6–7). He had had a particular interest in Greek drama when studying theater history at UVM.
On reading through our new translation he readily recognized what many scholars feel are
jokes, and began envisioning a simple but effective stage set for the space available. This was
made even smaller by our desire to project backdrop scenery painted by Glynnis (Figure 8) and
images illustrating the choral odes (see further below). Since projection was from the front, there
was considerable risk of actors casting shadows on the screen. Aaron’s efficient solution was to
mark off the danger zone with a short fence, decorated with a thicket of Egyptian-style papyrus
and lotus blossoms representing the banks of the Nile. The only other set was a solid wooden
bench that could serve as altar or tomb and be a focus for blocking and choreography. Both
were built by Jacques Bailly (also known as the Scripps National Spelling Bee pronouncer) and
painted by Glynnis (with help from Helen, our daughter). The stage was thus spare yet
luminously colorful against the all-embracing black (Figure 9).

Figure 8

Figure 9

Figure 10

Figure 11
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Aaron asked for a free interpretive hand, and I did my best not to interfere. I did give him a
copy of Toph Marshall’s Structure and Performance of Euripides’ Helen (Cambridge, 2014), a
valuable resource for many aspects of production. But Aaron’s ideas grew mainly from direct
engagement with Euripides himself; his choices, developed largely in agendo, are best seen from
the video recording of the show itself. He offered the following note for the playbill:
I played around with the concept of “What is Truth?” prior to
casting the show, but in those early rehearsals . . . I realized I had it
all wrong. Truth doesn’t matter in this world. The Trojan War was
built on a lie; even the beauty contest that favored Aphrodite
which spawned the war was built on a lie. What does matter? The
women. Helen is a smart, savvy heroine who uses every tool at her
disposal to survive for seventeen years, and then with the help of
the seer Theonoe (Figure 18)—the only person in the Egyptian
palace she deems wise enough to help her—she plots a grand
escape with her long-lost husband. The actors (female and male)
help bring that to life . . . to show that women are indeed the
mistresses of their own fortunes.

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14

Figure 15
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Visual Design
From the beginning, Glynnis Fawkes and I had envisioned, for costume and scenery, a colorful
and cartoonish fusion of Egyptian Art Deco with actual elements of ancient Egyptian,
Mycenaean, and Minoan artwork and dress. Glynnis is herself a cartoonist, but also has over
twenty years’ experience as an archaeological illustrator and artist at excavations in Syria,
Turkey, Israel, Cyprus and Greece. Her initial costume sketches (Figures 10–12) were refined
and brought to life by Rachel Cosgrove and her student production team,9 who spent long
evenings and weekends over hot irons and sewing machines at Generator, Burlington’s
community maker space (Figure 13). Altogether the ensemble presented a most colorful
spectacle (Figure 2). As Glynnis and Rachel wrote for the program:
The challenge was to realize a vision of the ancient world with
what materials were available—and within a small budget.
The chitons (belted dresses) for the chorus (Figure 14) and
orchestra (Figure 15) are inspired by Athenian vase painting.
Such Greek clothes would have been made of wool; while ours
are cotton for practical purposes, cotton was known and used
in Egypt. Our colors were chosen to evoke available ancient
dyes, including madder red, yellow/gold, blue, brown, black,
and (for the wealthy) murex/Tyrian purple. Many vases show
that male and female clothing alike could be elaborately
decorated with woven or embroidered patterns. Glynnis
therefore hand-cut and stenciled designs onto trims for the
necklines and hems (Figure 16). Helen’s dresses (Figures 5, 17)
are inspired by Minoan art, especially the wall paintings from
Santorini, preserved by the famous seventeenth-century BC
volcanic eruption. We were not troubled by this chronological
discrepancy, which in fact suits the Helen itself—a fifthcentury BC telling of a story set in earlier mythical times. The
far-off Egyptian setting will also have seemed practically
mythical to much of the original audience. Teukros (Figure 5)
is dressed as one of the ‘Sea Peoples’ who swept the Eastern
Mediterranean in the early twelfth century BC, and who are
represented on the mortuary Temple of Ramses III. The
costumes of Theonoe (Figure 18), Theoklymenos (Figure 19),
and their Servants (Figure 20) are directly inspired by
Egyptian wall paintings.

Figure 16

Figure 17
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Figure 18

Figure 19

We also wished, for the choral odes, to project a series of dignified and colorful drawings to
complement and illuminate the complex imagery of the text (Figure 21–23). Choral lyrics are
elaborate and allusive; they go by quickly and are gone. Even in English we knew that much
would escape an audience generally unfamiliar with mythological details and Greek choral
poetics. The projections would therefore serve as a visual commentary, helping supply some of
the mental imagery and cultural knowledge of an Athenian audience—a modern analog for the
ancient convention known as ‘choral projection’.10 A natural synchronization of image, music,
and dance emerged from the poet’s tendency to organize his thought in the odes’ individual cola.
The combination of music, dance, lowered lights, and looming images transported the audience
through vivid choral dreamlands, and created a powerful aesthetic contrast with the acted scenes;
these they clearly demarcated, while equally renewing audience attention.

Figure 20

Figure 21
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Figure 23

Figure 22

VIDEO: Third Stasimon
Choreography
Our choreographer was Alexis Kamitses, a dance instructor at Bellows Free Academy and an
active freelance choreographer with knowledge of both Greek folk steps and Egyptian-style belly
dance (among other idioms). I loaned her G. Prudhommeau’s La Danse Grecque Antique (Paris,
1965) and a work on ancient Egyptian dance (both with abundant illustrations) as possible
sourcebooks, along with Marshall’s book. Choreographic design and training a chorus with little
or no previous dance experience were a laborious affair. Ancient rhythms are complex and often
non-recurring, with each ode a unique confection of long and short rhythms. This required
phrase-by-phrase composition, with equally intensive rehearsals. Alexis later reflected:
My creative process has always been driven by a combination of
elements, but music almost always plays a central role in shaping
the movement. I have spent a lot of time studying dance forms such
as West African and Bellydance, in which the musicians and dancers
work in direct relationship with each other. Working with these
ancient rhythms proved a bit more of a challenge; with constantly
shifting time signatures, the dance movements were focused on
highlighted accents, and finding the stillnesses, and occasional
grooves, within the compositions. The repeating, almost geometrical
structure of the dances was derived directly from the structure of
the music itself, a collaboration that worked especially well for
beginner dancers. When working with musicals, since you are
layering in live music, choreography, and singing all together—
those components don’t always have a lot of time to marinate
together. It is important to root the dance movements within the
lyrical content so the dancers can find the movement phrasing
within their vocal phrasing. It makes it more manageable since this
is not your typical “and 5.6.7.8.” type of music. The movement
vocabulary itself was shaped by the lyrical content of the songs,
Greek traditional dance, ancient Greek tableau images, and various
Middle Eastern dance influences. For example, dancing with veils is
common in some styles of Bellydance, and they found their way into
the choreography as “laundry,” done with a flourish by Helen’s
ladies in waiting (Figures 24a–b).
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VIDEO: Rehearsal
VIDEO: Parodos performance
VIDEO: Third Stasimon performance

Figure 24

Figure 25

Preparation
We had an unusually short time to pull the play together. Auditions took place the second
week of January, just after winter break (Figure 3). The late-March production dates that we
had chosen to coincide with the City Dionysia fell immediately after UVM’s Spring Break.
This meant that we would go into production week after a ten-day hiatus in rehearsal—a
nerve-wracking situation, though at least students would be well-rested. Aaron accordingly
developed a dense production schedule to have us more or less ready before vacation. There
were rehearsals almost every day, though of course not everyone was needed every time
(aside from the director); these had to be in the evening, not to interfere with classes. The
chorus had its own parallel schedule, alternating between music and dance. Rehearsals were
conducted in several on-campus spaces, including an old auditorium with proscenium stage
but hideous ambient noise, along with various generic classrooms (Figure 25). Aaron had to
cobble these together using UVM’s Byzantine room-scheduling system. The student actors
were generally noble about not letting me see how much stress they were under. Inevitably,
their academic performance was affected, and this put some strain on collegial relations. For
future reference I strongly recommend that all participants treat their involvement as the
equivalent of a full-time class; ideally everyone should be enrolled in a three-credit course for
just that reason.
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Figure 20

While rehearsals were under way, students from Chiu’s Ancient Drama undertook, among
other jobs, a campaign of local sponsorship and advertising. One particularly energetic student,
Samantha Lavertue, was eventually credited as Associate Producer along with Chiu, and also
played the part of Theonoe (Figure 18). She secured the participation of several local wineries
and a meadery, and the donation of production supplies.11
The Event
Some years back Tanner Lake had suggested putting on a City Dionysia in Burlington.
Following this up, I scheduled our performances (March 22–25, 2018) to coincide more or less
with Athens’ main festival for dramatic performances. Since one could not expect theater-goers
to recognize this connection automatically, I envisioned the play as the centerpiece of a minifestival involving wine-tastings by local producers; these in turn would be a prelude to preshow contextual lectures to help modern audiences appreciate the unfamiliar conventions of
ancient drama and the themes of Euripides’ Helen. Jamie Levis and Jeff Davis, part of the
Greco-Egyptian Band (Figure 15), played some of their Syrian and Turkish repertoire during
these tastings. Besides helping draw people to the show, the libations created an appropriately
receptive mood to enhance people’s sense of a shared civic experience.
The contextual lectures were well-attended and often singled out, in our post-show survey, as a
vital contribution to the overall success of the event.12 These talks were filmed by student
volunteers and are available on the department’s YouTube channel. The topics were as follows:
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Thursday, March 22: From Rags to Riches, Rescue, and
Reconciliation, Z. Philip Ambrose, Emeritus Professor, UVM. As
Ambrose was the honorand of the overall production, this was the
kick-off lecture, introduced by Robert Rodgers and Barbara Saylor
Rodgers and attended by many friends and former colleagues.
Ambrose discussed the thematic and chronological relationship
between Helen and other Euripidean rescue romances.
Friday, March 23: Dionysos, Wine, and Ancient Greek Drama,
Kenneth Rothwell, Professor, University of Massachusetts, Boston.
This topic was at our request, to inform audiences about the original
performance context and the connection with Dionysus cult. This
tied the wine-tastings into the larger event.
Saturday, March 24: Ancient Greek Views of Egypt, Dr. Brian
Walsh, Senior Lecturer, UVM. This talk surveyed the early history
of the Greek presence in Egypt, as well as the representation of
Egypt in the broader Greek imagination. It let the audience
appreciate the limits and opportunities Euripides faced in the play’s
setting, and acknowledged in advance some of the ancient
orientalism involved.
Sunday, March 25: Helen: The Face that Launched a Thousand
Stories, Angeline Chiu, Associate Professor, UVM. This talk
illuminated Euripides’ white-washed Helen for spectators
unfamiliar with the Stesichorean variant. It helped them understand
the degree of novelty, or at least unorthodoxy, faced by the original
audience.
There was a thirty-minute (sometimes smaller) interval between lecture and curtains. The
audience could stay in the wine-tasting space and keep chatting, or find their seats and study
the playbill.
II. 'New Ancient Music'
Many modern productions are dragged down by choruses declaiming in monotonous unison.
This dreary effect, though readily spoofable (Mighty Aphrodite), does nothing to lighten
tragedy’s gloomy reputation. Yet it is entirely at odds with the original Greek choruses, which
danced and sang their way through intricate odes in magnificent costumes for a striking kinetic
and synesthetic spectacle. I wished to ‘translate’ this element as far as possible. Choreography
and costume have already been described. The music itself would marry accurate interpretation
of meter with original melodies based upon the ancient principle of ‘accent composition’ and
harmonic material drawn from ancient theoretical sources and the few surviving scores. The
result would be both philological curation and original composition. The goal was to produce
something that would be musically recognizable to the Greeks themselves (all the songs can be
readily performed in the original language). I now personally avoid the term ‘reconstruction’,
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which seems to claim more than it really delivers, and can mislead an audience to one’s own
advantage. ‘Musical impression’ or ‘recomposition’ is an acceptable substitute, or simply ‘new
ancient music’.
Meter and Rhythm
Fortunately, the original rhythms are preserved quite faithfully by the poetic text itself (the
playwright was also responsible for the music). Greek meter was based upon a quite strict
relationship between long and short syllables, with one long equivalent to two shorts; these are
conventionally represented as quarter and eighth notes. Each ode was a unique rhythmic
composition—often very complex—built up from a mixture of traditional and novel metrical
elements. Ancient sources do speak of some protraction of long syllables, and melismatic
flourishes were evidently an occasional feature of the so-called New Music of late fifth-century
Athens, of which Euripides himself was a somewhat moderate exponent. But these were
exceptions to the general rule, as is shown by (among other things) the relative scarcity, in the
surviving musical documents, of the special signs that mark such departures (the so-called
triseme, tetraseme, etc.).
While Greek metrical principles are generally well understood, some interpretive ambiguities
nevertheless remain. Creative determinations are often necessary. An omnipresent issue is the
length of pauses between musical phrases. These I handled by ‘patching in’ rhythms that
occurred elsewhere in the composition. For example, I noticed that the first phrase of the
Epiparodos could be interpreted as a series of three cretics (— u —) if the first syllable were
treated as a pick-up; I therefore provided the singers with an introductory vamp of cretics so
that the melody could roll out smoothly once the chorus reached their stage position (see from
31:16 in the full video). Similarly, the first colon ends with an ionic (u u — —); this suggested a
connecting phrase of four further ionics before the next colon (see Figure 26). Such choices are
of course arbitrary. But some choice must be made. This approach at least makes use of cognate
material, and was presumably how the ancient composers proceeded themselves (generally
speaking).

Figure 26
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Another problem recurred especially in the Second and Third Stasima. What should we do
when a long-short sequence in the strophe responds to a long-long in the antistrophe, or vice
versa? I regarded many of these as examples of what the fourth century music-theorist
Aristoxenus called ἄλογοι χρόνοι. These, we are told, are intermediate between long and short
syllables; they are ‘irrational’ in that they cannot be measured by the smallest metrical unit (the
πρῶτος χρόνος or ‘first time’, equivalent to a short syllable). Treating them as dotted eighth
notes is theoretically justified and introduces a lively additional layer of syncopation on top of
the shifting patterns of long and short. Lines 1315–1317b and 1333–1336 of the Second
Stasimon, for example, all end with a choriamb (— u u —); this suggests a rhythmic refrain
throughout the larger phrase. The first halves of these lines consist largely of long syllables, but
with two anomalous responsions of short and long in the first and fourth lines. If one renders
the first four positions of all as dotted eighth notes, a coherent and very interesting rhythm
emerges (Figure 27–28). This made me suspect that other sequences of long syllables might
conceal such gestures; I adopted the same interpretation sparingly when it seemed to improve
rhythmic interest (see score for the Third Stasimon for further examples).

Figure 27

Figure 28

Metrical Translations
In fitting a translation to these ancient rhythms, accented syllables will normally fall on a long
position in the Greek; but not all longs can have such English stresses (too few to go around).
Ancient vocables (e.g. φεῦ φεῦ), proper names, and proper adjectives (e.g. Φοίνσσα
Σιδωνιάς) should remain in their original positions wherever possible, with the rest of the
translation built around them. Similarly, ancient phrases should be kept within the original
colometry even at the expense of convoluted English syntax. These measures ensure that
some of the original sound design is preserved, and that any mimetic correspondence
between diction and colometry is maintained (compare Figure 29a and 29b). Translation
under such restrictions is often challenging, but one finds interesting opportunities that
would not otherwise occur. The whole process leads to a much better understanding of the
original rhythm that supervenes over the disconnected elements that make up a modern
metrical analysis.
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Figure 29

Figure 30

Melodies
Euripides’ own tunes are lost, with the famous exceptions of the Orestes fragment and a few
notes of the Iphigeneia in Aulis. But we know from several dozen other fragments that it was
customary for melody to follow the contours of the words’ pitch accents—Greek was a tonal
language—according to a few simple and observable rules (see e.g. M. L. West, Ancient Greek
Music [Oxford, 1990], p199). Although none of the documents that exhibit such ‘accent melody’
predates the Hellenistic period, it is probable that the practice was indeed traditional. On the
other hand, the surviving bit of Euripides, along with several somewhat later fragments,
indicates that accents were often ignored in strophic compositions of later drama, if not before. It
may be, however, that this freedom was due to the enhanced desire for musical mimesis that
characterized the New Music, and that earlier strophic song, and perhaps even other Euripidean
compositions, did indeed adhere to the principles of accent melody. (Anna Conser is currently
investigating this problem, using statistical methods, in a Columbia dissertation.) In any case,
accent melody is one of the few definite parameters we can recover for ancient Greek music, and
I followed the principles very carefully.

Figure 31

Figure 32
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For the strophic songs (Parodos and three Stasima), it was necessary to devise melodies that
would not conflict with the prosody of either strophe or antistrophe. I began by printing out
Allan’s metrical schemes (enlarged by 200% onto 11 x 17 paper), and then combined the accents
of strophe and antistrophe by writing the latter over the former wherever they differed (Figure
29b, detail from the Third Stasimon). In doing so I observed many places where the two accent
patterns did indeed seem quite compatible (I had noticed the same with Choephori). The
procedure yielded a master accent contour to follow when composing. I did sometimes allow
strophe and antistrophe to diverge for the sake of effective variation, as in the opening lines of
the Parodos.
For specific pitches I used various ancient scales and scale-segments that are documented in
surviving theoretical writings and musical fragments. I also pursued the modulation between
harmonic structures that probably characterized Euripides’ own style. One of my main
inspirations here was the Paian by Athenaios, a choral composition performed at Delphi in 127
BCE and inscribed on the side of the Athenian treasury there. This invaluable document begins
in an archaizing style characterized by the so-called trichordal enharmonic that was typical of
traditional double-pipe (αὐλός) libation music, as documented by a fragment of Aristoxenus
(83). It goes on to a section of dense chromaticism typical of Hellenistic art music, but
originating in the later fifth century. This second section, especially, lets us observe the
principles of modulatory tetrachordal composition, whereby different scale degrees become
temporary foci for the construction of the surrounding pitch ‘systems’ which ancient theorists
categorized as enharmonic, chromatic, and diatonic (see analysis of the Third Stasimon).
The non-strophic songs—the Lyric Dialogue between Helen and Chorus (Figure 30), the
Epiparodos, and the Reunion Duet (Figure 31)—were handled in the same way. Phil Ambrose
composed an initial melody for the Lyric Dialogue, which I somewhat modified for better lyre
accompaniment. The varied application of ancient principle again provided welcome
constraints. Of course, one must still sort through endless possibilities in hopes of making good
musical choices. And I sometimes smuggled in more familiar elements according to my own
tastes. This was especially true of my lyre parts. The ancient use of heterophony is now
generally recognized, although its exact nature is still up for dispute. I included occasional
triads, seventh and ninth chords along with clusters and other συστήματα consistent with
ancient theory. In my view this is a useful form of translation: it helps deliver a satisfying and
recognizably musical effect to the audience—an οἰκεία ἡδονή—while still honoring what
positive evidence we do possess. I documented these accompaniments by a system of finger
numbering (‘chord changes’) in the scores (Figure 29a).

Figure 33
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The ‘Greco-Egyptian Band’
While ancient drama was normally accompanied by the double pipe, I did not then have an
αὐλός or player available (we are working to remedy this for Clouds). The Department did,
however, possess a replica of an ancient κιθάρα, designed by the aforementioned Tanner Lake
and constructed by luthier John Butterfield. Making a virtue of necessity, I decided to use a trio
of lyre, framedrum and flute/lute, a combination that nicely evokes ensembles current in Late
Bronze Age Egypt and Canaan (Figure 32). I composed most of the music to the κιθάρα,
learning in the process to play it after my own fashion, or on a small, two octave lap harp (when
I had to be on Cyprus for part of the summer). Working out the ἁρμονίαι that would best fit
these melodies was probably the most eye-opening aspect of this experimental archeology.

Figure 34

Figure 35

Figure 36
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Figure 37

I soon realized, however, that our κιθάρα would not serve for the actual production. It was too
quiet: its gut strings too labile; and I would need to change tunings between songs, which could
not be done without the serious distraction of leaving stage. I therefore commissioned a local
guitar maker, Creston Lea, to make an electric kinnaru (Figure 33–35). This was a kind of lyre
current in Late Bronze Age (and later) Syria, Canaan, and Egypt. My instrument closely
reproduces the lines of a fourteenth-century ivory plaque from Megiddo (Figure 36). With this I
could be as loud as needed, but retune easily between songs (the strings can be plucked almost
silently without amplification, while still feeding an electronic tuner). The instrument itself
debuted along with the choral costumes at a preview performance at the Center for Hellenic
Studies as part of Glynnis’s show there called Landscapes of Myth and Memory in February
2018. (To make this happen, the chorus pulled a hair-raising drive to Washington DC and back
in 48 hours.)
The trio was completed by Jamie Levis and Jeff Davis (Figure 15), who had both been part of
the local Turkish band Lokum; Davis had additionally played for years with the Syrian
ensemble Grup Anwar. For our show, Levis played a variety of framedrums; Davis was on ney
(Egyptian flute) and saz (Turkish lute). They took immediately to the music and greatly
strengthened its impact.
Choral Training
It was remarkable how readily the chorus was able to learn what are, after all, very complex
rhythms. Had I written the scores out with modern time signatures, which would have been
continually shifting, I think it would have been much harder. As it was, the singers simply
followed the strings of quarter and eighth notes (= longs and shorts), so that each phrase was
learned as an organic unit—as indeed it must have been in antiquity. To facilitate this, I
recorded a demo of each song with me singing, and posted them to YouTube. The singers’
success in learning the music so easily presents a remarkable contrast to teaching meter in the
classroom, where the obscure terminology and conventions invariably confound even the best
students. Our chorus showed that complex ancient choral rhythms are not only perfectly
learnable, they make great musical sense.
Ὦ θήραμα βαρβάρου πλάτας, Ἑλλανίδες κόραι—εἴσομαι ἤματα πάντα χάριν!
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CONCLUSIONS
With all the effort that went into this production, we were as much delighted as astonished that
all four shows sold out. Professor Bill Mierse (Art History) described the production as the
biggest humanities outreach event in his thirty years. Unfortunately, it was seen by no
administrator from the College of Arts and Sciences (one Associate Dean did come down to the
final performance, only to be turned away). UVM’s then-provost did catch our final show,
responding to a somewhat provocative invitation, and tweeted his congratulations afterwards; a
month later the CAS faculty passed a no-confidence resolution in the controversial chief
academic officer, who eventually stepped down (vel sim.).
By the terms of our grant from the Vermont Arts Council we were required to administer an exit
survey to assess how well we had achieved our goals. This was included in the playbill and was
available through the website. We received fifty-two responses, roughly 10%. The feedback has
proven a great blessing for developing the next production, both as a guide for what will please
and as support for new funding applications.13 Apart from a lonely vindex, audience reaction was
uniformly positive and enthusiastic about a future production. One spectator astutely noted that
regular stagings would fill a gap in local theater programming.14 The pre-show lectures were
generally appreciated as useful enhancements (see above). Our emphasis on the comic and other
light-hearted elements was rewarded with much laughter in places, and this tone—which I regard
as faithful to Euripides—evidently took many viewers by surprise.15 The sensory combination of
music, costume, choreography, and images also proved as effective as I had hoped.16 That the
chorus always enjoyed as much applause as Helen herself was a sign that we succeeded in
restoring this element to the central place it enjoyed in the Greeks’ own view (as is seen from the
term χορηγία). The great majority expressed preference for a setting that evoked the ancient
world, rather than a modernizing transposition.17 In my view, such stagings are obsolete and
counter-productive now that the classics have become so generally unfamiliar. The ancient world
presents all the alterity one could desire, while themes of universal human interest guarantee
plenty of catharsis.18 Let the ancient playwrights speak for themselves.19 And classicists, with
their specialized knowledge, can make up here for what they lack in professional theatrical
training. A particularly gratifying and encouraging comment came from a former theater
student:
I think everyone did a great job with the production. I had never
heard or come across this play (and I was a theater major). It’s
almost like a wish-fulfillment of Helen and Menalaus, so it’s kind of
tragic just in its existence because we ‘know’ the ‘real’ story. I really
hope to see more productions from the Classics Department because
I am always interested in how the plays would have been originally.

In terms of community outreach, therefore, the production was a distinct success. It also led to
invitations to lecture and perform (with varying numbers of chorus members) at Dartmouth,
Columbia, the University of Washington, the Boston and Virginia Museums of Fine Art, the
Università degli Studi di Perugia, and several institutional receptions at the infamous 2018
Society for Classical Studies meeting in Boston, including University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign / Washington University and Boston University. These were exciting and horizonexpanding opportunities for our undergraduates, and great professional networking for our
graduate students.
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The production’s intramural impact is somewhat more difficult to gauge, although overall I
would say that we achieved most of our on-campus goals as well. On the one hand, the
administration was not persuaded to reverse its policy of not replacing retirements (we have
had two recently). Indeed, the very next year the beloved and hardworking Brian Walsh, who
had contributed one of the lectures, was subjected to an opportunistic contract termination.
Walsh represented 25% of our remaining teaching capacity, and caused the Classics
Department to become the poster child for union protest and a student campaign to “save the
liberal arts at UVM”.

Figure 38

Figure 39

On the other hand, many of our colleagues seem to have recognized the achievement. Jenn
Karson, supervisor of the ‘Fab Lab’ in the Engineering College, become an ally, enlisting her
students to help with some experimental mask making that did not make it into the show.20
Jenn also mounted an exhibition about the production for UVM’s Fleming Museum, called
Behind the Schemes: When Helen of Troy came to UVM (Figure 37). This included a public
lecture (Figure 38) in which Glynnis, Creston, and I talked about our various contributions. We
have also received two internal funding awards towards our next production, along with a
substantial grant from the Loeb Classical Library Foundation (kindly supported by Helene
Foley, Columbia, and Pavlos Sfyroeras, Middlebury). Bill Mierse (UVM) and Tim Moore
(Washington University) are backing other applications to the Vermont Humanities and Arts
Councils. Our Youtube videos of the show, and our wearing of costumes to visiting-student
days, has helped recruit a few new classics majors. A number of current juniors and seniors,
who saw the production in their first or second year, are now keen to participate in our
upcoming Clouds. “I will put my heart and soul into it”, said senior Catie Michael. Sophomore
Rachel Fickes, who saw the show as a high-school senior, is now learning the αὐλός —an
instrument made by Robin Howell—and will be in the band one way or another. It is this
student enthusiasm, mainly, that has persuaded me to undertake a follow-up production.
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NOTES
1I

borrow my title from Jenn Karson’s installation at the Fleming Museum: see Conclusions
below.
2Podlecki,
3These

below.

A. J., "The Basic Seriousness of Euripides’ Helen", TAPA 101 (1970), 401–418.

and the following quotations of audience members come from exit surveys: see further

4The

translators were: Helen, first half: Joanna Oh/Carl Mehrman • Helen, second half: Becky
Sahlin • Teukros: Alden Smith (with Hannah Rogers, Jamie Wheeler and Cindy Liu) • Chorus
Leader: Erik Kenyon • Menelaos: Page Hudson • Old Woman Doorkeeper: Angeline Chiu •
Servant of Menelaos: Tyler Mayo • Theonoe: Barbara Saylor-Rodgers • Theoklymenos: Brian
Walsh • Egyptian Messenger: Andrew Siebengartner • Kastor/Dioskouroi: Jacques Bailly •
Parodos, Epiparodos, Reunion Duet: Franklin • Lyric dialogue (330–385): Ambrose • First
Stasimon: James Aglio/Franklin • Second Stasimon: Mark Usher/Franklin • Third Stasimon:
Ken Rothwell/Franklin • pumice omnia aequata: Franklin.
5Alden

Smith enlisted several of his own students at Baylor; these individual elements could
not be so distinguished.
6For

the full cast and other contributors, please see playbill.

7This

original group was Francie Merrill, Alice Ochterski, Tessie Sakai, Holly Micklas, Katie
Livingston, Julia Irons, and Tenny Gregorian; Katie went on to play the Chorus Leader; Tenny
the messenger.
was part of the conference Music in Performance: Perspectives on Ancient Greek
Tragedy and Performance (October 27, 2017). I thank Jordan Johansen for her invitation.

8This

9Zoe

Anszperger, Claire Wilcox, and Eileen Parks.

A., ‘Why Should I Dance? Choral Self-Referentiality in Greek Tragedy’, Arion 3/1
(1994–1995), 56–111; ‘Dancing in Athens, Dancing on Delos: Some Patterns of Choral
Projection in Euripides’, Philol. 140 (1996), 48–62; etc.
10Henrichs,

11For

credits, please see playbill.

12E.g.:

The pre-performance lectures were most informative and needed to fully appreciate the
play • Pre-performance lectures are a good way to make them more accessible to modern
audiences. • The pre-play lecture (Saturday night) helped add insight about the themes and
setting. • Having an introductory lecture is very helpful.
13Pro

tip: Be sure to ask how people learned about the production, to guide advertisement and
promotion the next time!
14They

would be an excellent counterpoint to Vermont Shakespeare productions and the
contemporary shows of Vermont Theater and Lyric organizations.
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15E.g.

It was funnier than I expected. • I enjoyed the comedic elements and thought they were
important in making the play accessible. • Loved the light-hearted interpretation so the audience
could laugh itself to enlightenment • Interpretation is always to some extent subjective, but this
production of the Helen drew sensibly on the comic and serious aspects of this play. • Most of all
the play for me was an affirmation of wit in the face of Fate’s badly dealt hand.
16E.g.:

The Greek chorus should be commended on mastering the most dialogue, music, and
movements. That was incredible. • I thoroughly enjoyed the setting for this production. It
masterfully evoked the ancient time. The music, set and costumes were magnificent. • I really
liked what was done with the projector screen and the artwork during the times that the chorus
sung. • The chorus was much more involved than I expected. Singing and acting were great.
Music and costumes excellent. • Helen was extremely well done! Costumes, music, acting - all
spot on! Bravo!! • I enjoy the music and the instrumentation, the use of material in the dances
and the costuming, as well as the simplicity of the props and set. • The costumes were really cool
• A stunning performance, through and through. • I thought the approach to the chorus was
brilliant, the integration of the traditional chorus role with tasteful choreography was so pleasing
and innovative. • Hearing the music and experiencing the more traditional is an educational
experience few have had. • I found the attempt at original staging to be really fascinating and
interesting.
17E.g.:

I much prefer evocation of original settings. Part of the interest is in learning what cultures
were like in the past. • In general, I prefer the staging that evokes the original. The artistic
backdrops used in Helen were most effective in that they provided visual appeal without the
blatant imposition of modernity. • Many movies and books have already adapted these plays into
a modern setting. Seeing the more historically accurate portrayal is much more interesting. •
Don’t try to modernize it; that goes for Shakespeare too. Reworking ancient drama with modern
settings and costumes just looks weird and distracts from the story. • E.g.: In my experience,
most modernized versions of ancient or old dramas feel clumsy and awkward unless there are
major alterations to the script. • It needs no "dressing up" to make it engaging to a modern
audience. • Prefer original setting as modernization can lay a diffusing light on the original. •
Also, it’s nice to have an experience not watered-down by huge, fancy, over-the-top production.
• I think it’s up to the audience to place itself in ancient Greece; it’s not the business of the
theatrical production to show how it’s relevant to the modern world.
18E.g.:

Humanity doesn’t change, and thus the themes stay applicable to modern day problems. •
I was fascinated to see that the main themes of the play do not change.
19You

did a splendid job, without ‘talking down’ to the audience or being either overly timid or
overly pushy with interpretive interventions.
20I

would like to thank Amy Cohen here for all her patient and generous advice, and Holly
Micklas for taking on the project.
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Review of Martha Graham Dance Company – Graham’s Greeks
Boston University – October 22, 2019
by Nina Papathanasopoulou
On October 22, 2019, Janet Eilber, Artistic Director of the Martha Graham Dance Company
(MGDC), along with two of the company’s finest dancers, Charlotte Landreau and Lloyd Mayor,
gave a presentation on Graham’s Greek-inspired dances at the Dance Theater at Boston
University. Their goal was to celebrate Graham and her relationship to the ancient Greeks by
discussing and presenting excerpts from Graham’s Greek-inspired works.
The evening lasted about two hours, including a 30-minute Q&A at the end. Eilber gave a
presentation on Graham’s relationship with the ancient Greeks, discussing important aspects of
Graham’s life, technique, and vision, and showing multiple videos illustrating her points. At key
moments in the presentation, the two dancers gave live performances. First, after Eilber
discussed Graham’s reimagining of Jocasta, Landreau gave a 5-minute performance of one of
Jocasta’s solos from Graham’s work, Night Journey. For the evening’s conclusion, Landreau and
Mayor danced Errand into the Maze in its entirety, Graham’s 14-minute dance inspired by the
myth of Theseus and his encounter with the Minotaur. Even though short, the live performances
were the focus of the evening. The background given by Eilber made the audience more
observant, enabling them to look for features of Graham’s technique, understand the symbolism
of key movements, and pay attention to the dancers’ facial expressions, an integral part of
Graham’s dances.
As the audience entered the theater, an excerpt from a 1960 video of Martha Graham dancing the
role of Jocasta played repeatedly on the stage backdrop. Stephen Scully, Chair of the Department
of Classical Studies at Boston University, warmly introduced Janet Eilber and welcomed the
audience, especially the students, to whom the event was primarily directed. Eilber, who has
served as the MGDC artistic director since 2005, opened her talk with a short introduction to
Graham’s life, highlighting Graham’s fascination with Greek myth and her interest in creating
dances for what she considered archetypal figures. Graham used Greek heroes and their stories
to explore human relationships, psychology, and emotions. In the mid-1940s, at the height of her
powers, Graham turned her focus to Greek mythology and invented a new physicality of
movement that could speak to her times and reveal the essence of humans. She manipulated the
concepts of space and time onstage, and she became particularly interested in the portrayal and
relationships of women. During that time she created a number of Greek-inspired works: Cave of
the Heart (1946), based on the myth of Medea, Night Journey (1947), based on the myth of
Oedipus, Errand into the Maze (1947), inspired by Theseus and his encounter with the Minotaur,
and, a few years later, Clytemnestra (1958).
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Figure 1. Martha Graham in Night Journey. Choreography by Martha Graham. Photograph
by Angus McBean. Courtesy of Martha Graham Resources.

Eilber first discussed Night Journey, Graham’s 30-minute work reimagining the Oedipus and
Jocasta myth (Fig. 1). Graham told their story through the eyes of Jocasta, starting from the
moment when Jocasta recognizes the painful truth and decides to hang herself. She holds the
rope and is ready to put it over her head. The blind prophet Tiresias appears, and reminds her
of the past and the dire truth she must endure. Jocasta is thus compelled to relive key moments
of joy as well as pain before sealing it all in death. As Eilber’s talk made evident, Graham’s
choreography for Jocasta captures some of the extraordinary emotions that a woman might feel
on realizing that the baby she had left to die was actually alive, a grown-up man now sharing
her bed, and that the husband whom she had come to love and rely on was her own flesh and
blood, her lost baby from long ago.
After this short description, Eilber called Charlotte Landreau to dance Jocasta’s main solo from
Night Journey. The dancing would do the speaking from this point on. Landreau danced the
role with poise, exactness, and fervor. The solo started with Jocasta lying on the floor. To the
accompaniment of William Schuman’s music, she reached up and stretched her body. She
extended her arm and leg in despair, perhaps calling for help, longing to find answers for the
tragedy that had befallen her. She looked far away and cried for help. She raised herself up and
performed the most characteristic movement of the dance, a gradual lift of her right leg,
slightly bent until it reached her mouth. The movement shows despair, a woman’s attempt to
scream not just with words but with her whole body; it also shows vulnerability, as the lifting
of her leg opens up her pelvic area and the most vulnerable part of a woman’s body, her
womb. The vulnerability of the position made her want to cover herself, and she wrapped her
arms around her womb as if to protect it. She then ran from one side to the other, like someone
trapped and eager to flee, frantically turning and trying different means of escape. Her
costume, a dark dress with a green cape attached to it, marked her royalty and queenliness.
Schuman’s music, heavily dominated by the sometimes-shrill sound of strings, added to the
discomfort, despair, and eeriness of this apocalyptic moment. Landreau portrayed Jocasta’s
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double role with seriousness and grace: on the one hand she was the young, fertile, and
attractive wife, protecting her womb and women’s capacity to procreate; on the other, she
danced like a compassionate mother, striving to protect her child but becoming desperate when
realizing that certain things were out of her control. At the end of the solo, the audience could
hear Landreau breathing, a reminder of the stamina, strength, and emotional commitment the
role requires.
As a conclusion to her discussion on Night Journey, Eilber showed a video excerpt from a past
performance. Night Journey includes a chorus of seven women called “The Daughters of the
Night.” They show their reaction to Jocasta’s and Oedipus’ incest, performing what Eilber
called a scratch dance, with movements of tearing their hair and scratching their bodies,
horrified by what they have learnt and seen. By showing the dance of the chorus, Eilber helped
the audience appreciate in yet another way Graham’s reimagining of Jocasta. Jocasta’s dance
evoked pity for a woman who is vulnerable and desperate, while the chorus’ movement evoked
fear, casting Jocasta not only as pitiable, but also as disturbing and repulsive.
Eilber proceeded with a discussion of Cave of the Heart, Graham’s work centered on the figure of
Medea. In this work, Eilber pointed out, Graham revealed the complexity of Medea’s thoughts
and emotions by greatly differentiating her movements from those of Jason and the princess.
Though the latter two are two-dimensional – Jason looks like a cardboard cut-out, flat, and with
no layering of personality, while the princess resembles a paper doll, lifting her legs with ease
and airiness, lightly jumping from side to side – Medea’s movement shows depth, strength,
determination, and intensity, with vibrations that permeate her whole body. Her dance is full of
the contractions and releases that are fundamental to the Graham technique, as Eilber
explained. They begin from the torso and the pelvis, they show the coiling in and expansion of
energy, and they articulate the expression of emotion. To illustrate these points, Eilber showed
video clips from Jason’s, the princess’s, and Medea’s dancing.
In 1958, Graham created Clytemnestra, a work lasting almost three hours. The dancing begins in
the Underworld, where Clytemnestra disagrees with Hades and defends herself for killing her
husband, Agamemnon. In support of her actions, she recounts a series of events from the Trojan
War: Paris’ seduction of Helen, Iphigenia’s sacrifice, and the sack of Troy, all of which are
related to her story and serve as constant reminders of the importance of power in human lives.
The dance continues by depicting Agamemnon’s return and his murder at the hands of
Clytemnestra, Clytemnestra’s dreams and nightmares after the event, and the trial of Apollo
and the Furies in the final act. Eilber narrated how Graham, dissatisfied with the dance’s
ending, changed it more than five times and left it unresolved, with the trial scene fading into
darkness. She couldn’t stand ending with Clytemnestra defeated, Eilber said, a comment that
elicited laughter from the audience at BU. To end her presentation on Clytemnestra, Eilber
showed a video excerpt, the so-called “knife dance,” in which Clytemnestra asserts her royal
power and cunning by seducing a muscular and arrogant Aegisthus and then taking his knife.
The evening’s climax was a 14-minute performance of Errand in its entirety, a deconstructed
version of Graham’s original Errand into the Maze. The choreography is mostly faithful to
Graham’s original, but Errand is performed without the set and the original costumes. The
dance was inspired by the myth of Theseus, his encounter with the Minotaur, and Ariadne’s
role in helping Theseus escape the windings of the labyrinth. In his Life of Theseus, the ancient
Greek writer Plutarch describes the youths’ encounter with the Minotaur as follows:
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And the most dramatic version of the story declares that these
young men and women, on being brought to Crete, were
destroyed by the Minotaur in the Labyrinth, or else wandered
about at their own will and, being unable to find an exit,
perished there; and that the Minotaur, as Euripides says, was
A mingled form and hybrid birth of
monstrous shape, and that two different
natures, man and bull, were joined in
him.1
Plutarch, Life of Theseus 15.22
In Graham’s version, however, it is not Theseus but the woman Ariadne who confronts the
Minotaur and tries to escape the labyrinth. As many critics have suggested, Graham’s labyrinth
may represent the complexities of a woman’s mind and psyche, and the dance a deep
psychological exploration of her soul.3
Charlotte Landreau and Lloyd Mayor danced the roles of Ariadne and the Minotaur with
virtuosic technique, remarkable strength, and fervent passion. The dance started with Ariadne
lit backstage center, a rope coiled around her and leading upstage. To the eerie and ominously
percussive music of Gian Carlo Menotti, she began moving her torso, attracting the audience’s
gaze to her center and the feelings hidden within. Her movements were small at first, her arms
folded over her abdomen. Though the rope was laid on the floor in the shape of a maze,
Landreau’s facial expressions suggested it was tied around her. Trapped in a limited space, she
tried to move, but found herself restricted. Then somehow she managed to set herself free; she
opened up, looked around, and started turning with small bourrée steps executed right below
her pelvis. Having gained more confidence, she began walking along the rope, “wandering at
her own will,” as Plutarch said of the trapped youths, trying to find the way out, stepping on
one side of the rope or the other, but never touching it (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Charlotte Landreau in Errand into the Maze. Photo by Sahana
Sreeprakash.
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Landreau took every step with care, precision, and certainty. And as she walked forward, her
steps became bigger, displaying assertiveness and a restrained joy. But just as she reached the
front, having seemingly completed the course, she was drawn backwards. With increasing
fear, she returned to her first position upstage. Her movement became more expansive and
more intense, including many of Graham’s renowned leg kicks and split falls, and she seemed
to gather strength in finding the way out.
At that moment, however, the Minotaur made his first entrance, approaching her slowly with
his leg développéing forward in a stark and aggressive manner (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Charlotte Landreau and Lloyd Mayor in Errand into the Maze.
Photo by Sahana Sreeprakash.

He moved around her in a circle and settled behind her back. Like wrestlers, the two engaged
in a physical struggle, the Minotaur using his strength to push her down and overcome her.
She tried to leave, but he pulled her towards him; she sat on him, but he swayed her from
side to side; she tried to resist, but he carried her on his thighs, making a circle around
himself (Fig. 4). Finding the right moment, she was able to push back and make him fall to
the ground. Limited in his movement, he rolled on the ground and slowly exited the stage.

Figure 4. Charlotte Landreau and Lloyd Mayor in Errand into the Maze.
Photo by Sahana Sreeprakash.
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The struggle between Theseus and the Minotaur was a popular subject for 19th century neoclassical sculpture. Barye’s bronze statue, for instance, depicts their intertwined human bodies
at the moment when Theseus defeats the animality of the Minotaur (Fig. 5). The sculpture
reveals the close encounter of the two, the intensity of the moment and the human need for
power and control. In Graham’s version, this iconography and intensity of the struggle is
preserved. But the roles are reversed, with the woman mounting the Minotaur like an animal,
underlining perhaps the primitive instincts of humans when faced with fear, anguish, and
despair.

Figure 5. Antoine-Louis Barye, Theseus Slaying
the Minotaur, c. 1840. Photo credit: Allen
Phillips/Wadsworth Atheneum. Wadsworth
Atheneum Museum of Art. Hartford, CT.

In this deconstructed version, the Minotaur wore not the heavy bull’s horns and bit of Errand
into the Maze, but a transparent nylon mask over his face and a bone over his shoulders. With his
face hardly visible and his upper-body movement limited by the bone, he did seem monstrous
and inhuman, bringing fear and anxiety to the woman in white. The Minotaur has been
interpreted as the Creature of Fear, a representation of the fear that we all have inside us and
struggle with. Mayor did indeed inspire fear. He danced with an aggressive passion that was
perfect for the role. He loomed over Ariadne, about to attack, like the human conscience that
never lets one go. Landreau’s facial expressions made him seem even more dangerous and
threatening (Fig 6).
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Figure 6. Charlotte Landreau and Lloyd Mayor in Errand into the Maze.
Photo by Sahana Sreeprakash.

With the Minotaur momentarily gone, Landreau performed a solo demonstrating Ariadne’s
growing confidence: leg extensions, knee vibrations, stretches, and long movements dominated
her dance. She then ventured to escape again, walking through the rope one more time, now
picking it up and trying to gather it all in her hands by pulling it (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Charlotte Landreau in Errand into the Maze. Photo by Sahana
Sreeprakash.

And though freedom was near, the Minotaur reappeared to send her into yet another struggle,
trying to torture and manipulate her mind. Downstage left, Landreau maintained control. The
Minotaur danced in the diagonal, moving away from her and then again coming towards her.
But he maintained his space and moved back and forth without being urged one way or the
other. One interpretation of the movement would be that his presence was not real but the
product and reflection of the woman’s mind. When she was afraid, hesitant, and unsure of
herself, her fear appeared, in the shape of the Minotaur; but when she felt strong, confident,
and protected, the Minotaur faded away. Does he live in her mind? Is it her emotions that
control him?
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The section that followed is probably the most powerful in the dance. The Minotaur starts
jumping straight up and down, facing the audience, as Ariadne lies on the floor before him. He
starts rolling her body to the side and tries to step on her, but she rolls her body over, avoiding
each of his steps (Fig. 8). There is a symmetry in their movement, a perfect back and forth. He
jumps from one foot to the other, leaning forward and threatening to harm her. At one point,
he holds her arms, lifts her in the air and spins her around as a parent would play with a child.
The moment is aggressive and suggests she has been caught forever. But Landreau also made
it appear liberating, projecting joy in being part of this encounter.

Figure 8. Charlotte Landreau and Lloyd Mayor in Errand into the Maze.
Photo by Sahana Sreeprakash.

The Minotaur exited and Ariadne performed a brief dance of relief: light jumping, gentle
turns, uplifting steps. Then she paused, and her whole body started to vibrate. Her
movements were small again, with petite bourrées that she executed with detail and grace.
Fear crept into her body; fear instilled anger; and anger provoked violence. She turned her
fists against herself, hitting her legs, unsure of her direction and purpose. In that most intense
moment, as she looked frantically right and left, the Minotaur appeared again. This time he
came out jumping directly behind her. In the face of his force and violence, the woman
displayed a certain calmness in this encounter, seeming less affected by his movement,
standing relatively still, breathing deeply, avoiding looking him in the eye, and gaining the
strength that she would need for her final encounter with him. In that final struggle, she
jumped on his thighs, swaying from side to side, and managed to overpower him (Fig. 9). He
fell to the ground defeated. A moment of rest followed, the woman visibly realizing that she
was free; she was no longer trapped, she was safe and with strength inside her.
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Figure 9. Charlotte Landreau and Lloyd Mayor in Errand into the Maze.
Photo by Sahana Sreeprakash.

The costumes, simplified versions of Graham’s originals, reinforced the contrast between the
two figures. A long white dress marked Ariadne’s innocence, but also her difficulty in escaping
the labyrinth and her initial ignorance of how to do so. By contrast, the Minotaur was almost
naked, muscular, and monstrous. His covered face made him cold, unapproachable, and scary,
enabling Graham to highlight his physical strength, violence, and the visceral desire for
destruction, conquest, and control. Ariadne displayed her resourcefulness and creativity; in
Graham’s vision she stands for civilization and reflects the depths of the human soul and the
power of the unconscious. In Greek mythology, the struggle of Theseus against the Minotaur,
of human against inhuman, often stands for the contrast between civilization and destruction.
Greek vase iconography underlines the contrast by making the Minotaur and his animality
stand out in isolation from the humans surrounding him. On a black-figure amphora at the
Louvre, the Minotaur is naked instead of dressed, and painted in a single color rather than
many. He has no human mind and needs to be overcome by the civilized, refined, and welldressed Theseus (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Black-figure amphora depicting Theseus fighting Minotaur.
Attributed to the Painter of the Birth of Athena, ca. 540 BCE. Louvre
Museum, Paris. Photo © RMN-Grand Palais (musée du Louvre) / Tony
Querrec.
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In an Attic stamnos from the British Museum, the painter has emphasized the contrast between
the human and the inhuman by depicting Theseus killing the Minotaur while holding his
muzzle, the animalistic feature that prevents him from speaking and thus most differentiates
him from humans (Fig. 11).

Figure 11. Theseus Killing the Minotaur. Attic stamnos. 490–480
BCE Kleophrades Painter. British Museum, London

Like the Greek myth, Martha Graham’s Errand brings out the clash between civilization and
destruction, as well as the human struggle for control, power, and survival. Humans must face
external dangers – hostile animals, destructive individuals, and belligerent communities – but
also internal threats, the human tendency to succumb to fears, anguish, and uncontrolled
passions. The youths’ aimless wanderings in the labyrinth brought about their death, as Plutarch
describes. But here Graham made those “wanderings” an “errand,” showcasing the strength of a
woman who overcomes her darkest fears, finds satisfaction, and emerges victorious.
In the Q&A that followed, an audience member asked Eilber to share a personal moment from
working with Martha Graham. With emotion, Eilber responded that Graham encouraged her
always to talk to herself during her dancing – an ongoing inner monologue, Graham thought,
ensures that her dancers motivate and justify every action and movement they execute. Indeed,
when watching Landreau and Mayor, I found it easy to imagine such inner monologue as a
source of power for their dancing: as Landreau fluctuated between confidence and fear, she
seemed constantly to be thinking about her next move; Mayor was driven by lust and power;
and though his face was covered and he appeared to move by instinct rather than careful
thought, his whole body displayed an intensity and determination that seemed to emerge from
the constant goading of an inner self.
Martha Graham’s Greeks was presented with the support of Boston University’s Center for the Humanities, BU’s Arts Initiative, Kilachand
Honors College, the Department of Classical Studies, the Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance Program, and the Society for Classical
Studies’ Classics Everywhere initiative.
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Trag. Graec. Frag. 2, p. 680.
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Press. London. William Heinemann Ltd. 1914
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an interpretation of the dance see, for example, Agnes De Mille, Martha: The Life and Work of
Martha Graham, New York, 1956 (reprinted in 1991), p. 280-1; Ernestine Stodelle, Deep Song: The
Dance Story of Martha Graham, New York, 1984; and Mark Franko, Martha Graham in Love and
War, Oxford, 2012, p. 87-95.
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